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A

P r • f • o

The steady expansion of plasma engineering and ita fu-
ture prospects of a wide and continuously increasing range
of industrial actlvitlee attracts the attention of a large
number of scientists and engineers. The strong interest of
them In discussing the rapid advanoes in research and deve-
lopment of low temperature plasma applications encouraged
ue to oontinue in organising th* Symposium on Elementary
Processes and Chemloal Reaotione in Law Temperature Plaaam.
These proceaaee affect the maoroeoopio properties of all
gas disoharges and their possibilities of using. Therefore
th* aim of our Symposium la to provide a forum for thoae
active In the field of low temperature plasma physios end

, Its applications, thue bridging the gap between basic re-

• eearch and industry.
:0 This 6th Symposium is devoted to the 10th anniversary
| • of the foundation of the Faculty of Mathematic* and Physios
\'_ of the Comenius Univereity In Bratialava. Plasma physics
) group is on* of th* largest in our faoulty. More tl n 20

. j seientiste deal with the etudy of the basic properties ot
J- I welding arc, corona and r.f, dischargee and with their dlf-
;?, ferent applications. V* hop* that this anniversary is the

iir new chance for th* next rapid development of plasma physics
i..: research at our University.
•'•' These Invited papere represent only a part of the full
,;'',' potential of ohaHanging ideas to meat th* increasing de-

ol manda in the field of low temperature plasma physios for
rhj >- today and the future.
&'; The first part of the book of the invited papers eon-
f̂ | •i* tains only those contributions the authors of which have

L J prepared their manuscripts in required time. The rest of
;/ them will be printed in the eeoond part after the Sympo-

sium. The authors are responeible for th* soientlfio and
technical oontent of their contributions.



It i« wqwotad that this book will ba of prsotloal uaa

to aolantiata, aaglnaara and atodattta oonearnad with low

tawparatura piaaaa phyaloa and It* diffarant prmctloal ap-

plloatlona. Ct ia hopad that thia book aa wall •• tha $ym~

poaiuai will balp to prowota oooparation batwaan the irarloua

dlaolplinaa.

It la a plaaaur* for tha Organlslac Coawlttaa to thank

all tuthora for thalr contributiona, which raflaot «zeltln«

prosraaa plaaaa phr*loa ha* aada durlnc raoaat yaara. It i*

of ooora*, lapoaalbla to oovar all aapaota of tha daralop-

•ao* of tow t«ap*r*tur* plcraar phyaloa in a fiT* daya

poaluai.

Patar L « k i o
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Modelling of bounded tvo- and multi-component plasmas
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Abstract

A review about previous and new results of the theory of two- and

Multi-component plasmas including space charge regions is given.

The hydrodynamic equations completed by Maxwell's equations

constitute a set of non-linear differential equations involving

singular points. Various boundary conditions, various solution

methods and the influence of various parameters on the boundary

sheath and the composition of the plasma are taken into account.

Features of plasmas in pure and mixed gases having a high degree

of ionization as a whole or for separated components are

represented. The influence of the processes in the discharge and

at the wall, as gas pumping, sputtering and sticking, on the

distribution of various species throughout the plasma are taken

into consideration. A multi-group theory of an improved cascade

model is used to approximate the electron kinetics in the cathode

region of a glow discharge, i.e., in a strongly inhomogeneous

region.



1. Introduction

Properties of plasmas caused by the composition and the space

charge shesths near Malls and electrodes determine the technical

application of plasmas, e.g. for the plasma processing or th»

generation uf light. To date, the theoretical description of space

charge shcathv. jnd multi-component plasmas is insufficient. Owing

to mathematical difficulties the kinetic theory is restricted to

strongly simplified models or to single species. In some cases the

hydrodynamic equations, c«—rivable from the Boltzmann equation,

lead to .1 suitahle and mathematically simpler description. How-

ever, also in this approximation the mathematical difficulties

arising are qrsat and have only been partially overcome.

2. Basic equations of the two-fluid mode"

At first, the

considered The

single charged

two- fluid model of a low pressure discharge is

plasma consists of electrons and one species of

positive ions. The neutral gas only forms a

motionless background. Charged particles are generated within the

plasma by electron collisions and disappear at the wall by recom-

bination.

If one considers 3 plane, one-dimensional and steady-state model

and supposes constant- temperatures T s the hydrodynamic equations

for the ions (s=i), the electrons (s=e) read (e.g./I/)

kTsy
form

d v s / d ) < •0
This matrix

momentum transfer.

contains the equations of continuity and of

Here are Ms the mass, N s the particle

density, • s tt- '!<-ift velocityt Z^=-le=X the charge number, e

the positive elementary

electric field intensity, x the distance from the midplane and

, pi = 'Ne''ni+Ni 'i/2'Mivix • *2'

P e~ 0 , where VCJIVJ denote the frequencies of ionization and

elastic ion-atom collisions. The eq. (1) has to be supplemented by

the Poisson equation

dEf̂ /rix - (B/£Q) ( ZjNj ~Np) (3)

where £ Q is the permittivity. The transversal electric current

density result' as

iM = efZjNjVj-NgVg) = const (4)

The systeir (1) and (3) constitutes a set of nonlinear singular

differentia] equations. It is well known that the matrix in (1)



singular if the drift velocity of one of the species

attain* the corresponding sound velocity, i.e. y s»v K , where
vsc * <*TS/Wa)

1/Z • <5)
If Vj < Vgg a subsonic stream exists, if vs > vsc a hypersonic

The sound velocity of the ions is attained within the plasma. In

the framework of a hydrodynamic theory it is reasonable to suppose

that the sound velocity of the electrons is attained at the Mall.

Neglecting corresponding terns in (1),(2> and (3) well known

limiting cases as the quasi-neutral model and, further, the

diffusion controlled case /2/ and the inertia controlled one /3/

result. Under quasi-neutral conditions, i.e. N
w=*

Ni • the set (1)

of differential equations only becomes singular at the ambipolar

sound velocity

vo - CJcCT^+T^/Hi)
1'2 (6)

and not at (9).

The solution of the complete set of (1) and (3) is necessary if

i the space charge density, the inertia of the particles and elastic

V4 collisions arm included to describe the transition from the appro-

1 ximately quasi-neutral plasma core to the space charge sheaths at

j walls, probes and electrodes. It is useful to choose vi
I as independent vmrimblm. If the discharge is symmetrical with

respect to the plane x*O one obtains as boundary conditions
Ex"° • Vi-v^-O , n»0 if v±=0 . (7)

•% Further, it can be seen that the electron density Ne can be

/' stated at one point, e.g., at the singular point. The solution has
1 to pass through the singular point at v^ =vic smoothly. The

required reqularization condition
Hivi°i * pi " zim En * ° tB)

:\ if v^ *vic completes the set of boundary conditions for the

,- interval O *Vj *Vj c , i.e., for the subsonic ion flow. In this

»; ; interval a nonlinear boundary value problem (BVP) has to be

-j/ solved. In the beginning the boundary values of the ion density is

unknc

t

. The BVP for the interval vic * vi * viw * ̂ *e'> f o r t n e hypersonic
ion flow region, can be reduced to an initial value problem (IVP)
if the foregoing BVP is solved and suitably normalized variables

introduced (e.g. /4/>. In this formulation the ion drift



velocity v£ at the Hal 1 is given by the implicit equation

where He have restricted ourselves to J,,"O

The following characteristic quantities
il/2 i ,

»t«rs
,2

and dimension less para

B - Tj/T,, , a<

and dimensinnless variables

ws=Ns/Ne

(1O)

(11)

(12)

are in'roilutred,

character >.r>t jr

density i1 v

where is the Debye length,

iength for the ionization and N e c the electron
=vic * ft wide range of values of the parameters is

physically important, e.g. for low pressure plasmas 8=*O,...,0.5;

aQ=O,..,,O.Oli rtg=0,...,10000 . The plasma is quasi-neutral if

aQ=0. We have free-fall conditions if A Q < 1 and diffusion condi-

tions if AO>>1 . With respect to numerical calculations it can be

useful tci replace 'iO'*O''*O ^Y

• a'agd+Ag) ,

, B=l/(1+Ao)

The generalization to ix*0 or given potential differences and to

asymmetric geometries is possible.

3. Solution methods

• k

It is noss. :-!'(• to expa^-i the solution o' (1) and (3) at the

singular «r irregular point Vj=Vic into power series of u=''^- V i c

if lul<\l Uiiiig the regularization condition (8) the coef-

ficients f th? expansion can be determined successively /4/.

For insUncp, one has f=tL+f,u+fzu
Z+ ... . Using <11)-<13) from

(i)-(3) for 0(u°) one obtains

VicwiJ - ftwer = ~ wi ( («)

(15)

(l-B)w,,
-icVc:

'1
(17)

where

)V,

G - fc/(l-O-Ve^Mp/Mi)

and Vt, = w V/we

Because of (8) the equations (14) and (15) depend on each other
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linearly. In the order Otu 1) the equation (1) yields

_s-,) "il i-Aw,elsl (IB)

(19)

1/2

2(V i cw i c - Awe

2(Bw12

where

h - * w - ( f

Taking into account Vic=B
lr£ , i.e. (5), and the regularization

condition (8) in the normalized form then from (18) and (19)

the missing equation for the first order coefficients

(A-w e c-w e lV c)+h i l)s 1 - 2 wc = O (2O)

follows. Inserting (14),(16),(17) and the other abbreviations (2O)

leads to an equation of second order for s^ .

By means of (8) two second order coefficients were eliminated from

(IB) and (19). Higher order coefficients can be calculated in the

same way.

The power series were used to calculate the initial values for a

numerical integration of (1) and (3). The BVP in CO,V;C] were

solved by means of a modified shooting method where Nj_/N__. and

result. If ao<<l AO>>1 the numerical integration becomes

instable with rising distance from 'ic Therefore, the

i c , but also at Vi=0 orintegration is not only started near

in the cylindrical geometry near V ^ O . The two parts of the

solution are connected smoothly. The stability cjf various

integration methods were tested. The application of difference

methods demand the solution of a large set of nonlinear equations.

This is only possible if the start vector is relatively well

known.

The solution of the IVP for tV i c,V i H] is numerically stable.

If a o is very small it is useful to

variables into power series of a Q , e.g.,

expand all dependent

V i 0 + aOVil Vi2*Vi
where s is taken as independent variable. From (1) and (3) one

obtains sets of differential equations having a singularity at

Vi0=l , i.e. v i 0=v 0 (see<6)), and not at vi = vi c- The numerical

integration from Vi=O up to V i=V i c is stable. If a0AQ<l it is

only necessary to retain terms up to the first or second order

in a o .

It is well known that not all boundary conditions at the wall can

be satisfied by such a asymptotic expansion. Therefore, in



contrast to foregoing investigations, e.g. /5A, the results of the

asymptotic analysis were used a* initial values in order to

integrate ihe complete set (1) and (3) numerically frrm th» vici-

nity of Vic throngnout the space charge sheath up to the wall /4/.

An expmnsion of the solution of {1) and (31 into serins of powers

of S is reasonable if 8<<1 /7/,/lZ. Using s as independent

variable as an example

V - Vo * 8VX + eA/2 • ... (22)

follows. As is usual in pertubation analysis the boundary

conditions at s«O arw taken as follows

vn=f,=o =wiO (23)
weO=l , wel=*O 1=1,2,...

In contrast to (l) the arising set of differential equations has

an irregular point onlv at VQ**O , i.e., on the axis. The

indetermination at this point can be removed by expansion of the

dependent variables in series ef s .

The mathematical expense substantially increases as the order in

ag or S , respectively, of the included terms is increased.

Including space charge effects and supposing vanishing ion

temperature results are known for a long time /B/,/9/. Only a few

results exists tar tlx=> case 9>O /S/,/1/,/4/. The calculations

yield that the thickness of the space charge sheath increases with

rising calli«ii?n 'requtney, i.e., increasing A Q . The sheath

thickness can become much greater than \he Debye length. A new

result of the asymptotic analysis is an approximative analytical

formula

xb * v O / ( y n i y i / 2 ) 1 / 2 <24>

for the distance af «.he beginning of the sheath from the axis.

Farther, in contrast to the Bohm criteria (e.g./7/), derived for

the collision frep case, the ion drift velocity does not exceed

vQ if the collisions dominate and the space charge density within

the plasma is not extremely small. *

The extension tci nop-;2niform temperatures is possible by means of|'\

the same mathematical methods if adiabatic processes are treated.

However, the inclusion of non-uniform electron temperature is a

unsolved problem if the heat conduction is taken into account

because a boundary ro. ition for the electron temperature at the

wall is not known. A kinetic theory of the electron gas in non-1
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uniform and bounded plasmas has to be elaborated.

4. Multi-component plasmas

A multi-fluid model has to be used if the plasma contains several

species of ions. The basic equations (1) and (3) are coupled only

via the right-hand sides. Therefore, (1) involves irregular points

for each species at (5). These points lie within the plasma for

positive ions. The regularjzation conditions complete the set of

boundary ..onditions and allow to calculate the densities of the

various ion species related to the electron density.

For negative ions it is reasonable to fix the singular points at

the wall if J x
= o - These conditions allow to determine the

densities of the negative ions species as well. A little other

boundary conditions are used in /10/,/H/, where quasi-neutrality

is *55uned and the inertia is neglected.

Assuming quasi—neutral conditions the electrir: field component Ex

can be eliminated by means of the equation of motion for the elec-

trons. The resulting differential equations far the ions are

coupled each other not only by the right-hand sides, but also by

the left-hand sides /l/,/12/. This set of equations also has

irregular points, however, not at
vsc = <k< V Z S T S ) / M 5 )

1 / 2 <Z5)

as could be expected in analogy to (6). Regularizaticin constraints

complete the boundary conditions and again allow to calculate the

densities of the various ion species. To date, only diffusion

controlled conditions (e.g./13/> and free-fall conditions /12/ are

treated in detail.

The ionization and recombination processes influence the density

distribution of the neutral gas if the plasma is highly ionized.

In this case equations describing the neutral gas has to be

included. Under diffusion dominated conditions the well known

hydrodynamic equations (1) can be used. However, under free—flight

conditions selective excitation and selective ionization modify

the velocity distribution function of the neutral molecules.

Therefore, a kinetic theory is necessary to describe the neutral

gas reasonably /14/.

In this case *«•:• ing into account ionization processes from the
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Boltzmann equation in the plane geometry one obtains for the
velocity moments

(25)

where FM is the velocity distribution function of the atoms re-

eaitted or sputtered from the wall and

H(x) ~J K<qnic >N_<x')dx' (26)
O

with the ionnation crass section q n i and the velocity of an

atom cK and of an electron c e /14/. Modified hydrodynamic

equations ^an be derived if the kinetic description is replaced by

a multi-group theory /14/.

A few experimental and theoretical investigations showed that,

dependent on tne conditions, the neutral gas density near the wall

decreases or increases with rising degree of ionization /15/,/lfc/.

Moreover, u is wt?!l known that in gas mixtures the degree of

ionization caii lie very different for various species if their

ionization energies and their concentrations are different. For

instance, in a metal vapour-rare gas discharge in a wide range of

conditions the density of the metal vapour is very small compared

with the puffer gas density, but the degree of ionization of tne

metal vapnw in h-qh and the one of the puffer gas is very small.

Easily ionizab.e species enriche near the wall, heavily ionizable

species accumulate within the plasma (e.g./17/). fl complicated

characteristii results.

Furthermore, Lhe density and the degree of ionization of various

species can vary *tong the axis in various manner if in the axial

direction an electric current flows. A radial and an axial .;

separation of vario"jr species can occur (e.g./17/>. Owing to the \

so-called gaj punpinq effect the total gas density can vary j

throughout the v. "uire in high-current discharges considerably [

(e.g./IB/). i

I
V

Suitable boundary conditions at the wall have to be formulated for >

the neutral ga«* in orJer to include a spatially variable neutral

gas density, in particular the distribution of sputtered species j

throughout the plasma. These boundary conditions connect the ion
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flux to the Mall with the returning neutral gas flux. The atoms

produced by recombination or by sputtering at the Mall flow into

the plasma. The neutral gas flux can consist of various species.

To avoid a kinetic theory (e.g./If/) a simplified description of

the processes at the Mall can be given in terms of various coeffi-

cients for reflection, sticking and sputtering of particles and

for energy accommodation (e.g./2O/t/21/).

Discharges in flowing gases lead to additional problems for the

theory near the entry ano the end of the discharge. Such

' discharges in l^rge volumina at medium pressures are used to pump

high power CO2 lasers (e.g./22/>.

Concerning spatially two-dimensional problems there arc no papers

which solved the hydrodynanic equations for plasmas taking into

account the static pressure and the inertia simultaneously.

9. Electron kinetics in the cathode region of glow discharges

({ A correct description of the cathode region of glow discharges is

}4$ of great interest for the physical understanding of these

!v discharges and for their technical applications including hollow

cathode discharges. High and non-uniform electric fields and steep

gradients of the electron density exist in the cathode region. To

jj date, there arm important problems long been known, but

4 unsolved. The »Hstl known Townsend formula for the ioniiation

*\< coefficient does not correspond with the physical picture of the

I cathode region. The appreciable r.on-Maxwel1ian and anisotropic

form of the velocity distribution function of the electrons has to
r" ' be taken into account. Under these conditions the solution of the

•v Boltzmann equation for the electrons and for the ions is very

,*'•• difficult. Monte Carlo simulations led to physically reasonable

J{ results /23/. These calculations have to overcome excessive

-S ' computation times. Compared with them various avalanche models v

%',• turned out to be mathematically relatively simple /24-26/. These fj
V

models approximate the electron kinetics by multi-group theories. /

A modified model ^lso takes into account the secondary electrons !

newly created by ionization /2b/. The electrons arc divided in \

groups with respect to the interval where they Mere created or i

where they made an inelastic collision. Inelastic collisions and •,)

forward scattering are assumed to dominate. For the various groups jj



a set of differenti*.'. equations and corresponding boundary

conditions »rm achieved. The solution gives physically reasonable

results. The velocity distribution function of the electrons

spatially varies and contains groups of fast electrons.
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EXCITATION EQUILIBRIA IN INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMAS

J.A.M. van der Mullen, W.W. Stoffds, F.H.A.G. Fey and DC. Schram

SindhoTen University of Technology

P.O.B. 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Obiervation
•one

Skin

R.F. coil

The inductively coupled plasma (ICP) ii an exdtation source frequently used in

spectrochemistry. The plasma is created by a RF load coil in an argon flow consisting

of three parts (fig. 1). A cooling outer flow to avoid plasma—wall interaction, an

intermediate flow to lift up the plasma and a

centra] flow for injection of water droplets. These z

water droplets carry the sample into the plasma.

The chemical dements in the sample are denoted

by the "analytes". Our Philips device operates at a

frequency of 100 MB* and a power of 0.8- 1.5 kW.

Apart from the applications as a

spectroscopic tool the ICP is an interesting object

in the study of plasma transport phenomena, and

the deviations from equilibrium [1,2]. In the former

subject the interest is directed to how the energy is

coupled into the skin and how the local ionisation

in this active wne delivers electrons to the rest of

the plasma, where recombination takes place. Fig.l:

It is dosdy related to the latter subject which treats the deviation from equilibrium on

the elementary level of electron exdtation, ionisation and charge transfer. This item is

found in almost any publication on the ICP but the discussion on the presence of

(partial) equilibrium is rather subtle and unsuccessful if we do not have a predse

— Outer flow

—Intermediate flow

-Central flow ( $ c )

A Sketch of an ICP
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description method of the status of equilibrium departure. Such a description method

is presented in section 2. It turns out [1-4] that ihermodynamic equilibrium (TE) can

be regarded as the full equilibrium state of proper balances of the type Maxwell,

Boltzmann, Sana, Planck and Charge transfer. A departure from TE can be described

as the non-equilibrium state of some proper balances and Ihe presence of improper

balances such as the excitation saturation balance ESB (section 3). Section 4 presents

an experimental study of the Saha balance and the ESB based on passive spectroscopy.

Section 5 deals with active spectroscopy. The study of the response of balances to the

pulsation of the RF generator provides insight in the status of the equilibrium

departure of the ICP. Concluding remarks are given in section 6.

2. Proper Balances

In this study we make a distinction between the concepts "balance " and

"equilibrium". An excitation balance compares for an atomic state the "weight" (= the

rate) of the populating with that of the depopulating processes. It can be in, or out of

equilibrium. A plasma in thermodynamic equilibrium (TE) can be regarded as the

equilibrium state of all proper balances; i.e. balances which consist of forward and

corresponding backward processes. Descending to the quantum level where each proper

bdance describes how particles change from one particular quantum state to another

and vice versa, we find a simple but powerful form [3] of the mass action law:

// an elementary proper balance is in equilibrium then the product oj ihe elementary

concentrations of the reactants equals that of the resultants.

In contrast with the well known macroscopic pendant, this elementary mass action law

(EMAL) is independent of rate coefficients. It is based on the principle of microscopic

reversiblity and provides a simple technique to derive the distribution laws of TE

[1-4]. The derivations show that a particular distribution law is valid if the

corresponding balances equilibrate Therefore the EMAL can also be used to get
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information on the atomic state distribution function in a situation where only a part

of the balances equilibrate; i.e. at a departure from TE.

For instance: the derivation of the Saha distribution law is based on the equilibrium

state of the balances of the Saha type; i.e. ionization and three particle recombination.

This mears that Saha's law is also valid in an optically thin plasma where Planck's law

is violated, provided that the rates of Saha equilibrium restoring processes supercesd

the rates of equilibrium disturbing processes induced by the leak of radiation. Similarly

it can be proved that the existence of two different temperatures for electrons and

heavy particles, not necessarily implies disturbance of Saha's law. If the electron

induced Saha balances equilibrate, we may apply the EMAL in a two temperature

(2—T) plasma, giving the Saha equation in which "the" temperature is replaced by the

electron temperature. The following gives an outline of the partial equilibrium relevant

for the ICP.

Maxwell equilibria in a 2—T plasma are present for the translation energy

exchange between particles of equal or comparable mass. The exchange of translation

energy from electrons to heavy particles is very ineffective, because of the mass ratio

mg/M << 1. Thus in the skin of the ICP, where the electrons are heated by the EM

field and the heavy "articles cooled by the gas flow, we may expect that apart from the

balances of the type

(lb)

which equilibrate, as expressed by the symbols JL and ->#», the balances of the type

L
it;
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are duturbed, at marked by the energy flow symbol Q. The eq. la (lb) refers to the

exchange of translation energy E between electrons (heavy particles). The t>jtU*rium

of the balance* of type (U) implies that the BliAL em be luei limit* to ihe group of

electrons {e}. This leads [2] to the Maxwell distribution function which written as

<7e(i.E) = %{•) *Te) exp - E/kTe with *SJ - h ' / f ^ k T / ' 2 , (2)

expresses that the elementary concentration *?e(s,E); i.e. the number of electrons per

state with internal index s and translation energy E, is obtained multiplying the

number of electrons (with internal stote s) per volume i7e(s) (without "!), with the

thermal de Broglie volume rand exp -E/kTe. For electrons "s" is a spin state and

1e(*) = i j /2. Note that (2) contains the electron temperature Te- Mutatis mutandis

the same applies lor the group of heavy particles {h} characterised by the heavy

particle temperature T^. So e.g. for an atom in state • we should replace me by mA,

Te b y T A = T h *n d V f ) b y ''A^')' i e t l i e d e n l i t y o f * tom« A in internal state s,

which equals the level feniity divided by the statistical weight: r) = n/g.

In section S we describe an experimental study of the plasma skin, where the ratio

(3)

can be as high as 1.4. This situation is denoted by a 2-T plasma (region).

The abbreviation pLM E is used for the partial Local Maxwell Equilibrium. The "L"

of local refers to the place dependency of Tg while the "p" of partial refers to the low E

part, the Maxwell bulk, which is not distorted by groundstate excitation [5].

Note that (2) can be derived for the Maxwell bulk. A sufficient condition is that

balance (la) equilibrates and that the distorted tail is only a minor part of {e}. This

derivation is one of the various possibilities offered by the powerful EMAL technique.
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Rnit«mf n hsjsjcg Jf ruled by electrons in mott cam dominate those ruled

by heavy particles, in absence of other diitarbing procenet theie elementary balances

(4)

are in equilibrium. The forward process is that of excavation of the atom A from a

lower / to an upper state «. Application of the EMAL leads to

for til appropriate seti of the translation energy (E) valves satisfying
El* = E « + Bj8 ~ ( B i + E$ - B « ~ E»- SubJUtuting (2) for the groups {e} and {A}

ia (S) aad dividing by JfT^end «TA) gives

WM = exp( \ T " + \ T ^ ) = exp (- EJ)(/kTe)
6 A

(6)

where E. is the increase of the internal energy of A. The last step in (6) is justified

since Ei = E» due to m e / M A « l . It gives the Bdtsmann relation containing the

electron temperature only. Thtrefiyre, en electron induced Bolttmim* balance in

efuilibrnm vill mpou the electron temperature on the excited states.

A basic assumption of (0) is that the outermost of the balances (4) are ruled by

electrons in pLM£E.

Since not all Boltzmann balances equilibrate in the ICP we use the abbreviation

pLBeE to refer to the part of place dependent ^balances in equilibrium.
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The Si i* balance S of ionisation and 3 particle recombination

V V (7)

may be treated in the same way. In this example the created ion is in the ground state

at indicated by the subscript "/" and the created electron in a spin state «. Using the

EMAL leads to the relation

which can be simplified using the energy conservation law and dividing by fat the

particles e, A and A+ . This gives the Saha relation for a 2-T pluma

or

V'(P) = <?+( *
™exp(Ip/kTc) (9)

in which I is (he ionintion potential of the atom in Kate p and ? + ( / ) toe demrity ot

the ion ground state. This derivation is based on m e / M A « l via Ea s Ei.

The extra r)e(sfi) factor in the Saha equation related to the ?of the electron

created in the ionisation process is depicted in fig.2 as the so-called "Saha jump" with

the short notation 17. It should be realized that it only depends on translation^

properties of the electron gas and that in TE each succession of ion stages reflects the

same Saha jump, irrespective of the element.

There is a lot of discussion in literature on the Saha equation for a 2-T plasma.

In [6] we have shown experimentally that (9) is correct. The modified Saha equations

which strongly depend on 7 are erroneous.
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Porttoi local Saha equilibrium (pLS^E) can be fonnd approaching the continuum where

the rate of electron induced ionisation proceuet will increase drastically. The larger

this rate the lest easy the Saha balance can be disturbed. It is a basic assumption of

this itndy that in any ICP part a level can be found snch that higher levels are in

partial locJ Sahtt equilibrium (pLSgE) and populated according to (9).

The absolute state density n=n/g /or two atoms, Ar and Mgatthe tame location

[7j. The ion density per statistical weight n+ " related to the near continuum density rim

by the Sana jump n^ a property of the electron gas only and vith the same value for Ar

and Mg (as should be ) . The angle a in the three systems indicate the same slope (i.e.

TJ. The dashed (Ar) and dotted (Mg) lines erroneously suggest that the 'excitation

temperatures" of Ar and Mg are different. The arrow m Mg II marks the position of the

ionization potential ofAr. The symbols S, B and Ct refer tot figs. 5+8.



The Charge transfer (Ct) balance can be an important ionization mechanism.

Together with its inverse process it can be given by the reaction balance

Art(E ) +.Mg,(Ea) *-Ct* Arj(E^) + Mg*(EM (10)

using magnesium as an example. The groundstate is denoted by Mgj, whereas Mg'J"

refers to the (quasi) resonant ion "states for which the total excitation energy

approximately equals the ionization energy of the main gas argon (cf. fig. 2). If the

energy mismatch is smaller than the mean translation energy i.e.

AE = EQ+Ea-(E(^+Ei)<kTj] a large amount of elementary balances will contribute

to the charge transfer which may consequently exceed all other processes in which the

levels Mg+(r) are involved. This brings balance (10) into equilibrium which employing

the EMAL and dividing the result by the Yol Ar and Mg gives

(n)

Note that contrary to the $ and S this Ct balance is not ruled by free electrons. If

the densities in (11) obey the electron induced Saha and Boltzmann relation as well, we

may replace the various T] by »? . This means ' that for a deviation from

Saha—Boltzmann, expressed by b = rj / rf, the relation

>)) = b(Mg(l))/b(Ar(l)) (12)

holds if balance (10) equilibrates and dominates over (relevant) electronic and J

radiative transitions. Note that b A r + ( l ) s 1 by definition. This expression is found to [

be in reasonable fit with experimental results for recombining plasma parts [7] (cf. fig. j

2). In the case of ionizing ICP parts where ng and T are relatively high it is to be [

expected that the balance may be disturbed by the electron induced processes[8). i
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3. The Improper balance of excitation saturation ESB

In order to create the plasma, the number of ionization processes in the active

zone should exceed the number of recombination processes. Thus the balance of

ionization and (three particle) recombination processes of the atoms in the groundstate

is not in equilibrium and the level density n(l) must be larger than the Saha density

n s(l) . The fact that the relation b ( l ) > l holds for ionizing plasmas, disturbs the

Boltzmann balance between the groundstate and first excited state 2 leading to a value

b(2)>l. But due to the excitation processes 2->3 etc. the disturbance will propagate to

higher levels creating a stepwise ionization flow over the atomic system. The chair, of

disturbed Boltzmann balances can be depicted by

(13)

+
e

+
e

+
e

b(2) > b(3) ....

T i 1
The horizontal double arrows symbolize that the excitation is larger than the

deexcitation (single arrow). In the steady state the "stepwise" ionization flow has to

supply the outward transport of charged particles and to drain the inward transport of

groundstate particles (vertical arrows). The density of excited states is constant and

determined by the Excitation Saturation Balance (ESB): population from the lower

adjacent level in equilibrium with the depopulation to the adjacent higher level. This is

a so-called improper balance since population and depopulation are not each other's

inverse processes. Large values of b(p)>l can be found for the lower levels in ionizing

plasma parts. For the highly excited states the rates of ionization and recombination

processes are so high that equilibrium disturbing processes will have less influence on

the Saha balance. Therefore b(p) -* 1 if the ionization energy I -< 0. This is depicted in

fig. 7 where the distribution function of an ionising plasma part (dotted) and the Saha

line (solid) for the same n £ and T g value merge into each other approaching the

ionization potential.
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4. Experimental study of balances: Pimwi ipectrogcoPT

Tiro methods will be discussed. The first one presented in this section deals

with passive spectroscopy of line intensities from highly excited Ar states and the

broadening cf H # the Balmer fi line of hydrogen. Section 5 deals with active

spectroscopy; i.e. spectroscopy during and after disturbance of the plasma.

By measuring the absolute intensity of highly excited argon states, one can determine

the density of the near continuum states in pLSeE, which obey the relation

This equation is obtained using (9) in the limit of I HO and the assumption that

g.n, = n, (Ar) = n . The groundstate density of the main gas argon determines the

pressure, i.e. n^ » P/kT n , since the ionization is lower than 10 . Using the expression

n, = b, n? and applying the Boltzmann relation (6) on i?J and t)* we find

I x /kT e = In {P/(kT e i£)} - In bx + lr 7 . (15)

Note that for the Arl groundstate gj = 1. Since the ionization potential of argon (Ij=

15.8 eV) is about 20-30 times as high as kT g the last term ( 7 < 1.5) may be

neglected. Thus, using spatially resolved t? —values and P = 1 atm we can calculate T

for each location as function of b, . Applying (14) to tfce measured !j -values, \h£*e T

values give n^r^.bj) as a function of b. . Comparison with n (Ho) values, obtained

from spatially resolved H^ broadening, gives information on b, . This comparison [9,

10] is effectuated in figs. 3a+b for two heights above the load coil. It is found that in

the active zone (the skin) bj should be in the order of 10 —10 , whereas the

recombining zone is typified with b, values in the order of 10~ .
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\

- 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
r|mml

Fig.S-.The electron density nf in 10s1 m S as a function of the radial position r. For a

central flow * c = O.t l/min and power P = 0.8 kW (cf. (9,10]). The dashed curve
n

e(Hp) results from Stark broadening measurements. The solid curves are obtained

from absolute measurements on highly excited states in Ar for b. = O.t (lower) b. - 1

(middle) and b1 = 10 (upper). Fig Sa deals with the region between the load coil, for fig.

Sb the height above the load coil is 15 mm.

S. The balances during relaxation: active spectroscopy

This section deals with an experiment in which the RF generator of the ICP is

twitched off sad on. Between these two actions there is a variable period of about

10 s The repetition frequency is variable from single puls to several kHz. This

technique has been applied previously to arc plasmas cf [11+12]. The application to an

ICP is repotted in [13+14].

Immediately after the switch off the electron gas, missing the extra energy supply, will

be cooled due to collisions with heavy particles. The cooling time r is in the order of a

(a. The recombination time and thus the relaxation time for the electron and ion

density rB is much larger, typical 10 s.

The response of the Saha balance can be studied by observing the temporal behaviour

of the line emission from highly excited states. Since the Saha balance consists of fast
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processes with relaxation times smaller than Hf"8! they may be treated as if they

follow the relaxation of the electron energy and density instantaneously. The response

of the density n*(p) to the switch oB-*ad-on procedure can be described by the

following scenario (cf. figs 4 and 5).

r r
RF OFF RF ON

Fig. 4: A typical response of a level in

(near) pLSfE (cf. fig.5). The global

position of the level in the energy

scheme is marked m fig. I by S.

Fig. 5: The Saha response for levels

with different ionization potential-

The bottom of the figure mark* tkt

cooling jump f as function ofl^



1} Cooling: Immediately after the switch off when T changes into T = T, this
e en

results in a sudden upward jump in r/s(p), cf (9).

2) Recombination. Due to recombination the Saha line will descend "slowly" during r

3) Heating. The switch on effects the reverse of cooling: a sudden decrease of the

excited state density (r s r ) due to the sudden increase of T .

4) lonizat'on- a slow increase during rn of the density to its original value.

In the following we will confine ourselves to the response to "cooling". The increase of

the level densities ruled by the Saha balance can be understood globally realizing that

the decrease of the mean electron energy favours recombination over ionization. This

pulls the Saha balance (7) towards the left. In more detail this change in density

expressed with js(p) = n*(p;ne,Te )/ns(p;ne,Te) can be related to 7 = T e /Th by

f ! n 7 + I p [ 7 - l ] / k T e . (16)

This is obtained dividing (9) for T by (9) for Tg = T^ and realizing that since

r << T the values n̂ , and n, remain constant during the cooling process. The

arrows labeled " 1 " in fig. 5 represent the logarithm of the jump factor and are plotted

against I in the bottom of fig. 5. Preliminary results obtained from relative line

intensity measurements of several atomic transitions in the active zone between the

windings of the load coil are given in fig. 6. The intersection of this curve with the axis

gives the ratio 7 while the Blope equals l/kTg. The solid curve in fig. 6 is the best fit

with a slope determined by independent Tg measurements [9J. We find a value of

7B 1.4. A similar plot for the region just above the load coil gives the value 7 a 1.2. C~|

This is in. accordance with the fact that the more the electrons are heated (and heavy v*3

particles cooled) the higher 7 should be. In principle it must be possible to deduce Tg £

from the slope of the curve for highly excited states if spatially resolved measurements j

are used. j
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fhB ramonse of the ESB to coding can be ttadied by the jmnpi in the. intensity ef

lower ezdted Ar levels (4p). As shown in fig. 6 thete levels ate not on the j* curv*

Fif. f-.Measured ulna of the jumps

AS « fiatetion of I tit Ar. Note that

the level 4p is not on the line

c&rrupo*im§ to the Sah* mlue of the

cootmg jmp. The electron

temperature it ietermmed *y M other

method [9,10].
2 1 o

ipltV)

Before the twitch off (in the stationary ntaation) when Te>Tfe , thwe (tat« are

ov«rpopttitted with reipect to Saaa, i.e. b(4»)>l, which ii needed to create ttepwiw

ioniiation related to the ESB (cf. (13) and fig. 7). If we atranx that directly after toe

cooling the ntt ioniiation and tht CSB an qaanchad, and that tht )e««U eater »LSeE

determined by Tg « Tfc , we Bad for thew lercb the nttaHty iBcremtat

¥X«P)) - »«O4(4P)) - tal(4p), (17)

indicating th*t the higher b(4p) in the ttationary sitnation (i.e. before twitch off) tW

lower the density jamp will be. Thit explains why the jump (dubed arrow in fig. 7) for

the lower excited lerelt it smaller than the one which would be present if the level watt

in Sana equilibrium (solid arrow in fig. ?) before the twitch off. Extrapolation Of

Fig. 7: The distribution function for aft

ionising system (dotted) compared to

the corresponding Saha value for Tf

and Tk<T and the response tr

cooling.

ll..-

iL1.



j*(p) gives for the active region in the load coil for the 4p states in argon the value of

b(4p)s 1.5 (before the switch off).

This can be used to estimate the stepwise ionization in the active zone. We consider

the (de)exdtation. process between 4p and the adjacent higher 3d level. The net

frequency of excitation processes of the disturbed balance

s

A(4p) + e + ( E 4 p 3 d ) - 2 A ( 3 d ) + e (18)

is given by the equation

•*• Vt[nen(4p)k.rVi(3d)kg = V ^ ^ p j k , (b(4p) - b(3d)) (19)

obtained using the principle of detailed balancing. With the estimation of the volume

| f of the active zone \% « 5 10~7 m3 and the rate coefficient k_« 3 10~13 m3 s"1 [15] we

f find inserting nft = 2 1021 m""3, n*{4p) = 5 1016 nT 3 (9), and b(3d) « 1 numerically

j J « 7.5 1018 s"1.

, This rate of ionization h u to support the transport processes T to the observation zone

• where recombination takes place. It is estimated that

f
im ^ ™ -̂  j« 111 •""^ /Ofl̂

-* ~™ e

— 2 1

in which v s 20 m / s is the velocity of the electron gas (mean density n f i a 10 ) >
crossing the area a (a 3 10 m ) of the outer tube. If we assume that the (;/

—4 ^

recombination t ime r n » 2 10 s during the relaxation process is the same as that in 'f,

the observation zone under stationary conditions, w e may equate for the total ft

recombination processes in the plasma

5
i
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which is found inserting iy» 4 1030 m"3 (a mean value for the recombining part of the

plasma) and Vo • 2 10"*m3. So that the global balance * - T - .7 holds

approximately. •

If, what we plan to do in the near future, nxasuremeaU are carried out spatially

resolved, it mast be possible to study the relation between the net ionisation,

recombination and particle transport spatially resolved.

The response of the q ^ i p ^ n hai*ur** may explain the observed time dependent

behaviour of the lower excited Mg I states as given in fig Sa. Instead of an increase it

shows a decrease as a response to coaling. If we assume that these levels are coupled to

the Mg groundstate by the Boltsmann balance we may apply (0) for the situation

before and immediately after the coaling (the latter quantities labelled by *) giving

» ftp) - »?b*(p)/i»b(p) = (B.JkTJ (1 - i)

i.e. a negative valae confixming the fig 8a. This equation predicts an increment of

Ij (p)l f°r increasing E. which is not observed in our experiments. This can be

explained by the fact taat the Saha balance, with a response to cooling opposite to that

of BolUmann, gets more influence for increasing E.

This Boltsmann response is found for several other metals as well.

The response of thm ̂ h.sjge transfer balance is manifested in the time dependent

behaviour for the Mg+(r) stater g. 8b). The absence of the rapid response to cooling

is related to the fact that the charge transfer balance is not ruled by electrons. ?'

The fact that there is a slow increase rather than a rapid decrease as a first reaction, <.

indicates that the Boittmann coupling with the Mgr groondstate is of minor <

importance. Apparently the Ct balance (10) is dominant. The slow increase is related i

to the increase of the (neutral) Mg groundstate density due to recombination of the f

Mg+syitem. This poshes the Ct balance to the right. }
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Fig.8: ThtmemnndrdatHxintentity change ts a funtion of timt being proportional to

the relative change of the density of the radiating level. Fig. 8a: o Mg level in (near)

pLBeE. Pig. 8b: a level (awi) resonant to charge transfer. The position of the levels in

Mgl and Ugll are globally marked m fig. t with B and Ct.

The experimental remht have shown that the status of equilibrium departure in

an ICF it rather subtle. First of all we have to realise that there is a spatial

dependency, which means that full TE can not be present and that the plasma has to

be studied locally. Secondly we have learned that at each location some elementary

balances equilibrate while others do not.

Nevertheless we may state that most balances are ruled by electrons not far from

equilibrium. This predominance of electrons immediately follows from the sudden

reponse to the cooling of the electron gas as found for almost any level. A good

impression of this status of the equilibrium can be obtained by the measnred atomic



state distribution function as given in fig. 2, which gives a good image of the plasma

location in question [7]. Embedded in the same electron gas we find for Ar and Mg ;

approximately the same Saha jump and more or less the same slopes. This has as

practical consequence that measurements of absolute densities may give a reasonable I

description of the plasma location. The density of highly excited Arl states deliver via

T> (15), T and n provided b. differs not too much from unity. While information on

this b. can be obtained using Stark broadening measurements giving ng directly. i

This method of description based on absolute densities is in any case better than the

frequently used method of relative densities which delivers excitation temperatures.

The dotted and dashed lines in fig. 2 show that this "temperature" determined by the

(wo line (2A) method has a great uncertainty and that extrapolation of these lines

show a variation in the groundstate densities of several orders of magnitude. The

uncertainty of this 2X method is due to the fact that level densities might be very

sensitive to the deviation from pLSE. This may be due to the escape of radiation, to

the presence of the ESB or to the phenomena of charge transfer. Especially the

relaxation experiment turns out to be a powerful tool to elucidate the role of the main

process of Saha equilibrium ruled by electrons with a higher translation temperature

than the rest of the gas but it also visualizes the impact of other balances which in

some cases may be disturbing and in other cases cooperative.
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ABSTRACT

Whereas inelastic interaction of electrons with atoms

and molecules results in changes of the electronic configura-

tion and/or nuclear motion, respectively, interaction of

electrons with van der Haals clusters involves - besides

these intramolecular excitations - multiple collisions and

subsequent intermolecular reactions within the cluster.

Electron impact ionization of van der Waals clusters

and the stability of the corresponding cluster ions will

be summarized here, including such outstanding phenomena

as magic numbers in mass spectra, metastable decay series,

quantized metastable monomer evaporation, and Coulomb explosion.

INTRODUCTION

An especially exciting subject in the rapidly growing

field of cluster science is the investigation of the elec-

tron impact ionization of van der Waals clusters and the pro-

In
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perties of the cluster ions thus produced. The study of the

ion formation mechanism and of the ion stability in parti-

cular has an important place in this field since mass spectro-

metric detection is the most frequently used tool in cluster

studies.

Properties of the metastable decay of cluster ions have

been recently the subject of numerous experimental and theo-

retical studies, including the question of the metastable

decay mechanism, the release of kinetic energy, and the

quantitative determination of the kinetics of metastable

dissociations as a function of cluster size n (see the compre-

hensive reviews on this subject in Refs. /1-4/) . Early on it

was noted - despite widely differing opinions in this

field - that one has to take the metastable decay of cluster

ions into account when using mass spectrometry to probe

| quantitatively neutral cluster beams /5/. Today it is

'. widely acknowledged that cluster ion abundance anomalies

j| (magic numbers) in mass spectra of rare gas /5-9/, molecular

I /10/, ionic /11/ and metallic /12/ clusters are caused by

| characteristic (preferential - non-preferential) evapora-

tion of monomers in the metastable time regime. These intrinsic

stabilities of cluster ions with different size have been

correlated with special geometric structures, i.e. icosahedral

shell structure in case of rare gas clusters /13/. Conversely,

magic numbers in case of alkali and noble metal cluster ions

have been interpreted in terms of their electronic structures

using the well known shell model from nuclear physics /14/.

; Most of the experimental studies on the metastable

| decay of cluster ions have been devoted to rare gas cluster 1

|| ions /1-3/. In particular it was found that (i) the individual ;

||> metastable reaction probabilities depend strongly on cluster !.•

*™ size /6-13/ and cluster ion production pathways /5,8,15,16/;

and (ii) there exists experimental evidence /9,16,17/ and a I

theoretical reasoning /18/ that a given mass selected cluster !
i

ion ensemble generated by electron impact ionization of a '
nozzle expansion beam will comprise a range of metastable j



decay probabilities. In addition, using RRKM theory it was

possible to reproduce and interpret these different decay

probabilities in terms of differing individual binding

energies for the various cluster sizes /19/. Moreover

Scheier and Mark reported recently the observation of a

sequential metastable decay process

Ar

+ Ar + Ar

I:

for n « 3 and n > 7 /2O,16/. Whereas for n > 7 the average
+* ~ +*

lifetime for Ar is smaller than that for Ar , (in
n n~ i

accordance with expectations from theoretical predictions

/18/ based on CET), in case of Ar,* the average lifetime of
+ * +•

Ar, is longer than that of Ar, . Moreover, the dominant

metastable decay channel of Ar^ appears to be the loss of

two monomers /21/» a process which was found recently to

proceed predominantly via a single step fissioning process

with a defined average lifetime. Moreover, there is evidence

for the occurrence of such a fissioning process also in case

of larger homologues /21/.

A particular exciting subject in addition to rare

gas clusters is the investigation of the stability of

ionized molecular clusters, because in this case not only

intramolecular modes but also interroolecular modes can

contribute to the uniroolecular dissociation channels. Previous

studies of ionized molecular systems include molecular

cations and anions produced by electron impact ionization,

photon ionization, SIMS and ion molecule reactions /10,22-46/.

Here are summarized the results of a series of experiments

in which we have studied in detail the mechanism and the

kinetics of metastable dissociation reactions of N-, 0_ and

N 2/O 2 cluster cations and 0 2 cluster anions. Moreover,

recent results /21/ concerning the fragmentation of Ar

cluster ions will be presented.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The supersonic beam/electron impact ionlzation/mass

spectrometer system used here has been described in detail

previously /8/. A schematic view of the apparatus is provided

by Fig. 1 in Ref. 8. Neutral vdW clusters are produced by

expanding the gas under study at a constant temperature

(typically close to liquid nitrogen temperature) and a con-

stant pressure (typically several ~ar) through a 20 p nozzle.

The ensuing supersonic bean passes a skimmer (differential pum-

ping stage) and is crossed appr. 10 em downstream at right angles

by an electron beam of variable energy |O < E < 18O eV).

Cluster cations or anions thereby produced are (i) extracted

at right angles from the ioniration region, (ii) accelerated

by an acceleration voltage (typically between 0.5 and 3 kV),

(iii) analyzed in a 9O° magnetic sector field followed by a

90° electric sector field, and (iv) detected after post-

acceleration with an electron multiplier.

Important for the present studies of netastable disso-

ciations is the existence (i) Of a first field free region

between the end of the acceleration region and the beginning

of the magnetic sector field and (ii) of a second field-free

region between the end of the magnetic sector field and the

beginning of the electric sector field. A possible metastable

decay of an ion m., (produced in the ion source) into m,

can be detected /49/ either (i> in the first field free

region by tuning the magnetic sector field to a nominal mass
* 2

m = n>2 /m1 and the electric sector field to an electric

field E * m2E/m1, or (ii) in the second field-free region

by tuning the magnetic sector field to m,+ and the electric

sector field to E = n^E/m, (with E being the correct sector

field to detect m.,*). This corresponds to the usual operating

mode for the detection of metastable decay of polyatomic

ions. In order to study the temporal evolution of the meta-

stable decay in greater detail we have varied the time t.,

at which the ions enter the field free regions (after the

ion formation in the ion source) by varying the ion source
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extraction and ion accelerating voltages (between 3 and 1 kV).

Moreover, we have employed an additional experimental ms/ms

procedure /50/ in order to discover and study the occurrence

of successive metastable decay series /2O/. In this alter-

native node of operation we detect a metastable decay of

m.j+ into m 2
+ in the first field-free region followed by a

sequential metastable decay of this fragment ion m 2
+ into

m, in the second field-free region. This is accomplished

by tuning the magnetic sector field to a nominal mass m =

m, /m. and the electric sector field to an electric field

E = m^E/m.,. Under these experimental conditions only those

m* ions will arrive at the detector of our mass spectro-

meter which are produced by two successive decays of it̂

(i.e. monomer evaporations in case of vdW cluster ions)

in the first and second field-free region, respectively.

Some of the metastable dissociations occurring in the

first field-free region may be contaminated by collision

induced dissociations due to the presence of background gas.

However, by studying the fragment (and parent) ion yield as

a function of gas pressure, it is possible to distinguish

between truly metastable dissociations (whose occurrence is

independent of the background pressure) and collision

induced dissociations. Careful analysis of this pressure

dependence yields the raetastable abundance fraction (fragment

ion current divided by stable parent ion current) present in

the field-free regions (for details of this analysis, i.e.

extrapolation to zero pressure, see Refs. /8,2O,<). It was

found, however, that some of the fragment ion fractions

detected and measured are independent of this pressure. This

is due to the fact that in the presence of a strong meta-

stable decay possible collision induced dissociations have

a negligible influence on the measured fragment ion fractions
-7 — a

in the pressure range used here (appr. 1O to 10 Torr).

This fact facilitates analysis of the data. The time to

reach the sampling window (first field free region) after

ion production, t,, is for instance with an ion accelerating

voltage of 3 kV t1 » 6.3 us for <O2
)15 a n d fc1 * 7' 3 " S f o r
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ro 2) 2 Q, whereas the sampling tlae At in a first field free

region of 41 an length is 11.8 and 13.6 iis, respectively.

The total flight tine of these ions to reach the detector is

45 and 52 its, respectively (short instrumental configuration),

Recently, the tiae windows and total flight tiaes have been

increased due to a change in the magnetic sector field con-

figuration.

RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION

CATIONS

Previous results on general properties of (1) the elec-

tron impact ionization and mass spectroaetry of N 2 and 0 2

clusters are reviewed in Ref. /47/ and /4S/, respectively.

Whereas no previous studies exist on the netastable decay

of 02 cluster cations, in case of N2 cluster cations several

investigations have been reported up to now. The first

account of the existence of metastable decay /29/ dates

back to 1983 and concerns the occurrence and aechanisn of

the metastable decay reaction

(N 2 ) 2
+ * - N 2

+ + N 2 (2)

This was followed by a pioneering study of Hichl and co-

workers /34,37/, who have analyzed the probability for

metastable decay of C * 2 ) n
+ * cluster ions (with n <_ 27)

produced by sputtering of condensed nitrogen in a triple

quadrupole spectrometer. Three types of metastable disso-

ciations were observed, i.e. (1) loss of a single N- mole-

cule (attributed to statistical predissociation), (ii)

nearly total disintegration (attributed to radiationless

decay of an electronically excited N2>, and, most notably,

liii) losses of very specific ("magic") numbers of N 2

molecules (attributed to radiationless vibrational relaxation

of one N2(v=1) molecule within the cluster).

Recently, similar studies have been made with (N_) +*
i n

cluster ions produced by electron impact ionization of a
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supersonic beam and using either a double focussing sector

field mass spectrometer /42/ or a time of flight reflectron

/43/. In accordance with the results of Michl and coworkers,

a large probability for the relaxation of one or more vibra-

tional quanta in the microsecond time window has been observed.

Moreover, Scheier and Mark /42/ were able to demonstrate
+*

that the metastable (N,) ions decay predominantly via

sequential decay series

(N2»n+* * <N2>n-1+* * ••• * N 2 + <3>

evaporating a single monomer in each of these successive

decay steps. The deduced decay probabilities (see Fig. 1)

exhibited a quasi-periodic pattern, which is consistent with

the assumption that (up to four) vibrational quanta are

j stored in neutral N2 molecules within the cluster and that

M these quanta relax into the phonon bath of the cluster

' during the metastable sampling time window available.

f In order to elucidate the mechanism of these "magic"

j losses Magnera, David and Michl /37/ have repeated their

* sputtering experiments with N,. They measured for N.
1 s - 1

*, ; clusters (with a vibrational quantum of 2359.6 cm ) and
' 15 —1

: .<" N- clusters (with 2279.6 cm ) the relative abundances

:'';' of competing magic losses for. cluster ions lying on the
5 i j borderlines between losses of p . N_ and (p+1) . N-. It

',-,• was observed that these abundance ratios for N. were one-

jL half as large as those for N2"
 A c c o r d i n 9 to these authors

+•; this result gives strong evidence that intramolecular

vibrational metastability in (N2)
 + cluster ions is res-

ponsible for the "magic" losses. Moreover, their experiments

with mixed clusters, <A* mN n)
+ , showed that the "magic"

losses do not appear for n = 0 or 1, but do appear as losses

of several argon atoms and/or one N2 from (Ar.N2)
+, (Ar5N_)

+

and (Ar1QN2) ions.

In extending these findings we have recently studied

/44/ the metastable decay of (N2>n
+* cluster ions (t<r 'O|
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Number of evaporated monomers

Metastable fraction (fragment ion current divided

by stable parent ion current) as a function of the

number p of evaporated monomers for the process

(N2»2O P - N 2'
e xP e r i m e n t al data

reported by Echt and coworkers /41/;#, experimental

data reported by MSrk and coworkers /42/,o, theoreti-

cal data reported by MSrk and coworkers /42/.



doped with one 0 2 molecule with a double focussing sector

field mass spectrometer (reversed geometry). It. was found

/44/ that quantum effects in the metastability observed for

pure <N2>n
+ ions are not present for N2 cluster ions doped

with one 0 2 \see Pig. 2). This was attributed to prompt vibra-

tional relaxation of N2 (v=1) molecules in the doped clusters,

which is in accordance with similar observations /51/ in v,

liquid nitrogen doped with 02- This result, therefore,

constitutes new evidence that intramolecular vibrational

metastability in (N2)n cluster ion indeed is responsible

for the observed quantum effects.

In the course of these investigation we have also
+ *

studied systematically metastable decay of pure (0 2> n

cluster ions in order to ascertain our conclusions /52/.

'.. As expected ( 0 2 ) n ions do not show a metastable decay

|| involving a magic number of evaporated 0 2 molecules.

Nevertheless, in contrast to other weakly bound clusters,

where losses of two molecules are observed very rarely and

the loss of more than two molecules only occurs by collision

induced dissociation, we find here metastable dissociations

$ of (0 2> n ions (with n studied up to 1O) involving the

ff (sequential) loss of up to (n-1) molecules.

£? We have also measured the time dependence of the meta-

ls stable fractions present in the first field free region

% exhibiting P. non-exponential behavior (see Fig. 3 ) . Further-

| more, a study of the metastable decay of the non-stoichiometrie

I cluster ions (0 2J.0
+, (O 2) 2O

+ and (02)-,0
+ revealed the

i; occurrence of competitive metastable dissociation reactions :

|i involving the loss of either a neutral molecular monomer 0 2 u3

or a neutral oxygen atom and larger homologues, i.e. Jj

''Vn0* * ''Vn* + ° (4a) '''5
- ( 02>n-1 0 + + °2 (4b) f
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Fig. 2 Metastable fraction (fragment ion current divided by

stable parent ion current) as a function of the

number p of desorbed monomers for the dissociation
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+ and ((N2>402)+ ( left hand s ide) ,

and of <N2)8*. (O2)8
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+. All data are

taken from Ref. 44, except those for

are taken from Ref. 41.
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Fig. 3 Meta»table fraction for the metastable decay reaction

(0-).** •* (°2'3* * °2 d i v i d e d ty t h e length of the

tUoe window At (apparent decay rate) as a function

of flight tine before decay after Kef. 52. Data

with flight times < 13 n« are measured in the first

free region (using different acceleratiing voltages)

and data with flight times > 13 its in the second field

free region. The horizontal bar indicates the length

of the respective sampling time window At.
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ANIONS

Moreover, due to experimental difficulties there is

almost no information available on the stability of nega-

tive ions produced by electron attachment to molecular

(van der Haals) clusters. In order to gain more insight

into the electron attachment mechanism and the properties

of cluster anions we have made recently also a first

systematic investigation of the metastable decay of stoichio-

metric and non-stoichiometric 0 2 cluster anions /52,53/.

These studies were made possible by the addition of a post-

accelerating unit to our double focussing sector field mass

spectrometer, allowing a more efficient detection of

fragment ions even in case of decaying anions /46/. Results

obtained include measured metastable fractions for the loss

of one monomer as a function of (i) cluster size, of (ii) the

excitation energy (energy of the attaching electron) and of

(iii) the time passed since anion formation. An overriding

conclusion of these studies is that - similar to the situation

of positively ionized van der Waals cluster ions - there also

appears to exist a direct relationship between metastable

fractions and mass spectrometrie abundance anomalies for

anions (see Fig. 4). In addition to metastable decay we found

evidence for strong electron autodetachment in the us regime.

Moreover, in addition to monomer evaporation and autodetach-

ment from oxygen cluster anions it was possible to observe

(see Fig. 4) for the first time roetastable cluster ion

dissociations via ejection of a monomer-fragment, i.e.

Mechanism, dynamics and energetics of this reaction have :fJ

been analyzed /53/. It is interesting to note that this ''ft

reaction is only possible via transfer of energy from

interiaolecular modes to intramolecular modes. This is just

the opposite flow direction as observed in case of the '.

magic N- losses of nitrogen cluster ions (see above). '
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Pig. 4 Metastable fraction for the metaatable decay reaction

((0_> _-|O)" • O (designated o) and (02>n«Vn
0, (designated • ) as a function of

precursor size n after Ref. 53. Also shown below

ia the corresponding section of the ordinary mass

spectrum of (02>n~ ions t « V n O
 i o n s *l8t> P r e s e n t

under these experimental conditions are not shown

for the sake of clarityl.
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Introduction

Carbon generaly has two crystalline forms, graphite (with

threefold-coordination symmetry) and diamond (with fourfold-

coordination symmetry). Diamondtike amorphous carbon films are

distinguishable from other forms of carbon films because of their

unusual properties. These properties often include (but are not

restricted to) partial optical transparency in the visible, low

infrared ( IR) absorption, high electrical resistivity, good adhesion

to diverse substrates, resistance to corrosive chemicals, and

hardness C13.

Carbon ;ilms with these properties were first produced by

Aisenberg and Chabot C23 using ion-beam techniques. Since then

attemps have been made to deposit such films using a number of

other techniques, such as cracking of hydrocarbons in a glow

discharge C33 , ion beam sputtering from carbon target tUI, etc.



The deposition techniques of hard carbon coatings require the

impingement of energetic gas species during deposition, so that the

soft graphitic form of carbon is not formed. The transparent films

have been called diamond-like carbon by some researchers. No

consistent nomenclature has been developed for describing these

unusual hydrocarbon and carbon films. A variety of names are used

e.g. dlamondlike films, hard carbonaceous films, hard carbon. a-C:H

and i-C. Different names have been used to describe very similar

materials and, conversely, the same name used to describe very

different materials.

This diversity of properties of practically pure carbon films

undoubtedly originates from the ability of carbon atoms to form

strong carbon-carbon of different kinds. The nature of a bound is

, determined by the type of hybridization of valence electrons, the

particular chemical bound being determined by the overlapping of

the orbitals of such electrons. In considering the structure of any

carbon material one should take into account the possibility of the

existence in it of carbon atoms in sp3 , spJ and sp1 electron states.

The present review covers diamond films (DF) , in which the carbon

atoms are in the state of sp3 hybridization of valence electrons, and

also so-called diamond-like films (DLF). The structure of the latter

can not always be described unambiguously, although their "diamond"

properties are probably due principally to the tetrahedral coordination

carbon atoms. The outstanding problem is the determination od the

ratio of carbon atoms with "diamond" sp3 bounding to carbon atoms

with "graphitic" sp2 trigonal bounding. This ratio is the basis for the

quantitative understanding of the microstructure of DLC films.

The preparation of stable hard carbon thin films of controlled

structure, composition and thickness is a discipline which has had

significant effect on optics, electronics and material sciences. Increasing

use has been made in thin film technology of physical phenomena

occuring in low-pressure plasmas which are convenient in situ sources

of activated gas and energetic ions to be appfied as additional agents

in DLC film growth mechanisms.
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The selective deposition of DLC films

The essential differently involved in the synthesis of diamond

resides is its thermodynamic metastability under low pressures. Usually

the 1970s are considered to be the years in which the reserach work

on the synthesis of DLC films was started. The radical difference between

the methods for the preparation of diamond and DLC consists in

considerable reduction of gas pressure and temperature - Fig. 1. At

any temperature the free energy of diamond exceeds that of graphite,

i.e. at atmospheric pressure diamond is a labile phase. This conclusion

is correct for all pressures within the range 0 - 13.5.10 Pa, but the

metastability of diamond does not mean an absolute prohibition of this

synthesis under pressure close to atmospheric, since the growth of

crystals is generally determined, not only by thermodynamic, but also

by kinetic laws. The first deposition processes [ 2 ] , however, were

i not selective; the growth of diamond phase was accompanied by the

| formation of graphite nuclei. The most effective approach to obtain

i, selectivity of the process without necessitating changes with time in

I,' the composition of the gaseous medium, the subrate temperature etc.,

|sj consists of etching the non-diamond forms of carbon directly during

I? crystalization of DLC from the gas phase by introducing into it an

|~' etching or purifying gaseous component. Oxygen, other oxidizing

, reagents and atomic hydrogen have been used as a cleaning components.

• ; i The methods using atomic hydrogen have come into use most extensively

'•'•'' due to the high reactivity of hydrogen and its highly selective etching

•; : effect on the graphite. When preparing DLC it is of major importance

. to reduce the proportion of i.iicrodornains having a non-tetrahedral

coordination of carbon atoms, and thus to ensure diamond-like properties

|- to the highest degree. A substantial factor favouring the production

S DLC is a relatively low substrate temperature, which leads to the

! quenching of the metastable modifications of carbon

formed. .,

The gas phase particles differ in their charges, as well as in their :,"

internal and kinetic energy. It is possible, using the energy classifications

of the processes taking place at the gas phase - film boundary as a basis,

to indicate some values of characteristic or threshold energies correspon-

ding to the beginning of the development of the given type of processes.

if the energy of accelerated particles (atoms and ions) is 50 eV,

deposition of DLC becomes practicable, in particular from carbon atoms
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and ions. Energy of this order corresponds to the beginning of the
physical sputtering of atoms and groups of carbon atoms characterized
by non-tetrahedral coordination and deposition of DLC surface becomes
the prevailing process. Energy 2 2xiO2 eV is considered to be the
conventional threshold for the implantation of impinging particles into
the surface.

The vapour-growth process does not involve just elemental carbon, the
one component which is represented on the phase diagram, but it also
involves hydrogen. A DLC surface saturated with sp3 C-H bounds is
more stable than a carbon surface free of hydrogen. Once a surface
carbon is covered by another diamond growth layer, then that covered
carbon possessing four sp3 C-C bonds is metastable with respect to a
graphitic carbon. Hydrogen can stabilize a diamond surface by forming
sp3 C-H bonds with the surface carbons - Fig. 2. Without the hydrogens
maintaining the sp3 character of these surface carbons, it is easy to
imagine the C111D diamond planes collapsing into the more stable
planar graphite structure during the growth process C53 .
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H

F i g . 2

Schematic diagram showing the
hydrogen atoms bounded to
the surface carbons depict
their role in stabilizing the
diamond surface structure.

DIAMOND

In spite of a rapidly growing number of publications on the subject

of low-pressure deposition of DLC, only a few concentrate on mechanisms

of growth. The school of Deryagin, Fedoseev, Spitsyn, and co-workers

C6,73 argue, based on their experimental studies, that the growth of

diamond is controlled by kinetic factors. Tsuda et al. C83 in quantum

chemical computations initially assumed that only CH 3 , CH2 and CH

radicals and ions can be the growth species in CH^ + H, plasmas and

reported the following two-step reaction sequence. In the first step,

the C1113 plane of the diamond surface is covered by the methyl

groups. In the second step, following the attack of a methyl cation and

the loss of three H2 molecules, three neighboring methyl groups on

the C111] plane are bound together to form the diamond structure.

The growth mechanism js described in detail by Frenklach and Spear

[ 9 ] for the addition of acetylene molecules to H 2 , it is possible for

other carbon-hydrogen species to enter into the reaction sequences and

with respect to experimental observations the DLC growth is independent

on the chemical nature of the input hydrocarbon species C10, 113.



Fig. 3

A schematic view of cylindrical
equipment 121.
1 - substrate cage, 2 - specimen,
3 - substrate bias, 4 - exterior
supply, 5 - magnet, 6 - carbon
cathode, 7 - carbon anode,
8 - carbon extractor aperture,
9 - ion beam.

RF Plasma
activation

Gas input

Methods of preparation DLC

The methods for the preparation of crystals and films of solid
substances are generally subdivided into two large groups of methods:
physical and chemical. On this basis It is possible to construct a
classification of the methods for synthesis of DLC. There is no doubt
that such a principle of classification, like many others, will not be
entirely rigorous and thus in the present section the ion beam
depositions and plasma-chemical methods are discussed only.

The originally described ion - beam deposition of hard carbon
films described by Aisenberg an Chabot C23 was many times used in
similar arrangements - Fig. 3. In [123 a beam of positively charged
ions, 50 - 100 eV, was extracted from a source consisting of a carbon
arc and inert carrier gas. Deposition was made at room temperature
and in vacuum environment on various substrates.

Wiessmantel et al. C43 obtained films with diamond-like properties
from a beam of carbon particles created by the sputtering of a graphite
target by an argon beam. The growing film was simultaneously bombarded
by ions of an inert gas from a second ion source and this contributed
to improving its structure - Fig. «. Such a deposition, termed the
"double-beam method", was used for preparation of carbon films for
the first time by Weissmantel. The energy of ArT sputtering the graphite
target was adjusted to fl - 10 keV, the beam current to 10 - 100 mA,
and the beam diameter varied from 30 to 100 mm. The energy of A? ions
bombarding the growing carbon film amounted to about 500 - 900 eV
and the current density on the substrate to about 150 - 350uA.cm"2.
An electron emitter (not shown in Fip. 1) was used to prevent the
formation of a space charge near tc substrate. Thin, transparent,

almost colourless and very hard carbon films were obtained on insulating
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of double-beam apparatus.

substrates. Their specific electrical resistivity was within the range

10 - JO Ohm cm, and their density within the range 2.05 - 2.15 gcnT3 .

With a distance between the substrate and target of about 15 cm, the

growth rate is about 1 nm.min"1. The films had a quasi-amorphous

structure and contained a small proportion of crystalline domains.

Banks and Rutledge C13] deposited films from a carbon particle

flux with energies of 1 - 20 eV using a modified double - beam method.

The same source of Ar ions (with a beam diameter of about 8 cm, ions

of energy about 1 keV and beam current 55 mA) was used both for the

sputtering of a graphite target and for bombardment of the substrate.

Chaikovski et al.*C143 developed an ion source of the duoplasmatron

type for the formation of a carbon beam. The carbon particle beam from

the plasma was separated by a magnetic system. After separation, the

beam included only ions of a separated mass (C . or their simplest

clusters C2 or C 3 ) , and did not contain neutral particles. The separated

and retarded carbon ion flux was deposited on the substrate at a rate

30 mmmin"^. The films obtained from the carbon ion beams separated

accordingly to mass, proved to be specularly smooth, optically transparent

and chemically stable. The refractive index was about 2.k, the specific

electrical resistance 10 Ohm cm and the hardness of the films was

close to that of diamond. Elemental analysis confirmed that the films

contained only carbon atoms.

The methods for plasma-chemical deposition of DLC films known at

present involve using hydrocarbon plasma produced and maintained

under a low pressure in reactors with application of a DC or HF voltage,

a magnetron - type discharge or an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)

type of discharge. The usual mode of operation is steady-state, with

the deposition parameters practically constant with time.
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Fig. 5

Schematic diagram of dc discharge
apparatus.

1 - anode, 2 - diaphragm,
3 - specimen, 4 - cathode.

2kV- SkV

Whitmell and Williamson [15] obtained solid carbon coatings in reactor
shown schematically in Fig. 5. The deposition process was carried in a
.-nixture of C^H^ with 5 % Ar at a pressure 1 Pa, a voltage 2 - 5 kV an
o current of about 0 . 5 - 2 mA. The deposition rate at an ion current

density of about 0.3 mA cm"2 correspond to 1 - 2 carbon atoms per
Impinging Ion. Films of about 3 - t pm thick had a Vichers hardness
of about 2 800 kg mm"2 under a load S g. The coatings were dark and
consists most probably of the diamond-like form of carbon and a
mixture of carbides.

Dcjaguin ct al. [16] deposited highly dispersed, polycrystalline
dinmond films from a gas phase activated by a DC glow discharge. The
substr.'ites were arranged on a special preheating device placed outside
the discharge interspace, close to ;m aperture provided in the cathode.
The initinl gas mixture consisted of hydrogen an a carbon - containing
ijns ICH f l, C2H2> C^H^). The discharge products are fed to the
Mibstrate surface by diffusion and the effect of a potential applied to
the substrate preheating device. The atomic hydrogen can gasify the
nuclei of graphite preferentially, thus ensuring selectivity of the
process.



Mari and Namba improved the technique of deposition of DLC from

hydrocarbon ions produced by a DC discharge [173. The formation of

the hydrocarbon plasma occured in an ion source consisting of a

cathode in the form of filament a cylindrical, water-cooled anode and

coaxial, magnet. Methane passing through the source was ionized in a

DC discharge product between the hot cathode and the cold anode with

a voltage between them of about 50 V. The positive charged hydrocarbon

ions werp fed to the substrate placed outside the discharge zone, by

means of a negative potential applied simultaneously to the substrate

and to the network located between the ion source and the substrate.

The bias voltage between the anode (the ion source) and substrate

varied from zero to 800 V, and the distance between them was 40 mm.

Deposition was carried out at a methane pressure of about 10 Pa at

temperatures range 200 - 400 *C. At substrate potentials lower than

200 V the films were amorphous, but with increasing potential they proved

: to be polycrystalline with fine grain size.
;s In spite of their relative simplicity and efficiency, the methods of

f deposition of DLC from a DC glow discharge attract the interest of

| investigators less than the RF deposition methods considered below.

If In the largest group of investigations of production of DLC filmj

?: a RF glow discharge in hydrocarbons or in their mixtures with an inert

• gas (usually argon) was used (3, 10, 11, 18, 19). An important

/ advantage of the suggested methods is that they may be employed on

I standard, commercially available equipment intended for the application

I of thin films by evaporation in vacuum or by cathodic sputtering as

\ described in C203. One of the greatest problems involved in

fe deposition of dielectric DLC on cold substrates under a RF glow

'G. discharge is that of neutralizing the charge conveyed by positive

.: ions from the plasma phase. These and other problems have largely

ffe been solved succesfully by the use of RF plasma deposition systems

H of various types. Holland and Ojha C33 applied a high-frequency .';!

system which ensured maintaining a negative bias relative to the -,

hydrocarbon plasma on the film and substrate. For this purpose, the <ji

substrate were placed on the electrode insulated from the earth and

connected via a blocking'capacitor to a grounded RF source - F ig .6 .

• - . &
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1 - substrate, 2 - pyrometer, 3,1 - mass flow controllers,

5 - vapours of working gas, 6 - DC-voltmeter, 7 - choke,

8 - RF-matching unit, 9 - RP-power meter, JO - Baratron

membrane vacuum gauge, 11 - Pirani vacuum gauge.



The steps in Holland Ojha's method were reasonably simple and

consisted of the following operations. The reactor was sealed and

preliminary evacuated on a vacuum of about 10~J Pa, carbon films

were directly deposited by a RF method on different substrates with

temperatures not exceeding 70 *C. As a hydrocarbon gas are used

C H V C J H J . C 6 H 6 , C 4 H 1 0 at a pressure of 5.10"1- 60 Pa. The RF

power dissipated in the plasma is about 30 - 300 W. If the substrate

holder potential is maintained within the range minus 100 - 800 V ,

then the films obtained are dielectric with specific resistance of about

107- 1012 Ohm cm. Other characteristics of the films are typical of

DLC - the refractive index is about 1.9 - 2.2 and the films are

resistant to acids and organic solvents. These films also contained

.considerable amounts of trapped hydrogen C213.

Bubenzer et al . C19D succesfully applied the scheme of reactor

for deposition of coating from the RF plasma of benzene and

fluorinated benzene. It was shown that, depending on frequency, the

flow and energy of the ions impinging on the substrate, are controlled

by different parameters. The Ion energy is a function of the product

V n . p " ' / 2 ( V e is the negative self bias, p is the pressure), the mass
1/2

deposition rate was found to be quasi-linear function of p . One

distinctive feature of the work of Zelez C103 is the very wide variety

of substrates utilized for deposition - from sapphire to plrstics and

paper. Another important achievment is that the author found it

possible to produce not only the compressive stresses usually observed

in OLC, but also tensile stresses. The intensity and character of the

stresses depend substantially on the potential of one of the electrodes

of the RF diode circuit used - Fig.6. By setting the potential of the

upper electrode in the range from -450 to -250 V , it should be

possible to obtain a DLC having practically no internal stresses and

possesing excellent adhesion to substrates such as silicon.

In study carried out by Matsuiroto et al. C223 microwave plasma J

was first used in the synthesis of diamond crystals. A discharge was y

induced at a frequency of 2.45 GHz in a mixture of 1 - 3% CHa with
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hydrogen at a pressure of 10 - 90 kPa and a power of about 300 -

700 W. Diamond usually crystallized in the form of faceted micro-

crystals are produced at the growth rate about 50 nm.min . The

method allowed no co-deposition of graphite, and so it may be

considered as a promising method for the preparation of diamond

films on diamond and non-diamond substrates - Fig.7.

Microwaves
(2.45 GHz)

Optical window

Silica tube

Micrpwawe
applicator

Substrate

Pressure gage

To pumps

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of microwave plasma - assisted

chemical vapor deposition diamond growth system.



The magnetron type of electric discharge may be used more
widely in the technology of thin films because of the possibility of
producing both insulating and conducting films. Some of the established
types of magnetron sputtering systems were also applied to produce
diamond-like films. Among these systems, some in which graphite sources
are sputtered in Ar and H^ media, as well as those using hydrocarbon
gases as sources of carbon may be listed.

Mc'Kenzie et al. C233 sputtered a graphite target in a DC
magnetron, using an argon + hydrogen mixture as the sputtering gas.
The conductivity of the carbon films produced varied by 9 orders of
magnitude, depending on the composition of the sputtering gas.

In additon 'to the method for preparation of DLC discussed here,
there are also combined methods for preparation of DLC from pulse
carbon - argon and hydrogen plasma or electron asisted deposition
techniques. Some of the methods described here may be used as the
basis of a number of processes of industrial significance.

Properties of DLC

Density and mechanical properties
Depending on the magnitude of the momentum of carbon ions

Impinging on the substrate, their functions as agents consolidating
or disintegrating the condensed carbon phase may differ considerably.

At optimum energy of carbon ions, of the order of W eV or more, the
maximum effect of consolidation of DLC is observed.

Unfortunately parallel measurements of density and mechanical
properties have not always been done on the same samples. According
to the data summarized in [ 1 , 73 , the density of OLC films prepared
at different experimental conditions is about 1.8 - 3.1 g.cm"3. The
Vickers microhardness ranged of the order 2 - 8.103 HV.

A sufficiently high adhesion of DLC to the substrate is. as a
rule, an important condition for the investigation of their mechanical
properties, and is undoubtedly indispenable for ensuring the possibility
of the application of DLC as antifriction, wear - resistant and anticorrosion
coatings. In some cases, however, internal compress)ve stresses in DLC
may lead to their peeling off the substrate, which sometimes occurs in
an explosive manner.
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Fig.8 Schematic drawing of rf plasma reactor for producing hard carbon,
films from C6H6 resp. CH,, vapours and sputtered graphite electrode:
1 - graphite electrodes, 2 - glass tube, 3 - upper steel flange,
t - ground steel flang, 5 cooling water, 6 - pupm exhaust,
7 - vacuum gauges, 8 . matching network, 9 - DC-voltmeters.

The hardness of the film is often measured in order to characterize
a related mechanical properties such as wear, scratch resistance and
brittleness. However, the hardness of a thin film is often not unambigously
measurable, nor might it be representative of the mechanical property
of interest. For instance, film wear resistance is not necessarily related
simply to the film's hardness.

Relative humidity influenced the coefficient of friction in a nitrogen
atmosphere considerably. The coefficient of friction increased from
0.005 at relative humidity 10"7% up to 0.25 at 75 - 100 1 C24, 253 .

A measurement method for thermal conductivity of thin films in
the direction parallel to the surface was developed by Ono et al. C263.
The highest thermal of DLC conductivity ever obtained in this
experiment is about 1 000 W m K and is nearly equivalent to single
crystal diamond that is, more than twice that of c»ygen-free copper.
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Fig. 9

Specific electral resistivity
as a function of self-bias
voltage V H and V L . The
DLC films were prepared
in the equipment described
in Fig.8.

200 300 uH.uLlvj

On the basis of the available data, it may be concluded that their

thermal stability also differs approximately by 1 000 *C, that is. their

stability to conserve their structure and properties at elevated

temperatures in a neutral or reducing medium. It must be noted that

a limiting temperature exists; heating up to this temperature does not

lead to a noticeable deterioration of diamond-like properties. For example,

on heating DLC films obtained by the plasma decomposition of acetylene

in a high vacuum up to a temperature of 500 *C a reduction in the

content of hydrogen in the DLC was detected, while their specific

electrical resistance was retained C273.

Electrical properties

Electrical resistivity of DLC films was measured by the usual

method and estimated to be 10 - 10 Ohm cm; this was strongly

dependent on the preparation conditions. As a general tendency, the

resistivity increased with increasing rf power and hydrogen gas

pressure C283. in addition, the electron absorption spectra indicated

that the electron states are degenerated into energy bands. The band

gap depends strongly on the deposition parameters. The low values

of electrical conductivity is probably due to Fermi level pinning around

the mid-gap position because of the high density of energy states

occupied by unpaired electrons. It was observed that the conductivity

reaches a rather high value on heat treatment above 550 "c , i.e. on

annealing procedure during which almost all the hydrogen disappear

from the, film.

Amorphous carbon appears to be a promissing dielectric material

for use in silicon solid state electronics. Semiconducting films of

hydrogenated amorphous carbon, prepared via glow discharge

depositor! of C 2 H 2 , have been succesfully doped via incorporation of

Band P during growth C293. Kerwin et al. C301 reported that an
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increase in the hydrogen content from less than 10 atomic % to about

30 % produces an Increase in the electrical resistivity by a 7 orders

of magnitude. The temperature dependence of the conductivity was

to follow the Mott variable - range hopping formula over a considerable

range of temperatures, and its field dependence was consistent with

carriers lying in shallows traps (Poole - Frenkel model).

Fig. 10
Refractive index of DLC films as
a function of negative bias voltage
on the substrate. Deposition
parameters - CgH6 pressure = 15 Pa.
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Dependence of microhardness
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Optical properties of DLC films

The optical parameters, static refract ive index, absorption

coefficient and optical gap do not present large variations with

preparation parameters contrary to the results obtained on hydrogenated

amorphous silicon f i lms.

The optical absorption coeff icint a as well as an "absorbance"

parameter (ahv) as functions of the photon energy can be for

amorphous solids described by

rc-hv = Const, {hv - Eop t ) m

where Eo t is the optical energy band gap and m is an empirically

defined constant (usually m - 2) , Thus plot of (ahv) versus hv

should have intercepts yielding the value Eo t The optical energy

yap was measured by optical spectrometers and estimated to be

1.1-3 eV. A downward t rend for the band gap values wi th increasing

negative dc bias id found in all the hydrocarbon plasma deposited films

C303. This t rend is more pronounced in the case of increasing r f

power. Annealing studies for DLC films indicate a gradual fall in the

optical band gap with increasing temperature. Optical transmission

studies were done in the visible and in f rared regions. Values for the

refract ive index and ext inct ion coefficient ranged from 1.7 - 2.4 and

0 to 0.2 respect ively. The simplicity of the plasma process and the

if? abi l i ty to cover larger areas makes it the preferred process for the

protect ive coating of optical surfaces on a product ion basis.

I

I

Chemical properties of DLC films

The integrated intensity of the C-H stretching band at about

2 900 cm indicates that the amount of chemically bounded hydrogen

is less than the total hydrogen counted. The chemical state of the

non-banded hydrogen was not determined, however, the effective

diffusion coefficient computed from the hydrogen depth profile was

extremely low. This indicates either that the films are exceedingly

impermeable or that the non-banded hydrogen requires an additional

activated step to leave the films C213.

A non-uniform distribution of hydrogen in films prepared by "•''

I similar methods have been reported by Angus et al. C213. These A

workers reported a lofc hydrogen concentration near the surface.

The average ratio of atomic H to atomic C depends on the ar r iva l

ratio of hydrogen to carbon dur ing deposit ion. I t was not determined

whether the hydrogen - to - carbon rat io could be control led at the

expense of other deposition parameters.
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DLC films applications

Evidence of diamond fever is everywhere. For instance a research

consortium set up by Penn State three years ago to start its technology

with industry now boasts 27 members, including such giants as IBM

Alcoa. Raytheon, Westinghouse, CTE and Texas Instruments. At the

same time, the U.S. government, through the Office of Naval Research

(ONR), is sponsoring a range of diamond-coating projetcts at universities

and research institutes under its 8 t - rnilion-a-year Diamond Technology

Initative program. Meanwhile, Japanese companies seem to have taken an

early lead, having filed more than 500 patents in the field.

All proposed applications of diamond films take advantage of the

unique properties of crystallized carbon* These attributes include

unsurpassed hardness; unmatched ability to conduct heat and electricity,

hjgh transparency to light, and resistance to corrosion, radiation, and

chemial attack.

Recently Soviet, Japanese, and American investigators have

developed a wide variety of techniques that can be used for laying

down thin coatings of diamonds on substrates such as silicon, metals,

ceramics and even natural diamond. The results is a global race to be

the first to commercialize diamond-coated products.

Despite the frenetic activity, only two diamond-coated products

have yet hit the market: a high-frequency-response digital audio

tweeter and an abrasion-resistant window for X-ray instruments.

If the diamond films are useful in preventing scratches and pits

on lense.s and windows, they're even more so when it comes to

protecting drill bits, cutting tools, and other objects that take a

constant beating.

Further down the development track are diamond-based

semiconductors. Because of diamond's high thermal conductivity, it has

great ability to shed heat. Thus semiconductor chips of diamond could

conceivably be placed more closely together than their silicon-based

counterparts, yet not overheat. This would allow for fss.ter transport

of electrons, thereby increasing operating speeds. Diamond is also

radiation resistant, so it could be used in space, where radiation

may destroy silicon or gallium arsenide device.

1
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Diamonds are also being considered as protective coatings on a

new generation of ultra-high-density magnetic data discs that store

information in thin leyers of mechanically and chemically vulnerable

metal alloys.

For many applications diamond-like films are more practical than

diamond films, because the large areas may be coated at low

temperatures.
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LASER STIHUUrED PHOCESSES AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS

L. Uska

Institute of Physics, Czechoslov. Acad. Sci., Prague

1. Introduction

Lasers appeared at the beginning of 60th In the time when

the plasma chemistry had already been accepted as an independent

field of interest. Let us remember the first pulsed ruby laser

by I. Jfeiaan (1 J/1/is) and first cw He-He laser by A. Javan
6

(< 1 mW) and compare them with present Nd high power lasers

(100 k«J/l ns) and cw C0 2 lasers with more than 100 kW power.

This huge development has Initiated applications of lasers in

different mankind actlTitles and, of course, has brought a num-

ber of new laser technologies, which are inaccesible by other

methods.

2. Chemistry, plasma chemistry and photochemistry

Chemical reactions generally occur, when the reactanis acqui-

re such an amount of energy, which is necessary for cleavage or

| formation ot bond* in molecules. Ihis energy, which activates

translations, rotations, vibrations, electronic excitations and

leads finally to a dissociation of molecules or an ionization

can be transferred in a number of ways: by thermal heating (con-

ventional chemistry), by irradiation (photochemistry) or by elec- '

tron impact (plasma chemistry). The amounts of energy transfer- js

red by different methods and elementary processes Involved are i

in Fig. t by Suhr /I/. Conversely to electron collisions the con- i

ventional heat transfer of the photochemical excitations are 11- I

mited to a relatively narrow range of energies. ]

Collisions with low energy electrons may cause the same effect •I
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tig. 1. Methods of energy transfer and elementary processes
involved /I/.

as that aet in a high teaperature cheaistry, in principle. Hie

difference is given by the fact that in the high teaperature che

aistry the aost of aolecules have a fairly high energy level

while in plasma only a Halted number of aolecules is excited

due to the existing electron energy distribution and rapid rela-

xation processes. Plasa* chemical reactions differ from those in

classical chemistry especially by the fact that the necessary

activation energy is supplied froa the inner energy of plesma

and the chemical equilibrium can be aore or less shifted /2/.

A defined energy of photons and the ability of atoms or mole-

cules to absorb thea are necessary conditions for photochemistry

which is generally based on the reactions of excited particles.

Organic aolecules, e.g., usually have many different bonds and

mixture of products is obtained unless one of the bonds is con-

siderably weaker than all the others (Fig. 2). Ihe selectivity

of photochemical processes is therefore a great advantage espe-

cially in case if aonoenergetie sources of light-lasers are

availcble.
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CH,« • CHj

Pig. 2. Bond energies of organic molecules /I/.

The method of equilibrium thermodynamics and classical chemi-

cal kinetics is utilised to describe the behaviour of aolecules

considering a single channel of chemical reaction only (if the

reaction rate ia slow in coaparison to the rate at which a LTI

is established it is possible to describe even a non equilibrium

processes in this way, in principle). An Arrhenius relation

yields the teaperatur* dependence for the rate constant k of the

process

• A e

where Q l i » activation energy of the procass. Koaogeneous non-

equllibrlum kinetics in discharge plasma represents many partic-

les and aany channels p.roblea. Itoe rate coefficient for the elec-

tron-heavy particle collisions

depends on the electron energj distribution function f(e) and

the pertinent cross section i'U), eQ and a denote electron

charge and mass, respectively. Generalized Pauli equations re-

,. present a set of balance equations for all kind of partiAes in

different quantum states /3/{ the aaln difficulty is to Include

|; the Irreversible processea in these equations. A general theory

for heterogeneous processes in plaaaa does not yet exist.
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the particle densities, flash-lamp
temperature and the active medium temperature for J
300/US. pulse, j • 3 kA/e«2, filling ratio RI : SFg : He.
- 1 : 7 : 7, total pressure 52,56 kPa /5/«

As for the photochemical processes - collislonal as well as

radiative populating and depopulating processes have to be in-

cluded in the particle balance equations. An example will be gi-

ven for photodlssociation iodine laser /4/» in which pulsed UV

radiation (A« 270 na, dt~300,us) dissociates perfluoralkyl

iodide C^F-I (RI) with simultaneous production of excited iodide

atoms I*; laser emits the radiation at the wavelength A = 1.315/

RI • hv,, •I(2P3/2) + MIR

The system of kinetic equations which comprises the reactions

among the eight main components of the laser active medium is

supplemented by a thermal balance equation /5/. Considering a

black body model of the flashlamp plasma (as the most simple

approximation) the photodissociation rate is given by the

integral

f
J

exp(hv/kBT) -

where is photodissociation. cross-section. Such expression

yields this rate derived from an absolutely calculated photon

w.
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flux. Tine evolution of the particle densities, flash lamps tem-

perature and active medium temperature Is given in Fig. 3. The

results of similar calculations, performed for laser induced

synthesis of ozone by Kogelschatz et al /6/ are presented in

Fig. 4.

f

1

/
f

I
1 \

<*>

V
I I.

\
"•• «• #• -' •* w * *• *• i' -•

Fig. 4. Numerical simulation of ozone production by laser pho-
tolysis of oxygen at 157.6 na (p0 * 3 kPa, I » 300 K,
B. = 3 mJ, tT « 20 ns, fL » 15 Hi? /6/.

Lasers are sources of coherent radiation the typical proper*

ties of which are the nonochroaaticity and high directionality.

The extremely high stability of frequency and very narrow line

width are their principal advantages. Several tens of lasers

exist at present with the wavelength in the region froa far inf-

rared to vacuum ultraviolet (RIO). This radiation corresponds to

the transitions of rotational, vibrational and electronic levels

of molecules, atoms or ions (multiply ionized). Solids, liquids

and gases (high temperature plasma) can serve as an active laser

medium. Different way of laser pumping is generally utiliied:

optical, by an electric discharge, by an electron beam, gaaodyna-

•lc, chemical (nuclear)* Xhe example* of the wavelength of some

lasers are presented in lab. 1. Tuning of several lasers (dye,



3 Itji). t . rhe examples of the wavelengths of 3.jfl»e l a s e r s / 5 0 / .

Laser Sr.gine Wavelength

F 2 P 157 nm

ArF P 193
KrCl P 222
KrF P 248
XeCl P 308
XeF P 351
« 2

 p 337

Ar P , cw 275 - 528 nm 1 )

Kr P , cw 337 - 799 11

Cu P 510 - 578 I

He-Cd cw 325 - 636 |

He-«e cw 543 - 3390

Ruby P 594

Dye P, cw 190 - 4500
Ti:Saphire P, cw 700 - 1020

Nd:YAG P, cw 1.064/um

I 2 P, cw 1.315
W P, cw 2 . 6 - 3
OF P , cw 3.5 - 4

CO P , cw 5 - 7

C 0 2 p , cw 9 - 1 1

CH-jOH p , cw 3 7 - 1 2 1 7

Ti:3apphire, COg) is possible by means of grating, a prisma or

with deposited selective layers on the resonator mirrors.

Laser beam is characterized by its diameter and the divergen-

ce, the minimum value of which is given by the diffraction limit

for the planar waves 0 d i f = ^/2R, where 2R is the laser aper-

ture. The divergence depends on the mode structure of the beam \jj>

(transverse distribution of the beam energy, which is determined

by electromagnetic field structure between the iiirrors of the op-

tical resonator). The energy distribution ecrosa the team can be

exially symmetric with the only maximum tdesifrned by TL:i0Q) with >

f
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two or aore maxima laultiaodes regiae XEM,0, TEH,, etc.) or even

with ring like ahape (tunel mode - P,). TBMQ0 node has a Gauss-

sian fora of energy distribution and a minimal divergence. For

intensity profile at any place of axis can be written

I <r> • Io exp (-2r
2/R2)

where R, la defined by I(Rj) * I0/e
2. Using an optical system

to focus the laser beaa and f >>Rj fulfilled, the spot radius

Rg Is given by

where f Is the focal length of the lens, % • >A/ir Rj is divergence

of the beaa In the far zone. For the length of the laser focus

(Rayleigh length) the relation

is valid /7/.

Lasers can operate in the pulsed, periodically pulsed or con-

tinuous wave regime;, the shortest pulses are in the region of

tens of femtoseconds (10** s). Such short aod ultrashort pulses

can be utilised for studies of the phenomena, duration of which

is comparable to the pulse length or longer (time resolved spec- >

S
| troscopy, temperature juaps). The high directionality of laser

beam and the possibility to irradiate the laser energy in a very

short pulse enable us to obtain an extremely high energy density i

in the space and time - high power lasers have no competitors f[

among other known sources of energy. f

4* lA3#r

Bsfort classlfyins th« laser induced process**, let us asntion

possible Interactions of laser radiation with different Media,



which are solids, liquids, gases or plestae: the j.a3er radiation

can pass through, if they are transparent, it can be partially

or fully absorbed or can be reflected. Ihe absorption coefficient

oC which characterizes the medium in question yields the change

of the radiation intensity I passing through the medium of unite

thickness

1 • h e"Cl

(1 is the laser beam path)* The values of °t are spread in a

wide region of several orders of magnitude for different materials

and various wavelengths (e.g. air for visible radiation -10"' cm",

glas3 -10"2 cm"1, metals -(»04 •» J05)cm"').

Interaction of laser radiation with gases i3 determined by the '

resonance absorption of photons by atom3 or molecules; this leads

either to the electronic excitations (visible end UV spectral re-

» glon) or to the vibrational excitations (IR region). Only the

k lasers with tunable wavelength enable atoms or molecules to be

| selectively excited to any quantum state within energy range of

I 0.) to 10 eV (wavelength about 150 nm - 15/um). The selective

effect of laser radiation means therefore either the selective

laser interaction with certain kind of atoms or molecules in a

mixture (intermolecular selectivity) or interaction with chosen

vibrational modes, bonds or functional groups in polyatomic mo- {

lecule (intramolecular selectivity). While classical photoche-

: mistry is mainly based on reactions of electronically excited par-

k ticle3 the laser photochemistry profits moreover from reactions v

of highly excited molecules (vibrational, rotational Bnd trans- js£

lational degrees of freedom) with electrons in the '.round state. y,

Classification of infrared vibrational excitations of free f

molecules in t;,'.- electronic ground state can be performed with

regard to the relaxation times and the rate of vibrat.io.nal sxci- ;



tation wg /8,9A Ty^y™
 l 8 *ne t i a e f o r Intramolecular energy

transfer between different vibrationel modes within the molecule

(10"12 - 1 O " " S ) , T^2yer is the time for collisional transfer of

vibrational energy between molecules (*»lo~* s), Ty_T is the

relaxation time for molecule vibrational energy to translational

degrees of freedom. Ty_y and Ty_T vary with experimental condi-

tions (th° molecular density, temperature, type of admixture).

The value of w depends on the radiation intensity and the cross

section of the specific vibrational transitions.

Mode - or bond - selective multiphoton excitation requires

w^ » 1/Vy2yra and needs laser energy pumping into a mode fairly

isolated from other vibrational modes, high laser Intensity and

' ;, subplcosecond excitation. Molecule selective excitation is pos-

I sible if t / r ^ y r * » % » ' / t ^ e r . This type of excitetion

£ (and dissociation) of considerable practical interest is based

f on the vibrational nonequillbrlum among the molecules in the mix-

ture. 1/T^2y* r» w
e» Vfyyj, 1* the condition for nonselectlve

vibrational photochemistry. The system is still not in thermal

equilibrium; it is fulfilled if the gas mixture does not contain

any component with fast V-T relaxation. V ? y _ y » we means that

, all molecules are in thermal equilibrium (the vibrational energy

is immediately thermalized). Laser induced gas heating may sig-

nificatly differ from classical heating.

'; Laser induced bond breaking is based on dissociative electro-

i nic excitations or on selective multiphoton vibrational excita-

| tions (MPB). Electronic dissociation of molecules can be a simple

or multiphoton process.' Such processes are, in general, accompa-

1 nied by simultaneous vibrational and rotational excitations.

Four eases of different molecules dissociation in a single-photon

excitation process are shown in Fig. 5. Excited electronic states
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can be either unstable and the molecule dissociates within

SO"1-* - 10"'* s la) or stable if it dissociates only for photon

energies which exceed EQ (b). Dissociation can also occur below

the dissociation limit of the initially excited electronic state

(spontaneous predissociation/ by a transition to another unstable

(c) or less stable (d) electronic state (time scale for predisso-

ciation is 10 - 1O~ s). Another mechanism is dissociation by

internal conversion into vibrational states of an electronic grow •

state having an energy above Ep.

Photochemical dissociation of molecules based on excitation of

enharmonic molecules to high vibrational levels can be realized

either in a collisionel process or due to a multiphoton absorptior

The former assume that the condition 1/fy „ » '/ty_T is fulfille

and that the energy is accumulated in a single photon ladder clim-

bing up mechanism (cw lasers of power density about 10 - 10"̂  W/cm* .

In contrast to diatomic molecules, polyatomic molecules can ab-

sorb simultaneously several tens or hundreds of monochromatic pho-

tons in a short laser pul3e of power density 10* - 109 W/cm2. Tith

increasing vibrational energy and number of atoms in the polyato-

mic molecule, the density even of the lowest discrete energy level

increases very rapidly (Fig. 6). This region is called the vibra-

tional quasicontinuum, which merges into a true continuum above

the dissociation limit. The quasicontinuum typically starts at

the level of 1 vibrational quantum (for complex molecules and mo- ,

lecules with heavy atoms) to 3-5 vibrational quanta (for simple '?
'••'.' "i

polyatomic molecules). It can be described as heat bath of states y[/

formed by the other vibrational degrees of freedom. The dissocia-

tion processes iavolve initial selective excitation of the infra- \

red driven mode into the quasicontinuum region, followed by energy

absorption by the qua3i-continuum until the lowest dissociation I
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5. Potential energy curves for the electronic ground state
and excited state*, showing different cases of dissocia-
tion. Ep is the energy of dissociation and hv the pho-
ton energy /9/«

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of vibratlonal energy levels
in a polyatomic molecule /9/.

channel Is reached. The dissociation fragments can be further

dissociated via the same multiphoton dissociation (UPD) proces-

ses /8/.

As for the Interactions of laser radiation with solid matters

the electromagnetic energy is converted first in electronic exci-

tation and then into thermal, chemical and kinetic energy*. The

linear optical properties represent the response of solids to ra-

diation that is week enough so as not to perturb the states of

the electrons and atoms significantly /lO/. Insulators and semi-

conductors hBve only bound electrons and are basically transpa-

rent! except in the vicinity of resonances. Absorption coeffi-

cient «s and reflectance R are functions of wavelength. The op-

tical response of metals is dominated by free electrons. The e-

lectron plasma frequency <o is seen to separate two regimes of

fairly different optical properties: large R and J, (characteris-

tic for metals) for w < u and small R and <l for w > u>p.
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The value of reflection coefficient mainly depends on the sur-

face state and falls with the diminishing wavelength. Powerful

laser irradiation alters the optical properties (nonlinear opti-

cal pheuoaena, including self-focusing in transparent radium

and aultiphoton absorption) and tends to raise the temperature

of the material.

the primary product of absorbed radiation is particle excess

energy - excitation energy of bound electrons, kinetic energy of

free electrons, excess of phonons. The partition of absorbed -,

. energy among the degrees of freedom of material and/or in a uni-

form heat distribution involves three steps /10/:

I) Spatial and temporal randomization of the motion of particles,

proceeding with the collision time (i.e. momentum relaxation

time) of particles in question, which is shorter than even the

shortest laser pulses.

2) Energy equipartition tends to involve a large number of ele-

mentary collisions and intermediate ste'ea, notably in nonme-

tals (characterized by overall energy relaxation time

•Cj-viO""13 s in metals and V £ * lo"
12 - 1<T6 a in nonmetels

- dependent on material and lrradiance).

3) Heat flow (energy is localized on a macroscopic scale) - heat

conduction is based on the assumption that heat flux across

the plasma into a solid is proportional to the local tempera-

ture gradient

0 (V = K ( 7
where K i3 the thermal conductivity of material. The distri- ft*

butlon of temperature induced by the absorbed laser radiation -tit
•depends on the absorption and the thermal diffusivity of the \

processed material and, nesr phase transitions, on tran3for- |

nation energies for crystallzation, melting, boiling etc. /9/. '

f



The physics of material effects related to the irradiances ex-

ceeding the evaporation threshold is coneernea with a transport

of mecroscopic messes over macroscopic distances, with ablation

and compression of material and with internal energies that ere

large compered to chemical activation energies.Evaporation usually

occurs from liquid - considering the conditions for a liquid-vapor

equilibrium (depend on the pressure). The phase equilibrium bet-

ween a melt and its vapor requires equality of the free energies.

The evaporation is achieved starting from power density about

103 W/cm2 /to/. Between roughly 107 - iOtO W/cm2 - depending on

the wavelength - the vapor becomes partially ionized and absorbs

part or all of the incident radiation (below 106 W/cm2 it is

i essentially transparent). The energy is converted into internal

I energy of plasma, radiated away as thermal radiation or consu-

lt med in hydrodynamic motion. At irradiances somewhat higher than

i
I those producing ionization of the hot vapor, ionization may even
I occur in the cold gas due to an optical breakdown. At irradiances
I 10 2

f above 10 W/cm tbi plasma becomes transparent owing to its high

temperature and radiation is again transmitted to the surface.

' The ablation pressure drives a shock wave into the material. At
1 e O

; highest power densities ('vlO 3 W/cm ) any sharp boundary between

the condensed material and plasma disappears. Laser radiation is

reflected in the hot dense plasma at the place where the critical

electron density nc makes the plasma frequency equal to the laser

frequency

where e, m denote electron charge and mass and £ vacuum peral-

tivity.
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5. Laaer lnductd chemical reactiona In gaaea

Laser excitation is utilized moat frequently to the initia-

tion of homogeneous reactions in gases, however, applications of

lasers to heterogeneously catalyzed reactions are known, too.

Chemical reactions are called photolytle (photochemical) If the

components are in nonequilibrlum state, or pyrolytic (photother-

sal) if the theraalixation is fast compared to reaction. We dis-

tinguish noncolllsional (monoaolecular) reactions and colllsiona:

(bimolecular) reactions in principle. Scheaatlc description of

then is as follows
i

AB • hv —» AB* —» BA photoisoaerizetion

-» AB4 photolonization

—• A + B photodlssociation

—• A • B* photodissociative excitation

—» A + B photodissociative ionization

I AB + hv — » AB* + C * A B C photosynthesis

| — » AC • B photosubstitution

lonlration, as well as dissociation of molecules can be direct,

two step, or a multlstep process.

Different wavelength of lasers, very short pulse length and

high power of lasers enable the studies of wide spectrum of reac-

tions. By selectively increasing the excitation energy an inslgh

can be gained in the process of reforming and/or breaking of
i.

bonds of highly vibrationally excited polyatomic molecules (IR

spectroscopy). The cw laser-jet technique makes It possible to

study photochemistry of transient intermediates as triplet excl- \

ted states, exciplexes, radicals and biradicals, having short

life tiite, before they undergo further absorption events /11/.

A few examples will be presented.
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Spontaneous Reman scattering apectroacopy has been used to In-

vestigate the distribution of the energy at IR multiphoton exci-

tation of CF,CH2OH which has a great number of vibrational degrees

of freedom and extended three dimensional struct'vre. Experiments

with 25 na pulses of IEA C02 laser Indicate collislonless intra-

molecular transfer to nonresonant modes /I2/. A kinetic study of

the IR multiphoton absorption has been performed in both SFg and

SFg-noble gas mixtures by a time resolved absorption. Energy de-

position and the absorption cross section «g as a function of

time and fluence of TEA C02 laser tuned to P(20) line has been

studied in /'9/. Studies of intensity effect in IR multiphoton

excitation/dissociation require C02 laser pulses in which laser

fluence (J/cm ) and power density (W/cm ) can be varied separa-

tely. Fig. 7a shows the variation of absorption cross section .

with fluence in CF,I for 50 na and 10 ns pulses. IR multiphoton

dissociation in CF-,1 has been followed by multiphoton ionization

of the iodine atom ^3/2 a t *85 «"». The intensity effect on the

yield is clearly seen in Fig. 7b, too /14/.
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Fig. 7. Intensity effects in IR multiphoton excitation (a) and

dissociation (b) /14/.

Chemical reactions initiated by C02 laser MPK in alcohols

yield electronically excited C2, CH and OH species. Ihe lifetime

of CH* has been measured to be 543 ns, that of C^ 375 ns and that

of OH* 500 ns at 2 Torr in neat gaseous ethanol /15/. IR decom-
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position of CgFg and CgF_X (X = H.Cl.Br.I) was carried out; at

low fluences 0.7 J/c«2 the major primary reaction involves the

hooolytic cleavage of C-X bond, at higher fluence cca 1.2 J/cm

the CF and CT~ species were identified /16/. Fraction of molecu-

les dissociated per 10 laser pulses in UPD of CHFC12 in depen-

dence on initial pressure at different CO2 laser fluences is

in Fig. 8 /17/. The homogeneous gas-phase pyrolyses (buffer gas •

AT, T fJ 1000 K) of chlorine-substituted silanea SiHCl-j and S1H2C12

has been studied using 10 V CO2 laser

SIHCI3 —> sici2 • Ha .
j

Dichlorosilylene was scavenged by N20, dissociation energy EQ has

been evaluated ^ 3 ' 0 kJ/mol /18/.

J

P(mb)

Fig. 9. Fraction of molecules f dissociated per laser pulse on

Initial pressure of CHFC1,. Laser fluences F: 4 -

- 1.7 J/cm2, • - 2.2 J/cm , o - 2-5 J/cm2,

( > = 9.458/um) /\7/.

Insertion of one or several olefines C2H. or C2F. in the CBr

bond of the bromides CF2Br and BrCF^CFoBr was performed in KrF

laser induced chain reaction /19/

R« •

RBr -*H'BT + B*
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Fig. 9. Selective two stage photoionization of atoms (a) and
selective two stage photodissociation of molecules (b) /49/-

Ozon synthesis was generated in a pure oxygen and air (p s6 kPa)

by photolysis of these gases with VUV repetitively pulsed F2-He

laser at 157.6 nm. The maximum concentration of O-, in sealed-off

chamber reached 1.6 % in pure Og and 4.1 % in air /6/.

Separation of isotopes is one of the most effective ways of

utilization of laser radiation. There exist different methods

based on the ionization of atoms or dissociation of molecules

usually in two stage process (Fig. 9a,b). The difference in the

electronic spectrum of isotopes enables to carry out selective

excitation of pertinent atoms which is followed by photoioniza-

tion with a second photon of the same or different energy (fre-

A
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Fig. 10. Simplified experimental arrangement of isotopes sepa-

ration using two stage photoionization method (LS -

- laser beam, US - molecular beaa, D - splitter,

Z - mirror, S - separator) /20/

Fig. 11. XR spectrum of BC1 aolecules before and after Irra-

diation represents the distribution of l 0B and " B

isotopes /49/.

quency). This must be rapid enough to prevent an electron rela-

xation process or an excitation transfer in collisions of second

kind with other atoms, therefore the reaction usually runs in

a molecular beam, Fig. 10. Ihe probability of photoionization is

proportional to the Intensity of additional laser radiation. An

analogous situation applies for molecular dissociation, however,

the isotope effect is more pronounced due to the shifts of rota-

tional and vibrational transitions. Ihe ionization or diccosica-

tlon products have to react with suitable acceptors very quickly

and effectively.

The photoionization method 13 utilized e.g. for a separation

of Li, *°Ca, Rb isotopes most frequently by dye lasers, for

2 3 5U atoms by combination of Xe U78.1 nm) and Kr (350.7 nm)

lasers /20/. MPO of polyatomic aolecules which have vibraticnal

bands within the tunable frequency ranges of C02 lasrr 9-'

SFg, S1F4, S12F6, 0s04, CF-j, CH^CM etc) serve for diffe-

rent Isotopes production <t0B and H B - in Fig. it ). tiPJ) of



CF-HCl molecules, Irradiated in the presence of N.,, ̂ 2° o r H I

as the scavengers of radicals, ia one of the most efficient pro-

cesses of carbon isotopes laser separation which produces vari-

ous C2F4 isotopomers (
t2C12CF4,

 12C13CF4,
 13C13CF4> /21/. Oxygen

and carbon isotope separation (12C, 13C, 1 60, 180) by IIPD Ci

CF.>Br, CF-,1 and (CH-,)20
 a s a function of parent ga3 pressure has

been studied in /22/. MPD of metal alkoxides GelOCH^)^ and

ZrtocCCH^KJi is a promising method for obtaining heavy metal

isotopes as Ge (mass number 70, 72, 73, 74, 76) and Zr (90, 91,

92, 94, 96). Critical fluenee for complete dissociation was found .

to be 0.86 J/cm2 for Ge and 0.9 J/cm2 fur Zr /23/. '

When the gas does not absorb laser radiation, chemical reac-

tions can be Initiated only, if a sensitizer (a molecule which

absorb the photon energy) is admitted to the irradiated 3ystem.

Thus the reaction occurs due to collisional energy transfer from

the excited sensitizer. Photosensitized processes in 1R region

show many features of thermal processes, moreover, they elimi-

nate heterogeneous stages occuring on hot surface of reaction

vessel. They are extremely useful in revealing otherwise hidden

pathways of various truly homogeneous gas phase chemical reac-

tions /24/. The disadvantage of this method is o temperature in-

homogenelty within the irradiated system (temperature gradients

occur and a convection flow can appear). This fact was proved by

a thermovision camera method in /25/.

The application of sensitizers may, however, result in the me- '?

chanism of the process differing from that characteristic for A

a direct excitation, or oure thermal effect. For example the di-

rect phototolysis of CF. ia only possible below I44 nm /9/ :

CH4 * hv(,X<U4 nm) —^ CH2 + H2



while the He photcsea3iti*ed reaction oceured at a longer wave-

length

Hg(SS0) + hV(A« 254 am) —» Hg(
3P, )

«3<3P, ) + CH4 — > Hg(1S0) + CH3 • H

Die ratio of oxygenated products and defines in SFg sensitized cw

C0 2 laser reactions of C,Hg • 0 2 and CH^ + 0 g mixtures in the

presence of small amounts of acomethane (CH,)gNg has been stu-

died in /26A Thorough study of SFg sensitized cw C02 laser de-

composition of various classes of organic compounds (nitroalka-

nes, alkylamines, halogenated hydrocarbons, spiroalkanes, brid-

ged esters) and oxidation of olefines and heloolefines with mo-

lecular oxygen has been performed by Pola and coworlcers /27/.

A model enabling an examination of dynamics of S1F. sensitized

decomposition of simple phosphorous, silicon and germanium hyd-

rides by pulsed CO, laser was presented in /28/.

6. Therntal processing

Laser can transfer energy of high density to almost any mate-

rial. Conventional laser processing is essentially a heat treat-

ment of solid materials in a chemically nonreactive etmoshpere

and does not require activation of any chemical reaction. The

main advantage is a possibility of matching the wavelength and

laser beam power to suit the needs of process and material con-

stants (absorbtlvity, reflectivity, heat capacity, heat conduc-

tivity) and the possibility to operate upon remote or hardly ac-

cesible parts of work piece. One of the most important parameter:

is the laser dwell time, i.e. the average time of the laser irra-[

dlation. If only surface heating or rapid cooling is required, ]

short laser pulses or swift beams are necessary. Different tech- .]

nologies are based on heating, melting or evaporation of moteri- •

als (in a sort detail in /9,tO,2?/h j



Surface modification means her«» laser induced atruclvsrai trans-

formations and properties changes ia tateriai suri'ocea. Transfor-

mation hardening needs heating of material to some transformation

temperature by a cw laser (at intensltie? 1 <P - 1o4 W/co2 that

do not result in surface melting) and a rapid cooling. Laser an-

6 7 2
nealing (10 - 10 W/cm ) promotes thermally activated reactions

like recrystalization and amorphisation of ion-implanted single

crystalline surfaces or bulk diffusion of dopants into the semi-

conductors. Thermal stress (the most serious difficulty at laser

annealing) results from an inhomogeneous temperature distribution.

If the stress exceeds a certain level above which it is not off-

set by the elasticity of material, defect formation, cracking

and plastic flow occur.
c /* p

Alloying and compound synthesis ()0 - 10 W/cm ) assume mel-

ting of a surface layer (or multiple layers consisting of approp- )

riate proportions of elements), redistribution of atoms and again

more or less rapid solidification. Melts yield the structures

that are not available from pure solid state reactions (in the

sense of freezing a nonequilibrium state). The knowledge of the

chemical properties of elements as well as of their concentra-

tions is necessary to understand and to influence a renelted

structure. While cw laser processing allow for 8«lid-phase diffu-

sion and transformation due to long dwell time, pulsed proces-

sing is based on liquid phase interdiffuslon of constituents.
6 12

Due to high heating and cooling rates (10 - 10 K/s) power la-

sers make possible the formation of meta3teble materials. Among #

the binary transition metal systems, glassy alloys of Au-Ti, r£

Cu-Tl, Co-Ti, V-Ti, Cr-TI and Ag-Cu have been produced. The for- f

mation of silicides starts with metallic films (Co, Nb, Pd, Pt,

Au, Co, Cr, Mo, Mi, Ti, W) deposited on Si substrates. Silicides >

f
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can be realised not only as glasses but alao as polycrystalline

or «r«n tpitazial filas. Synthesis of thin filas of coapound se-

alconduotors (AlSb, ili>, CdTe, CdSa, ZaSe, OeSe, 0sSe2, CuInSe2)

has been achieved by Irradiating of aultilayered filas of alter-

nately d«poait«d eleaents. During tb« rapid aolldifieation aaor-

phoua filas art foraad.

Tha baat aatabllahad laser processing application induce lo-

cal aeltlng and/or evaporation <105 - to9 W/ca 2). Material aa-

chlning include welding, drilling, cutting, Billing, triaaing,

scribing and other techniques. When a aatarlal surface ia irra-

diated by short but very intense pulses, the ablation process

ia teraed laser sputtering*

At irradlcances between 10' - 10 W/ca depending on the wa-

Telength the vapors becoae partially or fully ionised and plasaa

is created. This is utilised e.g. for cheaical alcroenalyais of

surfaces froa «alssion spectra of locally evaporated aaterial.

In this laser intensity region the surface aodification is also

possible due to action of extreaely high pressure (hundreda or

thousands of ataospheres) upon aaterial in consequence of laser
to 9

induced shock wave propegation. At intensities above 10 W/ca

plasaa stfrves as a source of X-ray radiation or even can be hot

and dense enough to achieve tberaonuclear fusion, in principle.

Only three exanples of thermal trftatneut will be asntloned in

this context. The ArF laser beaa lapacted surface of single crys-

talline LiNbO, (aatarial with reaarkable optical and electroop- ;'

tical properties) has been studied in dependence OR energy den- ^

slty and nuaber of laser pulses. The typical unwanted deffecta

are aicrocracks, growing due to cheaical interaction with ataoa-

pherlc water /30/. On the contrary, defined partial evaporation



of material and microeracking of surface which causes the desi-

red effect of light scattering la an Industrially utilised way

of glass decoration by COp laser. Finally - laser evaporation or

sputtering of superconducting material are the novel among other

methods of high Tc superconducting films preparation /31-33/.

7. Chemical processing

Laser induced chemical processing (LCP) means physicochemical

modification of solid surfaces by activation of real chemical re-

actions either homogeneous or heterogeneous. Photochemical (pho-

tolytical) and photothermal (pyrolytical) excitation mechanisms

result in material synthesis, its removal or material deposition

/9A In comparison to other technologies LCP can restrict or eli-

minate heat treatment of material, being processed and avoids its

damage due to particle bombardment. In addition LCP allow3 a

single-step direct writing of patterns with the resolution better

than that in current photolithography. Processing being performed

either with perpendicular (normal) or parallel incidence of ra-

diation to the material surface enable the film production with

or without heating of the substrate.

Laser radiation induces reactions either at gas-3olid, liquid-

-solid or solid-solid interfaces or within the gas or liquid sur-

rounding solid surfaces. Chemical processing consists of several

consecutive steps, it means, of several physical and chemical

processes, of the following: reactant and product transport, pho-

tothermal or photolytic activation of constituents, adsorption,

desorption, primary and secondary reactions /9/. Laser induced

chemical reaction at interfaces are schematically shown in Fig. 12.
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Three above mentioned groups of chemical processing are as follow

t. material synthesis means here surface modification due to che-

mical reactions. Surface oxidation or nitrldation of metals and ;

.semiconductors are based on cw or pulsed laser treatment of mate-

rials (Sl,Il,V,Xa,Ni etc) in oxygen or nitrogen rich atmosphere

(e.g. /34,35/). Xhe growth of the layers generally takes place

due to pyrolytlc processes with enhanced diffusion of species in-

to heated substrate (IB lasers), due to production of excited

reactants in direct photodissoclation processes (UV lasers) or

due to laser breakdown in ambient atmosphere.

Another type of modification is the laser-induced depletion

of a particular component of the surface without appreciable et-

ching or evaporation of the solid. Reduction of oxidic perovski-

tes (e.g. BaTICk, SrTiOO releases their oxygen to a reducing en-

viroment (H2) under the appropriate laser-heating conditions /9/.

AOSORBATEfSao GAS/SOUO

LASER BE,

AOL :BATE-V-\ / - —
SUBSTRATE WW/M1

DEPOSITION* MICOb**MM*«CO MSO. * H 2 O**Ml t M»»SPUN-ON
MEIALORGAMCS

ETCHING* SiClt • - • S i l t ' 2C I 2 Si • KOH-»Si» POWMERS1

Si • SF6 -»SiFt t ELECTROCHEMICAL
PLAriNO,ETCHING

SYNTHESIS SiHt •JNOj- 'SiOj l Si-M*-»SLICIGE

AljKHjIg* 3NjO -»Al2Oj* Cu«lB'JS«-*CulnS*2

OWING Si • B C I ] - • Si' B Si«M»-»Si:M«
OXIOArON Si.O2-»SlO2 ( /
REDUCTION Pf l t iOj ' Hj- .BoTiOj. , , Jf

Fig. 12, Examples of laser Induced chemical reactions et inter-'
faces. The arrows refer to deposition (±) and etching ;
(f). He stands for metal. *-» means that the reaction !
can be turned around by simply shifting the chemical '
equilibrium to the ther side /9/. ;
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The degree of reduction increases with increslng irradiance and

the electrical properties of laser treated regions nay change

from semiconducting to metallic. Heating or melting of the sub-

strate surface and photodecoaposition of the parent molecules on

it makes possible a doping of semiconductors.

2. Lase- induced etching Is a technique for performing naskless

etching at high rates and for materiala that cannot be processed

by standard techniques or inefficiently. Process is based on la-

ser stimulated photothermal or photochemical decomposition of

gas-or iiquld<-ph«s« molecules adjacent to the substrate, reaction

between absorbed species and those within solids surface and, fi-

nally, desorption of product molecules. In dry-etching, the pre-

cursor molecules mostly used are halides and halide compounds

(Cl2, Br2, I2, SF6, CC14, CFjBr, CF3I, CFgClg, CF2Br2, COF2,

CF^NO). These molecules can be photodisaociated with ArF or KrF

excimer laser radiation to obtain highly reactive radicals such

as F, Cl, CF2, CF-j. The maxinum etch rate e.g. of SiO2 films on

the silicon substrate in the presence of C ^ , CF2C12 or HC1

gases reached 0.03 nm/pulse at fluence * 200 mJ/cm of ArF la-

ser /36/.

Another type of laser-induced material removal is ablative

photodecomposition or degradation of organic polymers. Laser ra-

diation breaks chemical bonds directly within the surface of po-

lymer and yields monomers, products of its decomposition and

parent polymer fractions of low molecular weight. Ihe threshold

energy density of 26 mJ/cm for parachlorphenolnovolak and

400 mJ/cm for polyphenyimetacrylate (PFUA) were determined for

etching with pulsed KrF laser /37A irocess of laser thermal de-

gradation of polyvinylalcohol and polyecrylonitryl with cw ra-

diation of A a 5I4 iiia in characterized by the activation time,
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after which tha sharp accalaratlon of tha raactlon occurs end the

theraocheitlcal Instability Is developed /38/. The results of cw

CO2 laaar Induced depolyasrisation of soae solid organosilicon

polyaers are presented in /39/. Available results on laser et-

ching of aetals, sealconductors, inorganic insulators as well

as organic Materials are suaaariznd in /9/.

3. Material deposition Means thin flla production froa gas phase

on the basis of laser induced pyrolytlc or photolytlc chaaical

reactions. Ihe initial stage of flla growth aechanisa depends on

the physical properties of substrate (e.g. absorbtivity or trans-

parency) and on the irradiation geoaetry. For perpendicular ra-

diation incidence the aolecules can be pyrolytically decomposed

near the hot spot on the substrate surface. Laser induced gas-

-phaae heating (parallel incidence) and laser photolysis (both

perpendicular and parallel incidence) allow the deposition of

fllas at low «r Moderate substrata taapsraturea.

In dependence on irradiation geoaetry aicrostructures in the

fora of spots (Fig. »3a), stripes and rods (Fig. O b ) as well as

extended thin filas can be produced. Metal-alkyls (A12(CH,)gf

Cd(CH3)2, Zn(CH3)2J; attal-carbonyls (fii(CO)4, Fe(C0)e, Cr(CO)g,

3lo(CO)g, W(OO)g) and aetal fluorides (WFg) are used for deposi-

tion of corresponding aetals. Usually single photon absorption

results in a dissociation /40/:

Cd(CH3)2 • hy(*3 257 na)—» Cd( SQ) + 2CH3

Heterogeneous decoaposition of iron pentacarbonyl heated by cw

CO, laser near quartz substrate (10~ - 10 s) yields iron film

up to 3/ua (50 W/ca ), or fine-grained powder, or up to 5 ca
o

long iron fibres (»100 W / c a ) . The stoppage of process relates

to interruption of substrate heating due to erflection of radia-

tion on iron fila alrror surface /4'/.
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400 pn

Fig. 13. a) Scanning electron Micrograph* of Nl spots deposited
from Ni(CO)4 by 647 nm Kr

+ laser radiation. The sub-
strate was glass covered with a 100 na a-Si layer,
b) Silicon rod grown froa S1H4 with 488 na Ar

+ laser
radiation (P • 400 aW, P(S1H4> • 133 abar) /9/.

Mixture of metal alkyla or SiH4 with H0 2 or JJ?O as oxygen

donor allow foraatlon of oxide layers "a^O , SiO2 /42/. Hydrides

and other molecules (S1H4, S1C14, SigHg, OeH4, CH4, C2H2, C ^ ,

CgHg etc) are used for a deposition of Si, a-Si:H, Ge end C fllas.

Synthesis of ultrafine Si and SIC powder of 10 - 30/ua diameter

was produced by the C0 2 laser pyrolysls of SiH4 and C2H4 /43/.

AsEU, B2Ug and PH, serve for silicon doping* Ihe aolecules

Oa(CHj),, P(CH.J)-J, Zn(CHj)2f (CH^^InPtfH, )^ are precursors for

deconposition of coapound sealconductors. The aost interesting

insulators SiO2, T1O2, A12O^ and Si^N4 are deposited from the aix-

tures of SiH4+K20+N2, I1C14+H2+CO2» Al2(CH3)g • H20 and S1H4 •

NH, + Ng. The deposition rate and chemical composition of films

are influenced by the type of laser, power density, radiation in-

cidence geometry, main reagent concentration, type and pressure

of buffer gases, temperature etc.

This technique also allows deposition of organic polymer mate-

rials. Photopolymerlzation of methyl methacrylate (IMA) into po-

ly-HMA has been performed e.g. in /44/. IB multiphoton decomposi-

tion of S1H4 In presence of methyl methacrylate results in a de-
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position of solid poly(diaethylsiloxane) /45/. Laser inducta for-

aation of organosillcon layers froa aixtures of SiH4 with six

structurally different oxygen containing oleflnes has been stu-

died in /46/.

Deposition of materials froa solid filas (aetallopclyaers,

organosillcates) has been successfully used e.g. for noble ae-

tal deposition by the spun on technique. Laser Irradiation can

decoapose these filas resulting in formation of metallic struc-

tures (Au and Pd on Si and SiO2 substrates /47/K

8. Conclusion

The aia of this paper was to show a wide spectrum of possible

laser induced processes and chemical reactions in gases and so-

lids. Due to space limitation there hare not been presented la-

ser interactions with liquids on which mainly the medical appli-

cation* (surgery! phototherapy) and biophysical cheaistry are

baaed (e.g. laser Induced temperature juaps is an excellent met-

hod for kinetic studies in solutions and/or in biological sys-

teas /48/). Generally, aer* details are to be found in the lite-

rature. However, aven froa this not by far exhausting review

follows that the laser processing techniques are really very

premising especially due to exceptional properties of the lasers.
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The trtir.ait.ion of a compound to the plasma state is a

very convenient way to increase substantially its chemical

reactivity. The reason for this ie not only in a dramatical

i -.lease in temperature up to several thousands of Kelvins

(for the sake of simplicity also kiloltelvins kK will be

used), but alsr the assertion of new species (e.g. excited

molecules, ions, radicals, atoms/ the ch*?"nic.bi. reactivity of

which is incomparably higher than that •• f simply heated

compounds, due to application of different mechanisms of the

particular reactions.

The mostly used way of plasma generation is the

absorption of the electromagnetic field energy, generally in

a gas. Thereby, most of all the irue electrons are

accelerated, loosing their kinetic inergy in the elastic and

inelastic collisions with the jurroumiing particles. The

charged particle separation, however, may proceed within the

so called h byn sphere only, the radius of which is given by

k T. /(n •*)}*"* . (1)

This parameter is in the case of the interesting plasma

chemical applications shorter as 1«J~* m and in the

atmospheric discharges (arcs) falls even under 10* n. This

is much shorter than the reaction chamber dimensions, but may

become comparable with the particle diameter. In the

aforementioned relation « denotes the permitivity of vacuum,
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k is the Boltzaann constant, T« electron temperature, n their

concentration, • i« the elenentary charge.

The plaeau generally used for ultra-disperse powder

preparation has relatively high presures (up from SO kPa),

ensueing from the demand of high production rates, which

imply almost complete local thermodynamic equilibrium

(establishing in very short tines) with temperatures above

3500 K. The corresponding ionization degree is for pure

plasma gases lower than 10~0, whereas with ionizable

admixtures such as metals it may exceed 10~* [1]. Under the

necessity of applying a high enthalpy plasma and/or longer

reaction times (e.g. for the treatment of the refractory

materials). the source compounds are carried directly into

the discharge zone where the temperatures reach over 10 hK

and the ionization degree in pure nitrogen is approx. 10~ ,

whereas in metal vapour containing plasmas it approaches 1.

It means as well, while in the first case the ion - molecule

reactions can hardly take place, in the second one they may

play a dominant role. For a rough estimate of the importance

of such reactions we will bear in mind the basic parameters

concerning pure nitrogen at atmospheric pressure (<•> denotes

the collision frequency of one nitrogen molecule):

T = 4 kK N = 1.8K24 m~a o> - 3.2E9 s~* x̂ = 6E-9

T = 10 kK N = 7.3E23 m"3 o> = 3.9E9 B"1 X#= 0.02

With a silicon admixture, the molar fraction of ionized metal

is already to be taken into account: xfi = 2E-4 (at 4 kK) and

0.1 fat 10 kK).

To characterize the elementary processes in plasma, it

is convenient to compare their probabilities with that of

particle collisions. This ratio ia in the case of simple

binary reactions close to the reciprocal value of the well

known exponential factor1 in the Arrhenius equation, i.e.

exp(-E<»/RT), viz. 8.2E4 tor- Hie dissociation of the nitrogen

molecule at 10 kK. So:n̂  •••ilementar processes are, however very

efficient, as e.g. rotational relaxation of molecules, which

needs at ambient temperature 5+1 collisions in nitrogen,

7.5±4 in oxygen and 3±1 in carbon monoxide, respectively f2].
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This value depends upon temperature Just slightly, having

negligible activation energy.

Iffactive accomplishment of the reactions with high

activation energiee needs of course high temperatures. The

Macroscopic kinetic constants of dissociation and

recombination of nitrogen are given for example in the form:

*4 = 1.7K12 * IT** B»/RT * exp(-Ba/RT), (2)

where U = 941 kJ/mol, kri rom"*ol~*s"*J. If we take the

associative rate constant as:

k« = 9.44B11 * *y* * Ba/KT, (3)

we can estimate - taking simplifying assumptions of absence

ot the concurrent reactions incl. ionizetion and of the ideal

behaviour - the chemical equilibrium relaxation time. The

starting composition for the case of heating was taken as

that at the room temperature:

heating to the temp.: 4 5 6 8 kK

time (equil.) 56 5.4 1.2 0.2 ms

time (a - 0.01) - 5.1 0.2 0.002 ms

cooling from 6 8 10 kK down to 2 kK

takes (90X equil.) 6.1 7.0 7.1 * 10"*° sec.

As the real velocities in the turbulent plasma jets for

the plasma chemical applications are of the order of 200

».«"*, the residence times in the generators are

milliseconds. Thus, the dissociation equilibrium (at least in

the high-temperature region, where T > 8 kX) is well

achieved. To preserve a high nitrogen atom concentration,

which can be a measure of the chemical activity for many

reactions of practical interest, by a simple (even extremely

fast) quenching is, however, impossible, as the maximum

achievable quenching rates of 10* K.s"1 imply the quenching
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tines at least milliseconds, whereas the atomic recombination

in accordance with the aforementioned formula has its

characteristic time in the order of microseconds.

Nevertheless, nonequilibrium high-pressure plasma does

not loose its attractivity for energy-efficient syntheses of

thennodynamically unstable compounds (e.g. NO, some metal

nitridee etc.) in homogeneous plasmas. The only one way

practically used for this purpose is up to now making use of

admixing ammonia or another compound yielding a temporary

species with loosely bound reactive atoms (e.g. NH).

Aa the LTE can be taken as complete, the thermodynamic

stability of the source and product compounds at the plasma

temperature seems to be a convenient criterion for Judging a

feasibility of the plasma chemical reaction of particular ; .

interest. Let us discuss three groups of materials: :

a) Stable compounds (metals in an inert gas, stable

oxides etc.). '

b) Compounds with stable precursors, which yield the desired

;roduct in the process of cooling or (reactive)

condensation; an interesting example is gaseous SiO, which

condenses in the oxygen containing atmosphere as ultra -

disperse SiO3 (aerosil).

e) Unstable products, which even at relatively low

temperatures (under 3 kK) decompose. Their plasma chemical

synthesis is difficult, because in their stability

temperature region they generally exist in the solid

phase only, the overall reaction kinetics thus being very

slow (e.g. Si,N%).

The group a) compounds can thus be prepared fairly

readily. The material vapour can be condensed by addition of

an inert cold fluid. That yields the product in the powder |

form, because most of the cooling process takes place in the '•

flowing atmosphere only, i.e. without fixing it on the t

rnactor wall, which could lead to a prolongation of the \.

plasma - particle interaction. Furthermore, this way makes \

possible to achieve the highest quenching rates: up to 10* j
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la**, compared with max. 1«* Ka~* feasible via the wall of a

3 HB i.d. tube (temperature of relation 3 HC) [4}.

Lot us now, however, consider the heat transfer to the

particle immersed in a high-pressure plasma. The hect flux to

a solid particle is given by:

q = h, S (T9 - Tp) - S * c (i£ - •£), (4)

where h^ is the convective heat transfer coefficient, S

denotes the particle surface area, « its emisslvity, a the

Ste fan-Bo ltzmann constant, and T ,T ,Tv are the

tenperatures of the gas, particle and the reactor wall,

respectively. At high tenperaturee, the particle material

partial pressure becomes already unnegligible and its

evaporation takes place, the rate of which is determined by

the heat flux and the latent heat of evaporation at the given

temperature L#:

dm/dt = <i/\. (5)

In other terms, it may be written as [6]:

(6)

where M represents the molar mass of the particle material.

hm the mass transfer coefficient, p is the equilibrium vapour

pressure of the particle material at the plasma temperature,

whereas p( denotes that at the particle surface temperature.

The transfer coefficients are generally determined from the

empirical formulae:

h^ = » Nu / dp (7), hm = Dint SK / dp (8).

Here, d is the particle diameter, * is the mean heat

conductivity of the particle material, D^t stands for

interdiffusivity [7]. The Nusselt Nu and the Sherwood S*

numbers are, as usual, defined with the aid of the Reynolds

(B»), Prandtl (IV) Aid the Schmidt (SO numbers as:

Nu = 2 + «.6 Ife"* IV1" , (9)
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while

S»> = 2 • 0.6

R» = D u p / »

Pr s e u / n

Se = u / p IXj

(11)

(12)

(13)

Tha tungsten particle tenperature Increase during its

heating in plasma is illustrated in Fig.l. The curve a

depicts the case when no evaporation occurs before the

particle attains its boiling tenperature Tb, while the more

realistic case of the temperature-dependent material

evaporation is shown by the curve b [6].

I . - I I 4 1
(•Will. I.-2I t*

T.-JM I

MM a •• itltwt
IIH b #:>

as

Fig 1 : Normalized temperature history of a particle immersed

in plasma when no vaporization takes place before attaining

the boiling point (case a) and with taking account of it

(curve b).

As the particle evaporates and turns small, its diameter

becomes comparable with the effective mean free path of the

heavy particles in plasma and the heat transfer to the

particle decreases due to the Knudsen effect by a factor A

[8], given by:

4 a
(13)
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where a denotes the thermal accomodation coefficient (a

portion of nolecule energy given to the condense particle

surface by one collision), * = CP/CV, a = 2k.Pr/(p»,v».cp).

Here, the mean thermal conductivity fc and the me«n hs«it

capacity cp are defined as:

f
Jf

k dT (14)

- T.)

pc dT

(Tg-T.)
(15)

v> presents here the mean molecule velocity at the

temperature T«, and p» is the gas density at T«.

Fig. 2: Normalized tot&l mass transfer from a particle (mo =

initial mass of the particle) [6],

Thus, while in. a plasma at a temperature of 10 kK a

tungsten particle of 20 A<m dia. may be evaporated within some

5 ms (from the point of wiew of the heat flux) AB it is shown

in Fig.2 [6], the Knudsen effect leads to a substantial time

increase. For instance a demand to evaporate the mentioned
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tungsten particle to a final diameter of 1 ia (here, Kn :

X>f/d ft 5), which seen* to be a maximum reasonable value foi

a disperse product, loads to the tine increase by a factor o:

19. Such long residence tines, however, cannot be achieved it

plasm Jets. Although there are other possibilities how t<

•take use of only partially treated naterial, it is mow

convenient to use other systems, with slowly flowing or evei

stationary plasms such as plasma ovens cr systems wit}

stationary source naterial targets. As very promising appear*

the three-phase AC plasna reactor, schematically shown ii

Fig.3 [9]. In this arrangement it is possible to control the

mutual velocity of the stationary plasma and a failing

particle In the .*ange near to zero and to realize high

conversion degrees even for slowly propagating reactions.

Ar

Fig. 3: Sketch of the

three-phase a.c. plasma

generator with stationary

plasma burning among the

hollow graphite electrodes.

Stabilizing and cooling gas is

carried through the electrodes

[93.

3 x 380 V A C

-*• '- - ?."• <•* ,-•>-

Fig. 4: Ultra disperse iron

particles produced

spattering the iron anode

the d.c. discharge in hydrogen

(180 A / 35 V, Ha/Ar = 1:1,

atmospheric pressure) [11].

by 5

in |
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An interesting type of the plasma device capable to

produce ultradisperse me'-.al particles makes use of high

dissolution rate of hydrogen during its discharge on the

surface of the (molten) metal anode [10,11]. The electrically

pressurised hydrogen gives rise to bubbles and they spatter

tiny droplets of the target material, the smallest of that

may stay in the amorphous state (see Fig.4 for the diameters

20 - 50 nm), while larger metal particles are most probable

to crystallize (100 run chromium particles see in Fig.5). The

crystallization process and the resultant particle diameter

distribution curve will be dealt with further.

5 : Chromium particles

produced under conditions

similar to the preceding case

(see Fig.4} [11].

<*g^7Jr=-

Although the chemical reaction kinetics at temperatures

that are common in the plasma chemical reactors are referred

to as extraordinary fast, there take place heterogeneous

processes, as well. The transport processes including the

condensed phase, as well as those of crossing the interphase

boundary, can however substantially change the picture. The

principal parameters determining the chemical composition of

the final product are, moreover, not independent. The most

important are:

source-coMpound concentrations (i.e. partial pressures of

the chemical species which yield the desired products),

including metastables and precursors,

temperature gradient dT/dt and consequent changes in

concentrations (dci/dt ; dci/dx).
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The creation of the condensed product begins with a

nucleation process. It sets on after reaching * necessary

oversaturation decree s = p/po (here p° is the equilibrium

vapour pressure), the value of which depends on the total

concentraion of available nucleation centres. Such a role oau

play also the charged particles and clusters, so that the

•iniaun s value for plasma may be relatively small (s*in = 2

- 3 C12]) compared to pure natal vapours (smin ft 10 for Fe at

2 kK [13]).

If now the nucleation rate can generally be written as:

I = ACT) . exp f 1 [17]
I k T J

where the nucleation activation energy Ga - c*/(ln %)'

(here o represents the interphase boundary surface energy),

it shows clearly that after s has crossed the critical value

the nucleation rate I boons abruptly, which consequently

leads to the creation of an enormous number of nuclei of

approximately critical dimensions (several nanometers). If

there is still a sufficient concentration of condensable

species the further grow of the particles proceeds via

adsorption/condensation processes and/or coalescence of the

particles, supposing they are so far liquid.

Such cases of coalescence were dealt with for instance

of SiOj by MacKenzie [14]. He has calculated the coalescence

time of 10 nm particles at 2.5 kK (viscosity 10* Poise) to

approx. 3 me. At this temperature coalescence of SiOa looses

its effect and the coagulation comes instead. Thus, the

oxidation of 3iClk at temperatures under 2.3 kK results in

chains of particles of roughly 10 nm in diameter [15] (conf.

also with Fig.4).

From the vapour mixtures one can obtain either

homogeneous compound powders [16] or heterogeneous particles

with concentration gradients.

Many compounds (namely some oxides and nitrides) do not

apparently pass the liquid state because the crystal growing

rate from the gas phase is sufficiently high. Such materials
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can be gained this way In the crystal form only. However,

also metalB do generally crystallize [16] although the

undercooling during the quenching process may achieve high

values (down to 0.8 TV).

The aforemetioned effects also take place by the

formation of the particle distribution curve during all the

plasna chemical or plasma technology proceseea.

Specific attention should be paid to until now rarely

published problems of reactive condensation, i.e. the

condensation and/or crystallization in a reactive

environment. If the nucleus (a droplet) is covered just by a

monomolecular layer of a chemically different compound the

coalescence nay be markedly hindered. This means the particle

dimensions in the order of the critical diameter are thue

favorized as they grow relatively slowly and live for longer

times. A common diameter up to 10 nm means however also a

high surfaee-to-bulk atom ratio N«/(ft>>0.4 [17]. This ratio

implicates of course a relatively high concentration of a gas

bound to the outermost atoms of the nucleus (adsorbed).

Taking into account a ratio 1:1, we obtain in this particular

case: c« = N*/(N> + Nb) > 28 moIX .

A similar case illustrates the ultra-disperse material

SiO N , showed in Fig.6, which was prepared in the reactionx y
of SiCl* in the nitrogen-hydrogen plasma [18]. The scanning

electron microscope photography shows particle size of 0.2

to 0.6 pm, while the x-ray diffractograme indicate the mean

size approx. 7 nm. The oxygen content reaches 23X. All this

witnesses to a result of a spherical coagulation.

Fig. 6: Ultradisperse

particles of SiNxOy condensed

from the nitrogen-hydrogen

plasma flow at atmospheric

pressure [18].
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If otter oondeasing atom* succeed in deposing on the

particle surface with rates corresponding to their

stoichioaetrlc relations, the new compound particle is being

created. This body only generally resembles a chemically

defined Material, i.e. it is vastly amorphous , with only the

most characteristic features developed (simple broad IR

absorption and x-ray diffraction bands). The deviations fro*

the ultimate stoichioastry, i.e. the presence of free

valence bonds closely related with Markedly increased

chemical reactivity is a frequent consequence of the

nonequillbrium effects occurins during the reactive

condensation.

To consider the probability of the process of reactive

condensation in comparison with the condensation of simple

precursor (in this case SiN £16]), let us consider the

development of the theraodynaitic equilibrium concentrations

in the system $i*-Ma-Ha-03, where the role of oxygen is to

illustrate its frequent presence under normal conditions. For

the calculation, the following mole numbers were taken: 1

mole Si, 2 molee Na. A moles Ha, 9.1 mole 0a.

At the temperature 3 kK prevails free silicon (68%),

followed by the molecules of SiO (21.6%) and S1H (8.5%).

while the proposed precursor SiN [16] takes 0.5% only. All

the components are gaseous.

This picture turns substantially 500 degrees lower: 75%

of the present silicon are already condensed as free Si, 20%

rest in the gas phase as SiO. SiN radical is present in

traces of 0.04%.

Another qualitative change follows near 2 kK, as almost

all silicon is nitrided (75%) and oxydized (25% as SiO,). '

The given composition is - as already mentioned - the i

result of the calculations of the equilibrium composition /

[20]. The cooling rate in a plasma reactor is comparable with

that of chemical reactions and higher than that of

heterogeneous processes. Thus, to attain high conversion

degrees it is necessary to apply long dwelling times in the j

proper temperature (and concentration) zone in the plasma |
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chemical reactor. This may be realized by fixing the product

with respect to plasma generator. The growing solid phase

however prefers as usual definite crystal orientation and the

crystals cannot (on the bases of continuity) simply be finely

dispersed. A typical, example are the fiber crystals of SisN»

prepared in plasma even under conditions when the conflowing

disperse phase is only slightly nitrided (see Fig.7).

Another suitable way is to create a defined temperature

and velocity field in the plasma chemical reactor, whereas

for preparation of silicon nitride an adiabatic reactor with

very low plasma flow velocities is desirable. Such conditions

can hardly be fulfilled by a plasma-jet reactor.

1
JFlg. 7: Silicon nitride fibres

* produced as the stationary

, phase in contact with nitrogen

v -hydrogen plasma [18].

i

In a model device of this type only a slightly nitrided

powder was prepared in the fluid phase. When the reaction

time was shorter as 0.5 s, the ultradisperse quasi-amorphous

powder product of the specific surface area of 35 m2

contained 3.2 mass per cent of nitrogen and 27.8 mass per

cent of oxygen (see below). Under supposition of the absence

of other elements we can calculate the idealized ratio of the

chemical bondB: 12.4X Si-Si, 39.3% Si-O, 5.2X Si-N. The

absence of SiO, seems to be prooved in the infrared spectra.

Various forms of silicon oxynitride are stabilized after a

long period of time and/or during the crystallization.

Convenient aids for achieving higher conversion degrees

represent high-frequency generators (incl. microwaves) or
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free-burning ares, ihtr* the plasma velocity may be Marly

zero. Me nut however tear in Bind the highest precursor

concentration* may in seas cases be utilised by a prompt

quenohing only.

Chsmloal change* caused by the (material-plasma

interactions are certai.ily not only a eubjeot of interest.

Nevertheless, chemical chances in a particle carried by

plasma are always to be taken into account. They may occur

either as the result of plasma-particle chemical reactions or

that of high-temperature decomposition/dlsproportionation

which takes place in the inert atmosphere ae well. Oxygen, ae

an almost inevitably present contaminant may set a marked

influence upon the processes of coalescence (see above),

nelting, welding or sintering of powders (esp. metallic).

Then it is necessary to decrease the oxygen partial pressure

by reducing- the total gas pressure or by admixing suitable

reducing compounds (hydrocarbons) with respect to possible

occurence of metal carbides.

The attempts to conserve a defined chemical compound in

a dynamic plasma are much more complicated, as the molar

fraction ratios exhibit a complex, temperature-dependent

behaviour, aa it followa from the Sana's equation or simply

from the van't Hoff's isotherm:

<L2!*SL. = _d2L ,
dT RT*

where AH le the standard fusion enthalpy of the particular

component. Already in the case of only two competing

components we obtain >

d Inc. - d lncr _ AH. - AHr S

dT RT* i

Thus, to assertian the desired composition, it to r

necessary to control the source compound concentrations in

the whole temperature interval, or at least at its "effective

mean value" that of course depends on all the Initial

concentrations as well as on the temperature field parameters

(eventually on the temperature gradient changes in time).
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Ae an example of the chemical changes in the plasma may

serve the comparison of TiO, and PbaOa used as pigments. In

the plasma of the water-stabilized plasnatron already at

temperature of 2.5 kK is Pb3Oa fully evaporated and looses up

to 63% of its oxygen while TiO, stays chemically unchanged.

A more refractory material. ZrSiOs, decomposes also at higher

temperatures, but already at 3.5 kK is almost all silicon

present in the gas phase (in 97X in the form of SiO) whereas

94X of ZrO, is left in the condensed phase.

The mentioned example considers the stationary

equilibrium state. The kinetic effects during the heating and

cooling certainly lead to nonequillbriusn temperature

distribution in the particles anc coneequently to a

nonhomogeneous profile of the "prod-jet" concentration. That

means the surface layers composition of the particles

corresponds to a further moment of time in the reaction

course, which is schematically depicted in Fig.8.

heating
(decomposition)

cooling
(recombination;

Fig. 6: Model of particle history conflowing with cooling

down plasma through a plasma chemical reactor.

The plasma technologies make possible to formulate a

wide variety of final products, supposing a good konwledge of

all the basic and further concurrent macroscopic processes,



•a wall as the vlsastary cheaical reactions. The most

Important aabitions of plaswa chemistry are concerned with

the production of ultra-diaperae powders that exhibit a

narrow particle at.sm distribution curve. Making use of high

quenching rates it is possible to fix high-temperature

crystal Modifications or even to "freeze" the product in its

aatorphous state. The advantages of the physical and chemical

differencies of the amorphous and/or ultra-disperse states

have been apparently not yet aasertained.
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Introduction

Although the interplanetary environment has been investi-

gated intensively for last two decades there are still many

problems to solve. Based on datla from satellites and space-

crafts the steady-state situation in the solar isystem is very

well known.

The main source of mass is the Sun which supplies the so-
8 9

lar system with about 10-10 kg per second. The other sources,

i.e. comets, atmospheres of planets etc., are negligible from

a general point of view but they can play a great role in the

vicinity of these sources. From this consideration it follows

that the mass composition is the same as that in the solar co-

rona, i.e. about 95* of hydrogen, X\ at helium, and less than

1\ of heavier atoms. Oue to high temperature of the solar co-

rona all the mass in the interplanetary space is in the state

of completely ionized plasma. This plasma moves radially from

the Sun with mean velocity of about 400 km sec" and density ••>

5 c m . Under this conditions this plasma can be considered as ••..
11

collisionless (the mean free path is about 1 AU = 1.5 . 10 m).
It means that the original Maxwellian distribution is conser-

ved and the plasma is roughly isothermal. Oue to its small

density in the interplanetary space the sound waves cannot

exist but as in the solar wird the solar magnetic field with

intensity a 5 nT is frozen the magnetosonic or iAlfven waves

are generated at different inhomogeneities. As the phase velo- !
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city of these waves is of the order of tens km.sec* the solar
Mind can be considered as supersonic. Sagdeev in |l| found
that even in collisionless plasma the shock waves can exist in
a spatial scale comparable to the Earth's dimensions. Instead
of the collision mechanism needed in the classical hydrodynamic
theory, the collective interactions between the particles and
the waves take place.

The shock waves (now usually called only shocks) in the
interplanetary space can be divided into two groups - inter-
planetary shocks and bow shocks. Interplanetary shocks are ge-
nerated on the solar surface after a solar flare. During the
flare a great amount of solar mass is ejected into the solar
space with the velocity considerably exceeding the solar wind
velocity and on the boundary between this flow and fie undis-
turbed solar wind the interplanetary shock is originated. This
shock moves with velocity ranging from hundreds to thousands
km.sec" outwards the Sun. As the solar flares are rather rare,
there is scantiness of the experimental data from interplane-
tary shocks for systematic study.

On the other hand the bow shock is generated around all
bodies, which are placed in supersonic flow. It msans that the
bow shock is associated with all planets, comets and other so-
lid bodiss in the solar system which have satisfactory dimen-
sions.

The study of planetary bow shocks provides important in-
sight both into the behaviour of the collisionless shocks and
into the nature of tho planetary obstacle to the solar wind
flow. Since the flow velocity cf the solar wind at fiach of the
planets exceeds the velocity of compressiortal waves in the
solar wind plasma, i.e. exceeds the fast magnetosonic velocity,
a shock wave must fr.rm in front of each planet if the planet
daes not obsnrb the incoming flow. T'ns shock wave slows the
flow and heats it and deflects it. The properties of the plane-
tary obstacles vary from planet to planet. This obstacle can
bs the magnetic field of planet (Earth), the planet's atmosphe-
re (Vpnus), or the gas evaporated from the bndy (co-nets) l2f.

The properties of the solar wind change remarkably with
heliocentric distance. Thus, whan we compare the bow shocks
of Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, wa find
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differences in shape, structure, and strength. As the plasma

processes in the bow shock can be studied only in situ, it is

evident that it is the Earth's bow shock that is studied most

extensive]y.

Earth's ban shock shape and position

The bow shock shape and position are a result of the in-

teraction between the solar wind plasma with its frozen-in

magnetic field and the Earth's magnetic field. The general si-

tuation is described in Fig. 1. The solar wind is incoming to

ftMSIMIAUIl
MW SMtCK

PAGMtTMHfATH

HA6NCT0PAUH

OUASIKft

Fig. 1. Schematic; plot of the bow shock.

•• ,V« • * / '1>\.*?CCk

the Earth. In the distance of about 10 tf~ (Earth's radii) the

dynamic pressure of the solar wind flow is equal to tan nres-

sure of ths Earth's magnetic field. This boundary is usually

called magnetopause and can be considered as an obstacle fnr

the solar wind flow. In front of thn magnetnpause thsre is

the mannetosheath - t{ie region in which the solar wind is

deviated, decelerated, and heated. The boundary between this

region and the undisturbed solar wind is the bow shack. 3ow

shock is actually the narrow area with raoid tfrop of velocity
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to the subsonic one as well as with rapid increase of pressu-

re, density and temperature. This drop of velocity is accom-

panied by the increase of magnetic field intensity up to 20

or 30 nT. As the magnetic field data are usually available

with the best temporal resolution the magnetic field jump po-

sition is generally considered as the coordinate of the bow

shock crossing.

Formisano has used more than 2 000 crossings to obtain

an adequate geometrical form for the bow shock shape. |3,4,5|.

He has used a second-order surface to fit the data normalized

to the sverage solar wind conditions (number density N=9.4cm~ ,

bulk velocity V=450 km.s ). The best fit has the form:

0.45X2 + Y2 + 1.11Z2 + 0.18XY • «.6X - 4.16Y - 618 = 0 (1)

where the X, Y, Z are the GSE coordinates (in Sg) of the bow

surface. When computing the position of the shock front in

concrete cases, a contribution nf the solar wind r!yr>='i'ic pres-

sure and that of the interplanetary magnetic field should be

taken into account. Fairfield |6| concluded from experimental

data that the principal factor determining the shock front po-

sition is ':he dynamic pressure of the solar wind, whereas the

magnetic field plays only a minor role. Formisano [7! derived

for the shock position the following formula:

U » 1.1 "' " , " ' (2)
(NV 2) 1 / 6 ( > ^

where R g v( •& ) is the geocentric distance of the reference

puint given by (1) in the direction O , and R is ths geo-

centric distance of the subsolar point on this surface. V, N,

and M are velocity, density , and the rnagnetosmi c Mac1-1

of the solar wind, respectively. C ir, a paramei luTi

both the valu- r + T - Parti's nannatic fielo a:ir! the way ;ns

orsiar wind ..,, i., t-.-ai'STir ted ta thn mannntosphero. Ths

sffsctivH rat;, ' 3j.-"if isats , ^ is uscally taken as

5/3. D-!s>;i' <->. ra-t .ha ;r- staUstical onint rjf virw the

equations (t) and (7) dnscrit):. tht: bow shock position vsry

wsll , the experimental rtata exhibit some systemfitir: deviations.



An attempt to explain tfiis deviation has 4een ciatfe in | g' by

changing ths specific heat ra+io >• . In !9i it is shown

that the dependence of bcw shack position on solar wind magne-

tic field seems tt; *JS stronger than in (2). This problem is

studied in morn detail in jl.ol.

A result yf changes of the solar wind ciyianic pressure is

the bow shock movement. The velocity nf this movement has bean

found in ths range of 1-200 km.soc !9|. The high velocities

obtained from multispaencraft measurenents seem to 'is rather

a result of the bow shock shape deformation than the real vs-

locitier of the bow shock movement. In |13| it is shown that

in consequence of abrupt Changs of the sc^ar wind the shock

front is deformed and this deformation propagates along the

shock front as a surface wave.

Classification of shocks

The conditions in the solar wind under which the shock

is formed vary in a broad range. According to solar wind con-

ditions the different processes play ths dominant role in

shock formation. To simplify the description of different

events a classification from several points of view is used.

The fundamental quantity for plasma processes determina-

tion is the angle betwser the interplanetary magnetic field

direction and the normal to the shock 'S'gn- 1° Perpendicular

situation (magnetic field is parallel to the shook plane) the

diffusion of particles upstrem fron the shock is impossible

and all changes are more abrupt.

Parameters like /$ (the ratio of particle pressure to

magnetic pressure) and MA (Alfvenic Mach nurr.jer) seem to or-

ocr the nature and the intensity of plasma turbulence observed

at collisionless shocks. Both electromagnet in and electrosta-

tic turbulences have been observed but the electrostatic ons

is probably playino the major role.

Fron this noint nf view we can classify the shir-As accor-

ding to the following table |ll|.
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/* "A

<0.
<0.
<0.
<0.

^r o.i
<0.1
<0.1

1 <3
I >3
L <3
I >3

I «T3

>3

*BN

>45°
>«5°
?«5°
>»5°
< 45°
<45°
<45°

Type of bow shock

laainar •>
quasilaainar /

quasiturbulent |

turbulent -^

\ unclassified *}J I
•ixed J

quasi-

perpendicular

quasiparallel

In this table the critical Mach number M. is 3. The

new data show that especialy for quasiparallel case the si-

tuation is more complicated; detailed study has been done in

Plaswa processes on ouaslperpandicular shocks.

The main question of plasma physics in the region of the

shock is the way the kinetic energy of the solar wind is con-

verted into the thermal energy. It can be clearly seen that the

ion distribution function measurement is of principal importan-

ce because the greatest part of the energy is connected with

the ion bulk velocity.

Up to now the bow shock was treated as some structure stan-

ding in space but the real situation is more complicated because

this structure is in permanent movement due to the solar wind

dynamic pressure fluctuations. Thus, the question of the re-

lative velocity of the shock with respect to our satellite is

important. From one-point measurements this problem cannot

ba solved without additional presumptions about different struc-

ture dimensions. For futher study we will consider the data

in tha timo scale as have been obtained by measurement but we

must keep in mind that both the temporal and the spatial chan-

ges are involved.

It can be seen from Fig. l that in ths quasiperpendicul8r

region of the bow shock the angle between the solar wind velo-

city and the shock normal is small (usually less than 25°)'and

the situation can bs idealized as follows: the solar wind is
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falling down to the perpendicular magnetic barrier, the field

lines are perpendicular to the flow direction.

The classification of the different parts of the not-/ shock

is determined by the magnetic field profile. An idealized mas-

netic field modulus for supercritical quasiperpendicular bow

2 |l4|. In Fig. 2 one can find several

Fig. 2. A schematic

plot of mag-

netic field

profile across

the quasiper-

pendicular su-

percritical

shuck.

typical parts - the undisturbed solar wind magnetic field

(units of n O ; a small increase of magnetic field which is usual-

ly called "foot" of thickness 0.43 Rgy (ion gyroradius) !l9|;

the sharp magnetic field jump called "ramp", whDi\; the main

jump of 3 occurs (thickness of the order of 1/10 of ion gyro-

radius); an overshoot of 8 which is characterized by very lar-

ge fluctuations of thsfield followed by an "undershoot". Vfhile

the foot of the shock shows no dependence on the t-!ach number

M,, the overshoot has a thickness which at M/M_ = 1.1 (Mn stands

for critical Mach number) is of the order of 0.1 of the foot

thickness, for M/M-, larger than 5 is of the order of I foot

thickness. Note that for very large values of 0 the overshoot

thickness may be several times the foot thickness. Also the

magnitude of the overshoot increases with Mach number and with

0 . It is evident from the scale lenghts of magnetic structu-

res that the behavior of 8 (foot, overshoot, undershoot) is

dominated by ths ion dynamics.
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These processes are clearly shown in Fig. 3, where there
are plotted: the magnetic field 8, the angular deviation of
plasma bulk velocity from soler direction iff , the electron
density n , the electron temperature 1 g, the itn temperature
Ti( and the ion bulk velocity Vt for quasiperpsndicular shock
crossing observed by Prognoz 10 |15|. Solar wind protons are
decelerated and deviated in the foot of the shock, where a po-
tential barrier is created by magnetic and electron pressure
gradient; the ion population is splitted in two parts at the
main magnetic ramp. The main part goes straight through the
shock and is adiabatically heated, while a minor part (of the
order of 15-25%) is reflected back in the foot, it is accele-
rated by the electric field tangsnt to the shock and eventually
crosses ths main magnetic ramp again.

Cust inside the ramp the bulk speed is smaller than ths
final downstream value, due to an electrostatic potential over-
shoot, and this causes a density overshoot which goes with the
magnetic overshoot. The gyrating particles continue their gyro-
moition also downstream, generating multiple peaks in the velo-
city spacs distribution function. After a few gyroradii the two
populations (bul'< part, slowed down and adiabatically heated;
and the oyratinc part, accelerated in the foot of the shack and
then transmitted) ara ^ix^d together by scattering due to J.ne
waves prsssnt throughout ail this region. The result is a hot
plasma with a velocity distribution function that, at least in
th3 main part, is not Msxwellian.

Uc suppose that ths rols of reflected ions far the foot
for/nation is dominant, -re? fiQ. 3 these ions cannot be ssen,
because in this particular crossing the magnetic field direc-
tion (reflectsd beeras are propagating along the magnetic field)
was out of thj angular characteristic of the analyser used. In
opposite •the? bean c'irsctions in the downstream region are split-
+.2i! ir.1o a broad ranro due to naonetic field fluctuations and
wu csn ;>lculats their velocity (niarkod with crosses in tha bot-
' om oart .. f Fi^. 3 ).

TVJ distribution function evolution through the different
shock rsrions is shown in Fir;, i |16|. In the first part the
nalar wind ion energy distribution is plotted. This distribu-
tion was obtained by an electrostatic analyser without mass
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Fig. 4. The ion distribu-

tion function in

different shock

regions:

1 - solar wind

2 - foot

3 - ramp

4 - overshoot

5 - magnetosheath

separation. It means that the different masses are separated

in energy scale due to the bulk velocity (and corresponding part

of the energy). This method of mass separation is often ussci

for mass composition measurement in ths solar wind !20'. In our

figure only two maxima can be distinguished. The first maximum

corresponds to the protons, the second one to ths alpha partic-

les, from the followinG figure i'ti is seen fnat the decrease in

the velocity begins at the foot and it continuas through the

ramp (3). The decreasing of the distribution function .iiannitude

in the foot (2) is due to the flow deflection but on this dis-

tribution we can see a part of reflected and accelerated ions

as well. The rarap region leads to sn intense increase of tha

number of rsgistsrod ^articles. In the overshoot (4) we can sse

many local maxima Indicating partition of the distribution into

many beams. The maxima benoa? broader and less distinct toward

the mannetosheath (5). Very important results were obtained from

the measurements of complete three - dimensional distribution,

which allow us to distinguish exactly different beams, carried

out on board the ISEE 1 and 2 spacecrafts |lS|.
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For thermalization of the plasms flow which consists of

many beams with different velocities, large amplitude waves are

needed. The experimental evidence of these waves is very diffi-

cult but from the electric and magnetic field measurements it

can be concluded that the low hybrid oscillations are generated

in the r8mp region |l7|. The other possible source of instabi-

lities is the presence of reflected ions which rotate in the

foot region. These ions can generate the Alfven or magnetosonic

waves, which are propagating downstream.

Fig. 5. Temporal variations of the

downstream velocity (solid

line) averaged over 7 sec

and of the mean velocity

averaged over the fluctua-

tion period (dashed line).

As the waves are generated in the ramp the measured fre-

quency is influenced by the Doppler shift and the velocity of

the bow shock movement should be taken into account. The oscil-

lation modulate the mean velocity of the flow as it is shown in

Fig. 5 1 IS| for nearly laminar shock crossing with Mfl = 3. In

turbulent shocks the different types of waves with different

frequencies are excited and the determination of sources uf

these waves is very difficult.

Plasma processes on quasiparallel. parallel and oblique

shocks.

In perpendicular geometry the situation is simple. The

reflected particles cannot escape from the shock and if they

can they are moving along the magnetic field line and cannot

affect the flow in front of the quasiperpendicular shock. In

all other cases the situation is more complicated. It is tins

reason why the oblique and parallel geometry was studied in far

less extent up to now.
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For 6gN less than roughly 60° the shock structure starts

changing fron the characteristics described above. A beam is

seen upstream of the shock itself, moving against the solar

wind at an angle to the magnetic field (E x 3 drift caused by

the solar wind electric field -V x 3). The maximum energy of

the particles of this beam is always larger than the maximum

energy of the magnetosheath particles. These beams, in other

words, started as gyrating particles, and have moved longer

along the electric field tangent to the shock. These beams are

seen upstream of quasiparallel shocks at the outer edge of what

has been called the foreshock. We shall not review here the im-

portant, detailed plasma physics going on in the foreshock, but

we cannot avoid to mention major foreshock characteristics. From

the solar wind side to the shock the backstreaming particle po-

pulation shows first "reflected" beams (occasionally gyrophase

bunched), then "intermediate" distributions, and finally "dif-

fuse" ions (ring distributions around the solar wind).

Fig. 6. Supercritical

quasiparallel

shock: foreshock

characteristics -

- location of ref-

lected, interme-

diate, and diffuse)

backstreaming par->

tides.

Ths spatial situation is schematically plotted in Fig. 6.

The accelerated beams boundary denoted as 33 and the diffuse

boundary (D3) was theoretically established by Bonifazi and

Morano |22|, but furthsr experiments |23. 24] confirmed this

prediction only qualitatively.

For axper.imental study of quasiparallel and oblique shocks

ths first task is to determine where the crossing occurs and

what the •0'g.j angle is. The method of shock crossing determi-

nation bassd an magnetic field data cannot be used dus to high

level of fluctuations in both upstream and downstream regions
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crossing ( ~ 60°).

which is usually' comparable with the mean value (Fig. 7). This
fluctuations can even change the parallel geometry to the per-
pendicular one for a short time interval. The same fluctuations
exhibit the plasma parameters as it is shown in Fig. 8 |25|.
Based on data available we cannot say' '-here the parallel shock
front is located exactly, i.e. where the transition from super-

I4O6 HOB 1410 1412

Fig. 3. Plasna transition in a steady state, nearly parallel
( /v 5°) bow shock crossinn by ISF.E. The three panels,
top to 'jetton, are plots of electron density, electron

, and magnetic field rr.agnitudn.
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sonic to subsonic flow occurs. Most probably this transition

Is not strongly located in space and time even under stationa-

ry conditions in the far upstream region. I

The nature of dissipation processes is not very well un- i

derstood and should be the focus of attention over the next ',

few years. An understanding of the electric potential structure v

at shocks is only beginning to emerge, and more work is needed

to determine how the evolution of ion distribution function ^

across the shock depends on the macroscopic forces as well as

microscopic processes.

Conclusion.

In our contribution an attempt has been made to show main

problems connected with the study of shocks in space from the

experimental point of view. The main attention was devoted to

the experimental results because the theoretical estimations

can explain only very simplified situation. But in the last few

years a bio progress in numerical simulation of both quasipsr-

pendicular and quasiparallel shocks has been made |26, 27, 23].

Many useful pieces of information have been obtained from la-

boratory experiments |ll| but in these experiments the mean

free path is too short to be considered as a collisionless ca-

se.

Open problems cannot be solved without real multipoint

measurements with different spatial scales; only these measure-

ments can answer the critical question - what are the differen-

ces between th3 spatial and temporal variations and what are

thsir respective roles in the whole shock dynamics. ;
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ACCELERATION OF THE GLOW-TO-ARC TRANSITION INDUCED

BY UNCONDITIONED CATHODESt STREAMER-LIKE INSTABILITIES OF

THE CATHODE SHEATH

Hirko Cernak

Institute of Physics and Biophysics* Comeniu* University

842 IS, Bratislava. Czechoslovakia.

Abstract. The effect of cathode surface conditions on the

breakdown development has been studied in small homogeneous and

point-to-plane gaps in weakly electron attaching gases at

pressures on the order of 10 kPa. The acceleration of the

glow—to—arc transition observed using unconditioned cathodes

has been attributed to positive-streamei—like instabilities of

the abnormal glow discharge cathode sheath with a characteristic

frequency of 10-100 MHz. A qualitative model of this phenomenon

is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that "conditioning" of a discharge gap by passing

number of spark breakdowns or by a glow discharge has

significant effect on the glow-to- arc transition at a

gas pressure on the order of 10-100 kPa (Turner 1981, Suleebka

et al. 1975). Specifically it was found that during the course

of conditioning the discharge gap achieves a particular state

such that the energy requirement for the glow-to-arc transition

exceeds that of unconditioned gap (Chalmers 1971). As pointed

out by Guile et al.(197O> and Cookson (1981) usually it is the

cathode that controls conditioning, and it is generally accepted

that the conditioning effect is probably the progressive

destruction of cathode protrusion sites, oxide layer*, or free

particles. As it has been shown, for example, by Guile et

al.(1986) and Bayliss and Latham (198S), when voltages up to 100

kV have been applied to gaps of a few millimeters in vacuum,

then temporally unstable currents 10 -10 A/cm flow at average

cathode field only of 10 V/cm, and it is known that a similar
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effect occur* in gases at atmospheric pressure and above (Latham

•t al. 1986. But la at al. 1986). As for the mechanism by which

electrons arm ami t tad at such low fields, a number of

suggestions hava basn aada, among which arac field amission at

tha cathoda protrusions sitas, positiva-ion charging of tha

oxIda film to produca a high aiactric -field across tha oxid»,

and aicrodischargas occurins at tha particl*/cathode interface.

It was proposad (Latham at al. 1986, Suila at al. 1986> that

tha ignition of a high-pressur* breakdown is associated with tha

switch-on of an alactron mmission sit* whan a burst of alactrons .

(A»10~6A> is suddanlr injactad into tha electrically strassad

gap. Howaver, tha axact rola played by such alactron emission

during tha subsequent glow-to arc transition dischare* phass is

not undarstood at prasant. Particularly, a y*t to ba answered

quastion is how such low-currant ( A» 10*" ft) electron emission

from tha cathoda surface impsrfactions can significantly reduc*

tha enw-gy requirement for a glow-to-arc transition occurlng at

typical currants say 1O A/c» .

In our racant work itmrnik at al. 1990a> wa hava attaaptad tc

prasant an explanation for this a-ffact. Our preliminary

*xperi««ntal results suggest that the effect of the low-current

bursts of electrons from cathode surface imparfactions is to

initiate a positive-streamer-1ike ionizing wave in tha cathode

region during an abnormal glow discharge phase preceding tha arc

formation. We believe that such ionizing wave, which can be

understood as *n effective breakup of the cathode sheath, may

result in *n important acceleration of tha glow-to-arc

transition.

This p*pmr develops the above concept by giving a summary of

tha racent findings of on-going experimental investigations into

this breakdown mechanism. A model for th* above sequence of

events I ;s*d on the hypothesis of cathode sheath instabilities

by Bitturin at al. (1989) and Haroda's theory (Marode at al.

1979. .larode 1981) of the glow-to-arc transition is outlined.
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II. PHYSICAL PICTURE OF THE SLOW-TO-ARC TRANSITION IN VARIOUS

SAP GEOMETRIES

In this Chapter an attempt is made to outline a

Phenomenological picture of the glow-to-arc transition -Tor

various experimental conditions, including the effect of the us*

of unconditioned cathodes.

1. frl€B**-to-plan* gap*

In this case the sequence of events leading to the formation

of a filamentary arc discharge which "shorts out" the discharge

electrodes is governed by, for example, the gas composition and

pressure, gap separation, material and surface conditions of

electrodes,and the rate at which energy is supplied to the gap.

Accordingly, one must bear in mind that the number of parameters

which act in the discharge development is so high and the

discharge processes so alterable, that in the interest of

clarity only a simplified picture must be considered.

Consequently, the physical picture described here will be

confined to a set of parameters similar to conditions typical of

electrically excited gas lasers.

When the initial electrons are provided over the whole

uniform field gap at a pressure on the order of 10 kPa and

overvoltages up to say 1OOX, the first luminous event to be

observed is a diffuse glow (see, for example. Turner 1981, Kline

1982, and Sakai et al. 1979). During this discharge phase (phase

I.) the glow has a structure similar to a low-pressure volume

glow discharge. Subsequently, .this diffuse glott oegins to

constrict to a filamentary discharge during a cathode spots

formation phase (II.).

At the vmry beginning of the phase II., for an unconditioned

cathode the constriction of the volune glow to filaments always

starts at the cathode irrespective of pressure and overvoltage.

When the cathode was conditioned, the filaments were initiated

at the anode for overvoltages UP to a critical value depending

on the gas presssL .-•». Above the critical overvoltage the

filaments were found to begin at the cathode, and at the

critical overvoltege the filaments were initiated in mid-gap and

propagated in both directions (Suleebka et al. 1979, Turner
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1981). In terms of the streamer theory the filaments growth can

be v*c**t a* the development of primary positive (i.e.,

cathode-directed) streamers and negative streamer*. Thus, the

general picture that has emerged from the above discussion

suggests that the streamers »rm usually launched in the sheath

regions adjaeed to the electrodes. This is reasonable in view

of the -fact that these regions are regions of net space charge

and the electric field is strongest here.

The mrrivml of the positive streamers on the cathode.'

resulting in the formation of cathode spots (Doran 1968. Sakai

et ml. 1979), marks an important point in the discharge

development since begins a filamentary glow discharge phase

(III.). The phase til is characterized by the fact that the

cathode surface is covered only partially by the discharge, in

distinct cathode spots which have a diameter of few tenths of mm

(Turner 1979, Chalmers 1971). The structure of the individual

cathode spot is similar to the cathode layer of a normal glow:

discharge but Cavernor and Mayer (1968) found an increase in the'

cathode fall voltage to approximately 440 V, which led them to

suggest that the cathode spots were operating in the abnormal

glow discharge regime. Consistently, results of Akishev et al.

(1984), and Gray and Augis (1971) show a contracted cathode

region and a current density above of 1O A/cm which indicates

the abnormal glow regime. Thus, the filamentary glow discharge

during the phase III. apparently operates in the abnormal glow

regime, even though the cathode surface is not covered by the

discharge completely.

Subsequent to the formation of the cathode spots operating in

the abnormal glow regime, the redistribution of the current

among the filamentary glow discharges leads to a rapid growth of

one of them and the suppression of the others. So .during this

transitive phase (IV.) from the abnormal filamentary glow to an ;•

arc, there is a progressive increase in the current through the ;i

filament until, finally, the disappearance of the cathode dark j

space 1»..JS to a sudden increase in luminousity and electrical t

conductivity, corresponding to the -filamentary arc formation.

Regarding th» e//eet of the catnode surface condition* on th» ,

flow-to-cu-c transition for lower gas pressures and overvoltage ,
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values, using the preionization of the gas, unconditioned

cathodes favour the dmvmlopmmnt of constricted regions within

the diffused glow and the formation of the cathode spots

(Suleebka et al. 1975). At near-atmospheric pressures, however,

the use of *n unconditioned cathode has little effect on the

cathode spots formations, since in such conditions the cathode

spots occur within several ns of the start of the discharge,

even though conditioned cathodes were used (Turner 1979).

Consequently, in this case the dominant effect of unconditioned

cathodes is to accelerate the transition fro* the filamentary

glow discharge to the arc (Chalmers 1971).

As for this effect, the following feature of the discharge

was observed by Akishev et al. (1984). It was found (see Fig.l)

that using of *n unconditioned cathode, during the filamentary

glow phase (III.) the current growth waveform is not smooth but

is characterized by superimposed current "noise" of magnitude

10~2-10~1A. When the cathode was conditioned, these fluctuations

of the current extincted. Therefore, even though a detailed

experimental study and a theoretical interpretation of this

Phenomenon have not been done, one must speculate that these

current fluctuations m*y contribute to the acceleration of the

glow-to-arc transition observed using unconditioned cathodes.

2. Small pomtttv potnt-to-plan* gap*

The discharge behaviour during initial stages of the

glow-to—arc transition in a short positive point-to-plane gap

(for gap distance 1 cm) is very similar in a wide range of

gases and for various values of the anode point curvature. In

general, the glow-to-arc transition in a short positive

point-to-plane gap. as compared with that in a plane-to-plane

gap, is less alterable, which enables a clearer insight into the

discharge mechanism. The experimental studies of Marode et al.

(Marode 1975,1981, Marode et al. 1979) have shown that the

breakdown process in small point-to-plane gaps preceeds in four

phases which are similar to the I.-IV. phases observed in plane-

to- plane gaps.

The first discharge phase (phase I.)is a short transient glow

near the anode surface. At the very beginning of the second
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phase (II.) * primary positive streamer is launched fro* the

anode glow. During the phase II. the mtreaeer propagates across

the gap at speed of the order of IOc«/», creating a dark

conducting filament that joins the streamer head, where

excitation and ionization processes *rw concentrated, at the

anode. The streaeer front is seen as Moving point of light with

an optical diameter of ~ 10~2em (Gilbert and Bastien 1989). It

is well documented (Kondo and Ikuta 1980J that the structure of

the streamer head corresponds to a low-pressure glow discharge.

Accordingly, it is generally accepted that the streamer is a

transient developing glow discharge, which is fed by

photolonization and cathode photoeeission precesses. However,

since these processes mrm inefficient compared with the

secondary electron emission at the cathode due to ionic impact.

the streamer head entails a much higher voltage drop than does a

normal glow discharge fall. Consequently, the streamer head

movement is associated with the propagation of a high-field wave

of ionizing potential to the cathode, which is a phase movement.

that can be much faster than the charged particles it contains.

. The discharge phase II. is terminated when the streamer head

makes contact with the cathode, creating a negative glow and

cathode fall region. At this streamer/cathode contact the

potential in the immediate vicinity of the cathode can be

changed by kilovolts during a nanosecond, and the current

measured at the cathode increases an order of magnitude in few

nanoseconds or less (see Fig.2).Since the neutralization of the

streamer head occurs within few nanoseconds, it is likely that

this neutralization is due not solely to positive-ions drift to

the cathode but that an electron photoemission (Loeb 1965. Kondo

and Ikuta 1980 > or field emission mechanism (Nasser 1966,

Cernak and Hosokawa 1990b; must be active. The current then

decreases to a gradually falling portion representing the

following filamentary glow discharge phase (III.). As it was

found by Bertault et al. (1978), during this current fall the

average energy of the electrons and average electric field in

the cathode region increase, which indicates that the discharge

operates in the abnormal glow regime. This conclusion is

supported by the results of the probe measurements by Janc"a.
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As already mentioned, attar tha bridging of tha gap by the

primary streamer, daring tha filamentary abnormal glow discharge

Phase (III.), tha discharge currant -first falls gradually, and

then either dies out or quite suddenly increases into a transient

arc phase (IV.). We discuss in a later section a theoretical

model for tha transition from filamentary glow to the arc in

circumstances here discusses, which was proposed by Marode et

al. (1979).

Regarding th» •//act of va» of an -unconditioned cathode on

th» discharge behaviour in the case of a positive point-to-plane

gap, since tha primary streamer is initiated near tha anode, the

cathode surface state evidently has no effect on the streamer-

formation and propagation. Consequently, M I can restrict our

considerations to the effect of tha cathode surface state on the

filamentary glow discharge formation and its transition to the

filamentary arc (i.e., the phases III. and IV.). A preliminary

experimental results and theoratical considerations in reference

to this effect can be found in our recent paper (Cernak et

al.1990a).

Figure 2 compare* waveforms of the single positive corona

primary streamers (which reached the cathode surface) taken

using tha conditioned (1) and unconditioned <2> cathodes,

measured at the cathode. Tha interpretation of the current trace

(1) in terms of tha modal by Marode (1975) is clears The initial

sharp currant spike is generated when the streamer head hit the

cathode and a large neutralizing current passed into it from the

cathode. The arrival of the streamer on the cathode is followed

by tha onset of the subsequent filamentary glow phase. As for

the secondary pulses superimposed on the pulse trailing part in

Fig.2, trace (2), it must be emphasized that, using uncoditioned

cathodes, at gas pressures above say 1O-2O kPa this phenomenon

M M highly reproducible, and we observed similar secondary

pulses also in other gases. Moreover, it is interesting to note

that, at pressures above say SO kPa, the secondary pulses

were observed even using carefully conditioned cathodes. A

physical picture of this phenomenon is discussed in the next

sections. Here we restrict our discussion to experimental

results in Fig.3, which show clearly how tha secondary current
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pulses induc*d or unconditioned cathodes can accelerate the

transition fro* the filamentary abnormal glow to the arc.

3. Small nmgattv point-to-plan* tapm

Mien an appropriate negative voltage is applied to the point

of a point-to-plane gap at pressures above say 10 kPa, the

initial stages of breakdown or partial breakdown (negative

corona) *rm discerned by a peaked current signal -formation where

the discharge current rises to a maximum before decreasing to a

subsequent glow discharge stage (see Fig.4a>. It is important to

emphasize that the formation of the above mentioned peaked

signal is very similar for a wide range of electron-attaching,

as well as electron-nonattaching gases (Cmrn*k and Hosokawa

1987,1788). The cause of this current peak formation is still

not well understood. One of the proposed explanations of this

current peak uses a description in terms of a positive-streamer

like ionizing wave formation and its neutralization on the

cathode surface (Zentner 1970, Ikuta and Kondo 1976, Cernak and

Hosokawa 1969a). Our comparison of the current peak generated in

a short negative point-to-plane gap with the waveform of the

single positive corona pre-breakdown streamer in Fig.5, where

the pulse peak values were matched by a proper choise of the gap

voltages, is supportive of the above explanation since indicates

remarkable similarity between both waveforms. Thus, analogically

as in the cases of the plane-to-plane and positive

point-to-plane gaps, the breakdown process in a small negative

point-to-plane gaps can be assumed to proceed in four phases

which *rm clearly seen in the image converter camera record by

Akazaki and Tsuneyasu (1977) in Fig. 4b.

The first luminous event that can be observed is a small

diffuse glow near the cathode surface corresponding to the phase

I.(see t. in Fig.4b). During the following phase II. (t_ in

Fig.4b) a positive streamer develops and moves towards the

cathode. The phase II. is terminated by the streamer/cathode

contact, which creates a cathode glow discharge region <t_-t_ in

Fig.4b). The discharge current reaches maximum just at the

moment of the streamer/cathode contact. While the discharge

bnhaviour during the phases l.-III. does not significantly
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depend on the gas composition. the subsequent glow discharge

development i« intimately related to tha gas propartias,

particularly to tha alactron attachment.

Thus, at IOMCT ovarvoltages in electron-attaching gases, a

transient glow discharga is quenched by nagativa ion space

charge accumulation and, in this way, tha so-called Trichel

pulse is generated. In electron-attaching gases at higher

overvoltages, and in electron-nonattaching gases at gap voltagas

above the discharge onset voltage, an abnormal <see results of

Kondo and Myioshi 1978) glow discharge following the

streaaer/cathods contact leads, via a negative streamer

development (see t
2~

tj in Fig.4b), to a filamentary glow

discharge <t.) and its subsequent transition to an arc (phase

IV., t5 in Fig.4b).

Similarly as for the other gap geometries the question may be

raised here new thm etimeharg* behaviour varies with tn* zalhodm

svr/ac* conditions. Figure 6 compares the first negative corona

Trichel pulses taken using tha conditioned (1) and unconditioned

(2) cathodes. The waveform (2) exhibit secondary current pulses,

which are remarkably similar to those shown in Fig.2, waveform

<2>, for the case of an unconditioned cathode in a positive

point-to-plane gap. Keeping in mind that the discharge

Phase following the initial current spike for both the Trichel

pulse and the prinary streamer/cathode contact corresponds

apparently to a abnormal glow discharge, since the Trichel pulse

ionization is confined to a region close to the point it is

reasonable to assume that the observed secondary pulses

correspond to some instabilities of the cathode sheath. The fact

that the secondary pulses mrm repeated with an average time

lapse between them of 5O-1OO ns suggests that the most

applicable theory to the phenomenon is Bityurin et al.(1989a,b),

which predicts the possibility of an ionizing wave driven

cathode-sheath instability with a repetition period roughly 25ns

in N_ atmospheric pressure. The theory of lityurin et al. is

disci, osed in next chapter. Figure 7 shows how such

cathode-sheath instabilities effect the onset of the glow-to-arc

transition.
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3. POSITIVE-STREAMER-LIKE INSTABILITIES OF THE CATHODE SHEATH

Recently, Bityurin at al.<1989 a,b> have presented a

numarical modal of the generation of non-1inaar ionizing waves

in tha discharge cathode region in N 2 at atmospheric pressure,

which is claimed to be applicable also for the Trichel pulse

buildup. Tha model formulation is based on one-dieensional

equations for electron and positive ions, including ionisation,

recombination, and electron diffusion, and neglecting ion

motion. The continuity equations T9 coupled to Poissons's

equation via the charge density. The material functions of the

gas were found by solution of the Boltzmann aquation. As initial

conditions a homogeneous quasi-neutral plasma of charged

particle density of lO 1 3cm~ 3 and E/p-lOO V cm~1Torr~1 were used.

Tne total current density of O.S A.cm has set and subsequently

maintained. Under the conditions investigated, the authors found

the following!

(1) A f t c the cathode boundary sheath layer formation, a phase

ionizing wave arises, which propagates towards the cathode with

a typical velocity of 10 cm/s and disturbs the profile of ions.

(2) After the wave run, the field near the cathode and the

cathode sheath thickness arm decreased significantly.

(3) Electrons in the region ahead of the wave *ra seeded mainly

by the electron diffusion towards the cathode and, consequently,

the ionizing wave amplitude and velocity slightly depend on the

cathode secondary emission.

(4) The ionizing wave formation precess is repeated, which

results in nearly periodical oscillations of the cathode

potential fall with a typical frequency of some 1OO MHz and

amplitude of about 500 v.

Unfortunately, the condition of the current constancy used by

Bityurin et al. in order to simplify the selection of boundary

conditions makes impossible a direct comparison of the discharge

simulation results with the experimental results shown here

Nevertheless, the phase ionizing wave velocity roughly of 10

cm/s and the fact that the cathode emission does not play an

important role in the wave propagation mechanism strongly

indicate that this mechanism is essentially the same as the

propagation mechanism of primary positive streamers in N_
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described, for example by Wu and Kunhardt (1988) and Dhali and

Williams (1987). Consequently, based on the Shockler-Ramo

theorem, under experimental conditions being constderad it is

reasonable to suppose that the current induced by such

streamer-like ionizing wave will consist of a short current

spike when it crosses the high—field cathode region and is

subsequently neutralized at the cathode. With this in mind, the

correspondence between the computed instabilities of the cathode

potential fall and the secondary current peaks observed using

unconditioned cathodes shown in Fig.8 is suggestive and leads us

to suppose that the observed phenomenon is a particularly

striking example of the ionization mechanism postulated by

Bityurin et al.

To explain the fact that this phenomenon Mas observed

mostly using unconditioned cathodes, we suppose that localized

perturbations in the cathode sheath due to bursts of low-current

electron emission from the cathode surface imperfections favour

the ignition of such positive-streamer-like-ianizing waves. Note

that a similar posibility of the generation of periodical

positive streamers due to bursts of electrons enited from the

cathode surface was recently mentioned by Haibri t.ter (1985).

The following assesment can be made as a proof of the

possibility o-f a field emission, in the broadest sense of the

world, under conditions considered: Using the principles of

discharge similarity, and the known values of p.d (where p is

the gas pressure> and d is the cathode -fall region length)

for the normal glow discharge, cathode fall lengths of the order

of 3—4 micrometer are obtained at atmospheric pressure. With a

cathode fall of 37S V for copper this implies a field of the

order of 10 V/cm over the cathode fall space for the normal glow

discharge, and even higher field values for the case of the

abnormal glow. These values are significantly higher than the

threshold values of 1-2x10 V/cm -for the switch-on of an electron

emission site at a cathode surface imperfection found by Latham

et al. (1986).

In the following chapter we attempt to explain how the

discussed cathodfc? sheath instabities can induce or accelerate

the glow-to-arc transition.
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4. EFFECT OF THE STREAMER-LIKE CHTHODE SHEATH INSTABILITIES

ON THE SUJN-TO-ARC TRANSITION

To explain * sudden rise of current during the transition

from the filamentary alow to the arc, a Model has been given by

Marode et al.(1979), with the assumption of a decrease of the

9«s density N through hydrodynamic phenomena and expansion of

the discharge channel due to the energy released in it. In

consequence of this, a increase in E/N Mill occur in the

channel created by the primary streamer, leading to the final

current growth when the ionization rate becomes greater

than that of electron attachment there.

Although this model has successfully reproduced many

characteristic features of the glow-to-arc transition for a wide

range of gap geometries and gas compositions, this type of

formulation is not sufficient to reproduce all complexities of

the breakdown development. For example, as mentioned by Goldman

and Goldman (1978>, for small discharge gaps, once the

ionization rate exceeds that of attachment in the discharge

channel by means of the mechanism proposed by Marode et al., the

subsequent current rise should be controlled by the cathode

region, since the cathode spot should be able to supply an

increasing current of electrons. Accordingly, as pointed out by

Marode (1981), the cathode sheath defines the boundary

conditions for the channel, and vice versa, so that the physical

processes within the channel and within the cathode sheath are

strongly interdependent.

Regarding this interrelation, a crucial point is to determine

whether the filamentary glow disharge established after the

primary streamer/cathode contact is a normal glow discharge or

an abnormal one. Thus, for a constant gap voltage, if an

enhancement of Lhe ionization rate within the discharge channel,

increasing the channel conductivity, occurs, then the cathode

fall voltage tends to rise. However, in the case of normal glow

discharge a small increase in the cathode fall voltage will

result in a large rise in the current via a radial expansion of

the cathode spot, which will tend to establish the normal
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cathod* potential fall again. This contract with the case of the

abnormal discharge where the ionization •nhmcement within the

channel will laad to a significant incrun in tha cathoda

potantial fall and fiald intensity in tha immediate vicinity

of the cathode.

As discussed in Chap.II., much experimental evidence has been

accumulate to confirm tha abnormal regime of the filamentary

glow discharge formed immediately after the streamer/cathode

contact. Hen-.e it is highly possible that the streamer—like

instabilities, which *rm favoured by the increased cathode

potential fall and higher field intensity, c*n occur in tha

cathode sheath.

A yet to be answered question is why and how these

streamer-like instabilities can induce or accelerate the

transition from the abnormal filamentary glow to the arc. This

can be partly understood by considering the following aspects of

the model by Marode et al. (1979). Figure 9 illustrates the

existence of critical values of the initial current I and the
o

axial field E in the channel below which the glow-to-arc

transition does not occur in an electron-attaching 9as. Moreover

it can be seen that when the transition occures, a small

increase in IQ and E results in significant acceleration of the

transition. Accordingly, when the streamer—like instabilities of

the cathode sheath take place in several ns after the initial

current spike corresponding to the streamer/cathode contact (see

Fig. 9b ), the observed acceleration of the glow-to-arc

transition can be interpreted in term* of the model by Marode et

al. (1979) as being due to an increase in the value of Io. In

cases when the current spike corresponding to the instability is

negligible relative to IQ (see Fig. 9d ), the acceleration

observed in the glow-to-arc transition can be attributed to an

increase in the axial field in the discharge channel. This

increase in E/N results from a collapse of the cathode fall

caused by the instability (see Fig. 8a).

Another effect w. ch can be considered is an additional

ionization arising from waves of the localized enhanced field

region traveling through the discharge channel. It is reasonable

to suppose that the mentioned collapse of the cathode fall might
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relaase a burst of electrons from the cathode, which can trigger

a M v f of ionization down the discharge channel. Such wave can'

either locally increase the ionization rat* or act In the form

of a electron heating wave (Barrato at al. 1977, Juranka 1982).

Tha analogy proposed (Carnak and Hoaokawa 1990 ) between the '

positive straaaar and tha discussed instabilities also invltas

speculation that observations of such anode-directed ionization

waves In the channel triggered by the instabilities in tha

cathode sheath , if any, could shed light on the subject of

controversial existence of, so-called, return strokes In the

residual streamer channel (see Sigmond 1984).

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented results from a preliminary experimental

study of breakdown in short discharge gaps which clearly shows

that the use of unconditioned cathodes results in an

acceleration of the transition from a filamentary glow discharge

to the final arc. In the case of single-filament discharge this

acceleration was found to be associated with current spikes

repeated with a characteristic frequency of 10-100 MHz, which

apparently correspond to some instabilities of the discharge

cathode sheath. We believe that this phenomenon can be explained

in the following wayi '

During the transient filamentary glow phase, generally, the
I

discharge cathode spot operates in the abnormal glow discharge

regime, which implies that the positive ion spaced charge can;

enhance the field at the cathode to 10 W c m for gas pressures

10-100 kPa. It is known that a typical unconditioned cathode

surface has a high surface density of potential field emission

sites, which generally switch on at threshold fields only of

2.1O vYcm to give noiiy and unstable emission currents of

nj 10 A, and that the cathode conditioning results in ,

destruction of such emission sites. Thus, when an unconditioned I

cathode is used, thp localized unstable electron emission can i
i

generate some perturbations in the discharge cathode sheath. In i

the case of the high-field cathode fall of abnormal glow

discharges these perturbations can initiate positive-streamer j

like ionizing potential waves, similar those proposed. by
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Bityurin et al • (1939). The development of such repeated

ionizing H * V H can be envisaged as periodical breakup* of the

cathode Shaath. Each breakup of the cathode *h«ath produces

local concentrations of current and field which can in turn lead

to the formation of a secondary anode-directed ionizing wave.

The multiple anode-directed ionizing waves generated in this way

may either locally increase the ionizing coefficient or act in

the form of electron heating waves, as suggested by Baretto et

al.(1977>. Consequently, since the glow-to-arc transition was

found by Itarode et al.(1979) to be very sensitive to an increase

of the ionization in the discharge channel, an acceleration of

the arc formation can results.

It must be emphasized that this concept is given as

hypothesis only and further experiments, first of all optical

investigations! <^>'» necessary to evaluate the exact mechanism of

the streamer-like instabilities in the cathode she*th.

From the theoretical point of view, based on the broad

similarity observed (Cernak et al.1990a) between the

streamer/cathod* interaction, the streamer—like instability

development in the cathode sheath, and the negative corona

Trichel pulse, it is believed that the above hypothesis makes

possible to integrate experimental and theoretical knowledge of

these phenomenaf which can lead to a fuller understanding of a

wide class of discharge events.

Further study of the streamer-like instabilities of the

cathods sheath and their effect on the alow-to-afc transition

can be also of practical importance in both laser and switching

applications. Apparently,in laser applications an elimination of

the cathode sheath instabilities leading to an acceleration of

the glow-to-arc transition is essential because effective laser

pumping occurs only with the high E/N values which *re obtained

in the glow mode (see, for example, Turner 1989. and Kline

1982). This is in contrast to most switching applications, where

the glow discharge phase is undesirable because of its low

conductivity. Thus, for example, based on recent results of

Williams and Peterkin (1989) on trigatran spark gaps, where the

duration of the phases (I.-II.) corresponding to the primary

positive streamer formation and propagation is negligible
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comparing Kith the duration of the glow-to-arc transition, on

may speculate that an artificial initiation of the discuss*

cathode sheath instabilities, accelerating the arc formation

could improve trigatron operation characteristics.
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FIG. 1. Current erov/th waveforms ir
a plsne-lo-plane (jsp (gap spacing 2
2 c=; voltege U = 5.3 kV; exterr.ol
resistor 2.9 kfi) in M2 at 5.3 k?a.
a: ur.conditioned Cu-cathode

scales: 0.42 A and lC~4sec/div
b: conditioned Cu-cathode

scales: C.42 A and 5.10"'sec/div
Note: The traces are currents of

3-4 cathode spots
(after Akishev et al. 1984)

FIG. 2. Current waveforss of pre-breakdo*n positive streamers ir.
a positive point-to-plane gap S = 2 cm; U = 3.5 kV measured at the
cathode in air 8t 26.6 kPa. Scales: 10 aA and 50 ns/div
lj conditioned Cu-cathode 2: unconditioned Cu-cathode

FIG. 3. Acceleration of the glow-to-
arc transition in a positive poir.t-
to-?lane gap S = l c=j U = 3.5 kV i:
CC, at 13.3 kPa observed using ur.ccr.
ditioned cathode. Scales: 2C=A ar.d
20 r.s/div.

\j_ conditioned Cu-cathode

2. uncsnditioned Cu-cathode



FIG. 4a Breakdown development,

in a negative polnt-to-plane

gap (cathode curvature radius

mm; 5 = 4 ca; U = 6.5 kvrQ= 0.1

In N2 at 110

Scales: 2.75

kPa.

iA and 5.1C~5s/div

FI3. 4b Breakdown development In a

negative rod-to-plane gBp (r = 1 cm;

S = 3 en) in air at 110 kPa

(after streak photos of Akazaki 1977)

FIG. 5. The similarity observed

between the first Trichel pulse in a

negative point-to-plane gBp 1 and

the pre-breakdown streamer in a

positive point-to-plane gap 2 .

Conditions the sane as in Figs.Z and 6

FIG. 6.

rQ= 0.37 ==; 3 = 1 c=; U

Scales: 10 zA &-.d ;C ns/div

First Trichel pulses in a negative polnt-to-plane gap

6 kV in air at 26.6 kPa

^ conditioned Cu-cathode
7 uncsr.ditier.ed. Cu-cathode



FIG. 7. (ij The glow-to-arc transition

observed using a freshly-polished point

cathode and (2) the first Trichel pulse

recorded using the conditioned cathode

under the sase exp. conditions (r =0.37

3 = 0.5 cz) in C02 at 40 kPa and 4.5 kV.

Scales: 10 cA and 100 ns/div

FIG. 8a Oscillations of the cathode

fall voltage computed by Bytyurin et al.

(1989a) for »2 at 110 kPB,

Note striking correspondence with the

current traces in Pigs. 8b,c and Fig.7.

(Scales are in volts and nanoseconds^

FIGS. 8b,c Instabilities of the current of filamentary glow discharges

observed using unconditioned cathodes in s=ell point-to-pler.e gaps.

b^ negative point (ro= 0.3 m=; S =1 en; U = 5 k~) in .Vj+1C%CH4 at 66.6 kPa

Scales: 0.4 zA ar.d 50 ns/div

cj_ positive poir.t f 3 = 1 ca; 3.3 k?) in dry air at 26.6 kPa
Scalss: 1C =A and 5C ns/div
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di'fer«r.t ex'.->! fields
(qftsr Var-'Je et al. If"?.)

F-G. 9b 3rea>down tjevalcp.ier.t in
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aa; 5 = 1 ca; 'J = 3.3 'i'l in -air a', a

pressure of 13.3

FI3. 9c Breakdown develop=er.: in a

positive poir.t-to-plar.e gap rQ= 0.

ma; 3 = 1 c=; U = 3.2 VI In CC- at

pressure of 13.3 k?a.

The wavefora was taier. using ur.sor.d
tior.ed Cu-cathode
Scales: 20 aV and 50 r.s/div
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Preface

This is the second part of the Book of Invited Papers of the 8th Symposium on
Elementary Proce^es and Chemical Reactions in Low Temperature Plasma (with partici-
pants from abroad ) which was held in Stard Lesnd, High Tatras from May 28 to June 1,
1990.

These presented invited lectures could not be included in the first part of the
book, because the Organizing Committee has received the author's manuscripts after the
symposium. The Organizing Committee is convinced that the topics and contents of the
presented invited papers are very important and very interesting. Therefore we hope that
every participant will be happy receive this book in spite of the fact it was printed late.

We have the pleasure to thank all authors for their contributions to this book,
which reflect exciting progress in their research field during recently passed years. The
authors are fully responsible for the contents of their papers. We hope that our collabora-
tion in plasma physics research will continue in the future.

We are looking forward to meet you all as participants of the next 9th Symposium
on Elementary Processes and Chemical Reactions in Low Temperature Plasma in 1992.

Peter Lukac

Chairman of the Organizing Committee



ELECTRON AND HEAVY-PARTICLE KINETICS IN MOLECT1LAR GAS

DISCHARGES

C. M. Ferreira and J. Loureiro

Centro de Electrodinamica da Universidade Tecnica de Lisboa (I.N.I.C),

Institute Superior Tecnico, 1096 Lis' >a Codex, Portugal

Abstract

This paper reviews recent work of the authors on the kinetic modelling of discharges

in Hi, Ar
2, Ni — H2, and Oi, taking into account the coupling betw en the electron and

the heavy-particle kinetics. The theoretical approach is based on self-consistent solutions

to the electron Boltzm&nn equation coupled to a system of rate balance equations for the

dominant heavy particle species present in the discharge. In iii.ATj and their mixtures

'he electron kinetics is strongly coupled to that of vibrationally excited molecules in

we electronic ground state and the presence of the latter has a strong influence on the

discharge properties. In Oi the election kinetics is principally coupled to that of ground

state molecules Ot(X
 3 £ ) , metastables 0 , (a 1A), and dissociated atoms 0{3P). It is

shown that the development of such self-consistent kinetic models is essential in order to

understand the discharge properties and to interpret accurately the basic non-equilibrium

processes occurring in such media.
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X. - I N T R O D U C T I O N

The modelling of gas discharges in molecular gases is a complex problem owing

to the variety of heavy specieE usually present in such media and to the strong coupling

between the kinetics of these species and that of the electrons. This paper reviews part of

the work done by the authors in the last few years on the kinetic modelling of discharges

in N,, H,, N,-H7, and Oi.

The coupling between the electron energy distribution function (EDF) and the vi-

brational distribution function (VDF) of ground state molecules is known to play an

important role in the kinetics of Nj and H3 discharges (1-5). This coupling is principally

due to superelastic collisions of the electrons with vibrationally excited molecules which

strongly enhance the high-energy tail of the EDF, thereby affecting the electron rate co-

efficients. In turn, the presence of vibrationally excited molecules can strongly affect the

dissociation rate and the heat transfer processes as it is the case, for example, in N2

discharges.

Self-consistent analyses of the above problem based on simultaneous solutions to the

electron Boltzmann equation and the system of vibrational rate balance equations have

been developed in recent years by various groups of authors. Capitelli and co-workers have

intensively investigated the problem of the time evolution of the coupled EDF and VDF

in JVj[2], H2[4] and CO[G] assuming that at time t = 0 all the molecules are in the ground

vibrational level. Such self-consistent, time dependent analyses have provided a large

amount of information on the changes in the electron transport parameters and rate co-

efficients caused by the coupling with the vibrational mode, the dissociation mechanisms,

and the timescales associated with the various mechanisms that determine the evolution

process. In particular, such information is useful for the interpretation of experiments in

afterglows [7] or in glow discharges in flowing gases [8j. On the contrary, our work on the

coupling between the electron and the molecular kinetics in iV3[l], H3(5] and JVj - #2[9]

has been devoted to the analysis of steady-state situations, so these will be the only ones

considered here. We shall discuss in some detail in Section 2 the kinetic models that we

have developed for such discharges and the basic results inferred from these models.

The modelling of O, discharges raises problems of a different nature. Indeed, the

degree of vibrational excitation usually is much lower in Ot than in TV, and Hi, so that

the coupling between the electron and the vibrational kinetics plays much less a role in <3j.
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However, large relative concentrations of Oi(a 'A) metastables and 0{3P) dissociated

atoms are usually present in 0 2 discharges, so that vhe electron kinetics becomes strongly

coupled to that of these species. In addition, the presence of negative ions (mainly O~

at low pressures) in large amounts plays a significant role in the discharge kinetics. In

Section 2 we also present a basic kinetic model recently developed for low-pressure Oj

discharges [10-12] in which the Boltzmann equation is coupled to a system of rate balance

equations for the dominant heavy species. The predicted populations of these species are

showr to compare well with measurements by VUV absorption spectroscopy and laser

photodetachment techniques as shown in Sect. 3.

Finally, in Section 4 we summarize the basic conclusions of this work.

2. - THEORETICAL FORMULATION

2.1 - Boltzmann equation

The kinetic modelling of steady-state discharges in molecular gases that we have ,

been developing is based on solutions to the Lomog^.eous electron Boltzmann equation,

as derived from the classical two-term expansion in spherical harmonics [13). Let N denote

the total gas density, N, the number density of molecules or atoms of type «, and N,j

the number density of ^-particles in il.i j — th quantum state. Let also 6 represent a

fractional population, denned relatively to the total density N (note that 2_j<5.j = 6, and
i

5^6.j = 1). Then, we can write the homogeneous electron Boltzmann equation as

where / (« ) is the electron energy distribution function (EOF), normalised such that

Jo" f'\V-)v}l2du = 1, and u = mva/2e is the electron energy expressed in electron-volts.

The three terms on the 1. h. s. of (1) represent, in order, the energy gain due to the

applied field of intensity E and the energy losses due to elastic collisions of the electrons

with heavy particles of mass M, (a, denotes the momentum transfer cross section for

collisions of electrons with neutrals of type a; Ta is the gas temperature in Kelvin) and
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to rotational excitation of molecules. The latter process is treated here in the continuous

approximation [14}; B, is the rotational constant for molecules of type » and ea, —

Srq]al/\b, where a0 is the Bohr radius and q. is the electric quadrupole moment in units

of ea\.

The operators Je_, on the r. h. s. of (1) represent the effects of ine.^tic ai ] supere-

lastic collisions of the electrons with the heavy species g. The explicit form of these terms

+ X&•[{*- K i ) « « - Vii)f(u - Vu) - « < » / ( « ) ] , (2)
•j

where <r'ti is the electron cross section for the excitation from staY - t to state j > i, Kj is

the energy threshold (in eV) for this process, and <r̂  is the cross section for the reverse

(superelastic) process.

As seen from eqs.(l) and (2) the electron kinetics is strongly coupled to the heavy

particle kinetics if and when the fractional concentrations of dissociated atoms and of

excited molecules or atoms become important. This is precisely the case in N?, H2 and

Oj discharges. In Nt and Hj, one can usually ignore collisions of electrons with electron-

ically excited states, but collisions with vibrationally excited molecules in the electronic

gro- id state must be accounted for. Since the degree of dissociation is usually low in

such disch*. ~£es electron collisions with atoms can usually be neglected. The situation is

different in oxygen, since the collisions of electrons with vibrationally excited molecules

are less important (the degree of vibrational excitation is relatively low due, presumably,

to efficient vibratio' .' deactivation by dissociated atoms), but one has to account for

electron collisions with 02{a 'A) metastables and O(3P) atoms which usually have high

relative concentrations (~ 10% at low pressures [15, loj).
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2.2 - The coupling between the electron and the vibrational distribution

functions in H2 and N2

In order to illustrate the coupling between the electron and the vibrational kinetics

let us consider the case of hydrogen. One must retain in eq. (2) all the terms account-

ing for electronic excitation and ionisation of Hi from the ground state as well as the

terms that account for vibrational excitation or deexcitation by electron collisions within

the electronic ground state, e + Hi(X,v) —» e + H2(X,w). Therefore, eq. (1) is cou-

pled through the fractional vibrational populations 8V to the system of steady state rate

balance equations for these populations. The equation for the v — th level may be written

&v+l,vPv+l,v — Ov(Pv,v-l • Pv,v+l)

14 o-l

o=0

13 14
V^C pto+l.u; . V^

+ R(v) = O. (3)

Here, 8t = ne/N and Sa = Na/N, where Na and N are the densities of H atoms and Hi

molecules, respectively (we assume Na <e N so that Sa is the degree of dissociation), and

C and P denote the rate coefficients for the following e — V, V — T and V - V processes

e-V :
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V -T:

2(v-1) (5)

Pvv+1
H3 + H7(v + 1) ^ H3 + H7(v) (6) A

Pv+l v )

H,(v) + H ^2f H,{w <v) + H (7)

H2(w > v) + H ^ H2{v) + H (8)

V- V:
p»+l,W

*=; H J H + tfj(iu +1) .
nto.tu+l

The V—T reactions involving H atoms, equations (7) and (8), include both a direct process

and a reactive one in which atomic exchange occurs between two collision par'ners, H

and Hi [17]. We note that only vibrational de-excitations v —» xv < v by these reactions

have been considered. For V — T and V — V processes between Hi molecules only single

quantum transitions, which are the most likely ones, have been taken into account.

The transitions from the X,v levels to electronic excited states by electron impact

were discarded in (3) as the corresponding rate coefficients are much smaller than those

for the transitions X, v — X, w in the range E/N < 2 x 10~15 Vcro* considered here.

The system (3) consists of 15 equations for the bound levels 0 < v < 14, whose en-

ergies can be calculated using the inharmonic Morse oscillator formula Ev =

u>,(v + J) ~u)€xc(v+ J)J . The system takes into account dissociation by V — T and V-V

processes which is modelled here, following Capitelli and co-workers [2,6], as a transition

from the last bound level v = 14 to a pseudolevel v = 15. The total rate of dissociation

by these processes, which is given by



(11)

must be exactly balanced in (3) by a set of source terms R(v) such that

14

J2R(V) = «*/#*• (12)

Mathematically, this condition is necessary in order to ensure that the 15 equations are

linearly dependent and thus have a unique solution 6V, for 0 < v < 14, satisfying the

normalisation condition £„ Sv = 1. Physically, these source terms represent atomic re-

combination processes which populate the H^{v) levels according to the reaction

H + H —• Hi(v). Note, however, that the sum £ j l r R{v) does not represent the total

recombination rate but only that part of it that compensates for the dissociation rate by

V - V and V - T processes given by (11). The total dissociation rate also includes a

contribution due to excitation of various electronic states by electron collisions, but such

processes were omitted in (3).

In this paper we shall assume that R{0) = v^/N1 and R{v > 0) = 0. Other distri-

butions R(v) could have been considered but, in the present case, only minor change?

would result. This is due to the smallness of v% in Hi as the results given below demon-

strate. When all the collisional data are inserted in (1). (2) and (3) these equations ran

be solved to yield the EDF, f(u), and the VDF. 4,(0 <v< 14), as a function of the three

independent parameters B/N,St = ne/N anf1 ia = Na/N.

The formulation developed for nitrogen [lj is similar, but the number of bound vibra

tional levels to be considered is 46 (0 < v < 45). In the case of Nt we have also neglected

vibrational deactivation by dissociated atoms, i.e., processes (7) and (8), since various

simulations have shown that such processes play a negligible role in Nj.

The reader should refer to Refs. 1 and 5 for further details, particularly in what

concerns cross section and rate coefficients data.
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2.3 - The coupling between the electron and the heavy particle kinetics

in oxygen

In order to model a discharge in oxygen one has to take into account the electronic

processes listed in Table 1. Therefore, one sees that the solution^ to the Boltzmann

equation depend on the fractional populations, 6,j, of the following species: 02{X 3 £ , 0 <

v < S);Oi(a 'A^Otih ' £);O(3P);O(lD)\O{1 S). As yet, no attempts have been made

in our work to model the vibrational kinetics of Oj, since recent measurements [27] have

shown that the vibrational temperature remains close to the gas temperature. Therefore,

we have just assumed that the VDF is a modified Treanor-like distribution [28] as proposed

by Gordiets et al [29]. The characteristic vibrational temperature of this distribution, TV,

has been used as a parameter in order to test the coupling between the EDF and the VDF

in this case. We have also carried out a parametric study of the coupling of the EDF

with the heavy particle kinetics, by considering the various combinations of independent

parameters Tv and S.j listed in table 2 (here, the subscripts to 8 refer to the following

molecular and atomic states: Sux - 0}(X); 6M, - Ot(a)\ fofl>- 02(&); Sxp - 0(3P); SAD -

OilD)i«As-O{lS)).

Since t*ie electron and the heavy particle kinetics are strongly coupled in Oj the

self-consisten modelling of this problem requires that the Boltzmann equation be solved

together with a system of rate balance equations roi the dominant heavy particle species

present in the discharge. We have recently developed such a self-consistent analysis for

typical operating conditions of a low-pressure oxygen positive column (gas pressure, p —

0.2 — 2Torr\ tube radius, R = 0.8cm; discharge current, / = 10 -80mA; gas temperature,

T, = 300 - 700A'; reduced electric field, E/N = 10 - 80T<i), in collaboration with a

French group [10, 11]. Experimental results [15] show that the most populated species

under these conditions are Ot(X
 3E).Oa(o 1A),O(3P), and O~.

Using available compilations of reactions and rate coefficients in oxygen [25] one can

select the reactions 1 to 11 listed in table 3 i the most important ones for determining

the populations of the above species. We note that processes 4 and 10 form other species,

namely, O3 and Oj(6 ' £ ) . respectively. For mathematical convenience we also include

in the kinetic model the processes 12 - 23 involving these two species in order \,v insure

that the complete system of master equationi corresponding to this kinetic model has a

non-zero steady-state solution for a given total gas density. Therefore, the inclusion of
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Table 1 - Inelastic and superelastic collision processes in oxygen considered in the Boltz-

mann equation and <-orresponding references on cross section data.

Electron processes

Molecular

l)e + Oi(X,v)~<

*)\ o \ f\ ( V 4.
L) € - r U^V A., ̂  —

3)e + 0j(A> =

4) e + 0j(A> =

5) e + Oz(X, v =

c\ i r\ { V 4t

DJ e + C2 iA,i; —

7)e + O2(A> =
Q\ , /^ / y *,
8) C + C2(A,*) =

9) e + Oi{X,v =

10) e + C?2(a'A)

HI) e + v>i\<i t i )

HJe + Oitft'E)

oxygen

- e + O2(A'!«;)

r>\ T^_ * _i_ /^ / _ 1 AY
•JJ *— e -r %-*i\* *i)

0) ^ e + O2(t' E)

0) - t e + O2(4.5eK)

0) — e + O2(6.0eV)

(1\ _ _i f\ /Q J-I/N

0) - . e + O2(9.97eV)

U; —» e + e + f2

0) -» e + 02(14.7el/)

- e + 02(6> E)

—v e -V- e -+• \_>2

- . e + e + OJ

Atomic oxygen

13) e + O(3P) ^

14) e + 0(3P) ^

15) e + 0{3P) ->

16) e + <?('£>) ^

17) e + O(3P) -

18) e + O(lD) - .

e + O('Z))

c + OQS)

e + O(3S)

e + OCS)

e + e + O+

e + e + O+

e + e + O*

Reference

Phelps [18]

n

«

>t

»

n

»

Hall and Trajmar [19]

Henry et al [20]

-

Stone and Zipf [21]

Henry et al [20]

Fite and Brackmann [22]

Drawin [23]
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Table 2 - List of cases considered in the parametric study of the solutions to the Boltz-

mann equation in oxygen (see main text for notation).

Case

A

B

C

D

E

F

Tv
(K)
300

300

2000

2000

300

300

1

0.72

0.72

0.64

0.879

0.765

0

0.18

0.18

0.16

4.65 (-2)

0.121

0

0

0

0

4.65 (-3)

1.3 (-2)

SAP

0

0.10

0.10

0.20

7.0 (-2)

0.10

&AD

0

0

0

0

2.6 (-5)

1.0 (-4)

SAS

0

0

0

0

1.0 (-6)

1.0 (-5)

4.65 (-2) means 4.65 x 10"

these latter processes is merely dictated by mathematical reasons and, in so doing, we do

not expect to accurately describe the kinetics of O, and O2(b
 1 £)). Besides, these two

species have much smaller populations than the dominant ones referred to above and play

no significant role in the basic kinetics of the latter.

The predictions of this model compare well with measurements as shown below.

3. - RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION

3.1 - Electron distribution functions and vibrations! distributions

Nitrogen is a typical example in order to illustrate the coupling between the EDF

and the VDF of molecules in a discharge, which, as noted above, principally occurs through

e-V superelastic collisions. Figures 1 (a) and (b) show the EDF and the VDF calculated

for E/N = 10-"VcmJ and various values of Tv between 2000 and 6000 K. Although

this value of E/N is relatively high and, consequently, one could expect a small coupling

effect, the existence of a strong dependence between the EDF and VDF is clearly visible

in Figure 1.
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Table 3 - List of basic reactions considered in the kinetic model for oxygen and references

used for cross section and rate coefficient data. (Note that the references indi-

cated for electron processes are for cross section data: the rate coefficients are

calculated in the -esent work from the solutions to the Boltzmann equation).

N 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

REACTION

02(X
sT,) + e->0- + 0

02{alA) + e -> O- + O

0- +O->O2{X
3j:) + e

O- + Oii^A) -* O3

Oi{X3 E) + c - 0 + 0 + e

O2(a
1A) + e — 0 + 0 + e

O + wall->\O7(X
3Y.)

O2(X
3E) + e^O2(a

1A) + e

O-l(a
1A) + e->Oi(X3j:) + e

02(a
IA) + e-.02(61E) + e

O2(a
lA) + wall-fOi{X

3Y:)

Ozib1 E) + « — O2(a>A) + e

O2(X
3Z) + e-+O2(b

lZ) + e

O2(V£) + e^O2{X3Z) + e

O2(V E) + wall -» O2(X
3 E)

0 + 0 + O2(A'3E)-03 + 0

O + O2(X
3Z) + O2(X

3T.)

•^O3 + O2(X
3Z)

O3 + 0-* O2(a}A) t- O2(X* E)

03 + 0 -* 2Ot(X
3 E)

02(&'E) + 03-»2O2(^3E) + O

2 Oj(a'A) + 0j -» 2 03

02(o
1A) + 0 5 - . 2 0, + O

03 + e -»0 + Oj + e

RATE
if, = f(E/N)

K2 = f(E/N)

K3 = 1.4 x 1O"10cm'j"1

K4 = 3 x lO-^cm3*-1

K5 = f(E/N)

Ke = /(£/AT)

^ = a o o ^ * - 1

Ks = /(£/AT)

K9 = f(E/N)

K10 = /(S/JV)

/fu = 0.4 a"1

K» = f(E/N)

Kx3 = f(EIN)

K» = f(E/N)

Ku = 400 <->

if,« = 2.1 x lO-34*345/1"'*™**-1

A',7 = 6.4 x lO-Be^T'cm**-1

Klg = 1 x 10-ne-i3oo'T'cm'»-1

Kw = 1.8 x 10-ue-13O°/T'cmts-1

Kn = 1.5 x lO-'W*"1

AT,, = 10"31 em's'1

Kn = 5.2 x l O - ^ e - a ^ ' c m V 1

if,, = 57C, cm**"1

Reference
Phelps [18]

Fournier [24]

Eliasson [25]

»

Phelps [18]

Fournier [24]

Gousset et ai [16]

Phelps [18]

Fournier [24)

»

Wayne [26]

Fournier [24]

Phelps [18]

»

Wayne [26]

Eliasson [25]

"

••

11

»

n

n

*»
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Fig. 1 - (a) Electron energy distribution functions in Nt for E/N = W'^Vcm1 and

the following values of Tv in 10»K : (A)2; (B)3; (C)4; (D)6. (b) Vibrational

distribution functions for the same conditions as in (a).
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On the contrary, in Hi this effect is strongly reduced. Figures 2 (a) and (b) show that

even for a value of E/N as small as 3 x 10"18Van1, and for vibrational temperatures in the

range 2000-4000 K, the increase in the tail of the EDF as Ty increases is approximately

of the same magnitude as that in N3 for E/N = 10-"Vcm*. The differences between the

various curves in Figure 2 (a) become progressively smaller as E/N increases.

In O2 the coupling between the EDF and the VDF is much smaller. In Figure 3 we

present the EDF calculated for E/N = 3 x W^Vcm* and 10-"Vcm2, for the cases A,

C, and D listed in table 2.
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Pig. 2 - (a) Electron energy distribution functions in Ht for E/N = 3 x 10~l*Vcml, Sa =

0 and the following c <n< values of Tv in K: A, 2000; B, 3000; C, 4000.

(b) Vibrational distribution functions for the same conditions a* in (a). The

broken curve* repretent EDP for 7V = T§ = 4007f (fig. 2(a)); modified Ireanor

di.tribut,ons (or Tv = 3000 (B) and 4000 K (C) (fig. 2(b)).
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u ceV)
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Fig. 3 - Electron energy distribution functions in oxygen for E/N = 3 x 10 ^Vcm1 (I)

and = 10~15Vrcm2 (II) and for the following cases considered in table 2: A -

full curve; C - broken curve; D - chain curve.
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Fig. 4 - Vibrational distribution functions in H} for E/N = 3 x 10""V'cmJ, the same

values of Ty as in fig. 2 and the following values of So: 0 (full curves); 10"J

(broken curves); 10"1 (chain curves).



An important effect caused by dissociated H atoms is shown in Figure 4. In a discharge

in Hi the effects of V — T processes with H atoms are extremely important even for

relative atom concentrations as small as 10"2, causing a rapid fall-off ii> the VDF. This

is a consequence of the relatively high probabilities of the V — T reactions involving H

atoms in which atomic exchange occurs between the collision partners, H and H2

- I \ 1 ' Us ' 2"E/N = 1O Vcm

A- 0 (pure N2)
B- 0.2
C- 0.5
D- 1 (pureH2) -

Fig. 5 - F,DF in a Nj - Hi mixture for different values of the fractional concentration of

H2. The full curves are for TY(Ni) = 4000A' and TV(H7) = 3000A'. while the

broken curves are for TV{N2) = TV(H2) = 400K.



The different behaviour of the EDF in pure N2 and pure H2 explains the basic features

of the EDF in N2 - . „ mixtures. The electron cross sections for vibrational excitation

of Hi are considerably smaller than those for N2. Thus, as the fractional coiicentrition

of H2,j3 = \Hi\H\Nj\ + [#,_,, increases the tail of the EDF is strongly enhanced. This

is always true except at low E/N and, simultaneously, high Tv vak»--s (e.g., E/N ~

10-16Vcm2 and Tv ~ 4000/f), where the efTects of the e - V superelastic collisions in JV,

are dominant in determining the EDF. Figure 5 shows the EDF calculated for E/N =

lO-^Vcm^TviNz) = 4000 K and 7V(J/j) = 3000/f, and for /? = 0;0.2;0.5; and 1. For

comparison we also present the case Ty(N2) — Ty(H2) = To = 400/f, for the same values

of E/N and /3.

As discussed in Sect. 2 the EDF and the VDF can be self-consistently calculated

for each pair of values of the proper variables E/N and nt/N. In Figures 6 and 7 are

represented, for N2 and H2, respectively, curves of the degree of ionisation, i, = nt/N,

as a function of E/N and for various constant values of TV. These figures represent,

therefore, the values of nt/N necessary to produce a given Ty as a function of E/N. The

data in Figures 6 and 7 show that, for the same constant value of Tv, the values of nt/N

in Hi are larger than those in N2.

3.2 - Electron rate coefficients and power transfer

The electron rate coefficients for the excitation of the first two triplet states of

Nt{A 3 £+, B 3 n . ) are shown in Figure 8, as a function of F/N and for various constant

values of Tv in the range 400-6000 K. At the lower E/N values the rate coefficients

become much larger, as Tv increases than those calculated in the absence of vibrational

excitation (i.e., Tv = Tg = 400A'). This is a result of the coupling effect through the

e — V superelastic collisions which is very important at these low E/N values.

Most, of the results presented in this paper have been calculated assuming the excita-

tion of electronic states as single energy loss processe in solving the Boitzmann equation,

that is ignoring the manifold of vibrational levels in the initial am! final electronic slates.

This procedure has been adopted due to the lack of data on the electron cross sections

for the X,v — Y,v' transitions (X and Y denoting the initial and final electronic states).

However, an effort has been made in order to evaluate the correctness of our model. For

this purpose Figure 9 presents the total electron rate coefficient for the excitation of the

N2(A
 3H+) slate, as a function of E/N and for Tv = 4000A'; that is we present the

rate coefficient defined as 5ZX^»^Jr.» • where Sv = Nv/N is the ft. ;tional v - th level

population and C '̂° denotes the electron rate coefficient for the individual transition

X, v - Y, v'. This figurr has been obtained from Boitzmann calculations- using a set of

electron cross sections generated from i consistent set of cross sections for excitation cf

•he entire Y states from X, v = 0 using the Franck-Condon approximation.
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Fig. 6 - Curves of the degree of ionisatio,., oc, against E/N in Nt for the follow,.;

constant values of Tv in 103A': (A)6; (B)4; (C)3.5; (D)3; (E)2. The daU

points represent experimental values of 8, and B/iV in a flow discharge for the

following values of the pressure ia Tore: A, - 0.1; Q , - 0.7; • , - 1. l» each case,

the upper, intermediate, and lower points correspond to the currents of 50, 20,

and 5 mA, respectively.
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Also shown on Figure 9 are the rate coefficients for the excitation of the entire (A 3 £ * )

stale (com the levels v = 0 and. v = IQ, as well as the total rate coefficient calculated in

Figure 8 for the X — A transition. Figure 10 shows the electT :i rate coefficients Cx'° for

excitation of the Nt states Y = J** Et and B 3 Ug, from the entire N2(X ' £ + ) state, as

a function of ;>', for Tv = 4000K and various values of E/N. These coefficients constitute

basic data for the interpretation of measured vibrational populations in excited electronic

states [30, 31].

10

10, -7

10"1-8

A =

I I I I I I J I 1 1
6 8 10 12 14

E/N h(T 1 6V cm2)

16

Fig. 7 - Curves of the degree of ioniaation, 6^ agaitisit EjN ia H^ tot i 0 =• 0 and the

following constant values of Tv in A': A, 2000; B, 3000; C, 4000. The full curves

represent the results obtained with normal V - V and V - T coefficients. The

broken and chain curves are for (V - V) x 10 and (V — T) x 10, respectively.
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Pig. 8 - Electron rate coefficients in N, for the excitation of the states A * T.t (full

curves) and B i\\t (broken curves) against EjN and for the following values

of Tv in 10s K: (A)0; (B)2; (C)4; (D)6.
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F.gure 11 shows some electron rate coefficients in Htl as a function of B/N and for

Ty = 400 - 4000A" This fi? p r e se»ts the rate coefficients for 6 3 ̂  a n d ^ g f o

of triplet states 6 '£+,<, 3 ^ , a >£+ ^ e '£„+which dissociate to yield two / / ( I , )

atoms, as well as the rate coefficient for dissociation into H[U) + H(n = 2).

E/N (
16 20 24

iO16Vcm2)

Fig. 9 - Electron rate coefficients in N2 for excitation of the A 3 J3^ state, as n function

of K/N and for Ty = 4000JT. The different curves represent: (A otal rate

coefficient C\\ (B) total rate coefficient calculated in fig. 8; (C) rate coefficient

for the excitation ol the entire A state from X, v = 0; (D) as curye C but for

the excitation from X, v — .10.
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Figure 12 shows the electron rate coefficient* for some of the most important exc>' Jion

channels in O2. We present curves for the excitation of the states a 1A9 and ** ' T. and for

the energy loss processes at 6.0 and 8.4 eV. The various situations represented correspond

to the cases A, C, a"d D listed in table 2.

3x10" i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—l—i—i—i—i—i

i i • • • • » - • •

2 4 6 8 10 12 M 16

QUANTUM NUMBER V

Fio . 10 - Rate coefficients for t»<e excitation of the states A 3£J,t>' (full curves) and

B 3Uf,v' (broken curves) from the entire X state as a function of i>', for

TV = 4000A' and the following values of E/N in 10-"Kcm*: 6(A); 10(B);

25(C).
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figure IA show-- liir electron rate coefficients for excitation of the N2{A 3 £ £ ) state

in a A; //2 mixture, as a function of the fractional concentration of Hi molecules, for

/'.'/'-V r> • in "HViir .JvlA' 4000 A\ and for various values of Tv(Hj). We have also

rn.r<-seiiierl the rase ;V!A'2) = TV(H2) = 400/C. This figure shows that for E/N values

of I his order 'f magnitude (or higher) the electron rate coefficients increase with the [Hj\

concentration, ji. On the other hand, this figure also demonstrates that the effects of the

f - V suptTflastic collisions are larger in iVj than in Hi.

3X10
- 9

10~9

10

2 io"10

UJ

o

10,-n

10"

I I I I I ! I I i I i i r r

i i i i i i

10 15

E/N (1CT16 V cm2)

20

Fig. 11 - Eletcron rate coefficients in H2, against E/iV and for «5O = 0, for excitation of

the /- 3 £ u
f state (full curves), dissociation into H(ls) + H(ls) (broken curves),

anil dissociation into ll(ls) •+ H(n=2) (chain curves). In each case, the lower,

intermediate and upper curves correspond to l.h«' values of TV of 400. 3000, and

liHJt) K, respect iv<"ly.
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30 60
E/N (1017Vcm2)

Fig. 12 • Electron rale coefficients in O? as a function of E/N fox the same cases as in

fig. 3: excitation of the states o 'A and b 1 £ and 6.0 eV and 8.4 eV energy

loss processes.
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
[H2]/([N2]+[H2])

Fig. 13 - Rate coefficients for the excitation of the state N2(A) in a Nt - H2 mixture, as a

function of the fractional [H2] concentration, for E/N = 5x W^Vcm1, TV(N,) •-

4000/<T (full curves), and for the following Tv(fh) values in K: (A)4000;

(B)3000; (C)400. The broken curve (D) is for TVM) = Tv(Ht) = 400K.
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The fractional power transferred by the electrons to the molecules through the var-

ious collisional mechanisms is represented in Figures 14 and 15 for Nj and Hi, respec-

tively. Both figures represent this information as a function of E/N lot 2V = 4000A"

and Tv = Tg = iOOK. In the presence of vibrationally excited molecules the superelas-

tic e — V collisions result in a significant decrease of the net power transferred to the

vibrations! levels of the electronic-ground state and, consequently, in an increase of the

power transferred to electronic excited states. As seen from Figure 15 dissociation by

electron impact constitutes the most important energy loss channel in Hi among all the

mechanisms involving electronic excited states.
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Fig. 14 - Fractional power tra isferred by the electrons to iV} molecules in vibrational

excitation (A), electronic excitation and ionisation (B), elastic collisions (Cj,

and rotational excitation (D), as a function of E/N for TV = 4000 (full curves)

and TV = 400A' (broken curves).
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Fig. 15 - Fractional power transferred by the electrons to Ht molecules in elastic colli-

sions (A), rotational excitation (B), vibrational excitation (C), dissociation (D).

excitation of radiative states (F) and ionisation (G), as a function of E/N, for

Sa = 0, and for Tv = 4000 (fuU curves) and 400K (broken curves).
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E/N(«r'e Vcm1}

Fig. 18 - Rate of dissociation in Aft, per molecale at unit gas dentity, by the V-V and

V-T procesiet (A) and by election collisions (D) as a function of E/N for

Tv - 4000K (full curves; and Tv - 6000JC (broken curves).
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3.3 - Rates of dissoci on and gaB heating by the V - T and V - V

processes

In JVj, for not too high values of E/N (typically below ~ 8 x 10-"Vcm2), the

rates of dissociation inferred from experiment are clearly larger than those calculated

assuming dissociation by electron collisions only. Figure 16 presents calculations of the

rates cf dissociation in Afj, per molecule at unit gas density, as a function of E/N, for

Tv = 4000 and 6000K, including dissociation by the V - T and the V - V processes, as

discussed in Section 2, and by electron collisions. Comparison of the curves shows in this

figure indicates that dissociation by the V — T and the V — V mechanisms is far more

effective than by electron collisions throughout the present range of parameters, except

at the higher values of E/N and Tv-

On the contrary, in Hi the reverse is generally true. Figure 17 shows the rates of

dissociation into H(\s) + H(ls), per molecule at unit gzs density, by electron collisions

(given by (neJN)C$", where C*" is the total excitation rate of the triplet states shown in'

Figure 11) and by the V - T and V — V processes. The dissociation by electron collisions

is largely predominant here.

: The V — T and the non-resonant V — V energy exchange processes transfer a consider-

;,. able amount of energy to the coupled translational-rotational (T - R) modes, which may

r- •' be assumed in equilibrium with each other. This may result in substantial gas heating.

|i" The power transferred to the T— R modes, per molecule at unit gas density, by the V - T

p? and the non-resonant V - V processes in Nt is represented in Figure ] S, as a function of

•J|; Tv and for E/N = 10"IBVcm2. Also shown in this figure, for comparison, is the power

pi lost by the electrons, per molecule at unit gas density, in elastic collisions and rotational

||! excitation.

b\ Finally, Figure 19 presents similar information for the case of H}, but illustrating the
W• pf effect of the presence of dissociated H atoms on the power transferred to the T — R modes
if-

* ™ by the V — T and V — V processes. Figure 19 shows results as a function of the fractional

atom concentration, Sa = IH\/[H2], for E/N = 10"15VcmJ and Tv = 4000/f. It can be

clearly seen from this figure that as Sa increases, the contributions from intemiolecular

V — V and V — T processes rapidly fall-off due to the strong vibrational de-excitation

caused by the V - T processes with atoms (see Figure 4). However, this fall-off is entirely

compensated by the latter V — T processes themselves whose contributions to the power

transfer becomes dominant for t«£2 x 10"'.
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Pig. 17 - Rate of dissociation of Ht into H(ls) + H(ls), per molecule at unit gas density,

by electron collisions (full curves) and by the V-V a.nd V-T processes (broken

curves), as a function of B/N for f. - 0 and for Tv = 3000(yt) and 4000 K
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Fig. 18 - Powei transferred to tbe triunUtional-rotatioaal modet, per pofeoafe at aait

gu deMity, in AT, ay the V'-T (A,) «rf tae II wiH V-V (J4«) a M « r

exchanges (curve A it the tun of i4, and A}) and by electros COBIMOBI (B) at

a (unction of Tv for E/N = lO-"Vcm2.
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Fig. 19 - Power transferred in ff, to the T - ft modes, per molecule at unit gas density,

by the intennolecular V-T (A\) and non-reionant V-V (Aj) ptocetset (curve

A it the mm of A, and At) and by the V-T processes with H atoms (B), as

a function of Sm and for E/N = 10"11 Van1 and Tv = 4000if. Curve C is the

turn of A and B. The sysmbol Qrcpresents the value of curve A at 6. = 0.
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3.4 - Results of the kinetic model for oxygen

In this paragraph we present the predicted populations of Ot(X 353)I0J{<* 'A),

O(3P) and O", and a comparison with measurements [15] is made. The theoretical results

were obtained by simultaneously solving the system of master equations corresponding

to the reactions of table 3 and the Boltzmann equation discussed in Section 2. In solving

the Boltzmann equation we have assumed here that 6*$ = 6AD = 0 (that is, we have

only considered atoms in the ground state 0(3P)) and that Tv - Te, with T, taken

from experiment [15]. The latter assumption is justified by recent measurements of the

vibrational distribution of O2\X
 3H,i') under the present discharge conditi. • • using

CARS (Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy). These measurements have reveaied

that Tv is always close to the gas temperature (27] which can possibly be explained by the

high V -T rates associated with collisions of OiiX 3 E,v) with 0(zP) atoms. We note

that under the conditions Tv — Tg the presence of vibrvionally excited molecules has an

almost negligible effect on the electron kinetics, so that only the presence of 0}{a 'A)

and O(3P) in high concentrations play a significant role under the present circunstances.

Figures 20 (a) - (d) compare theoretical and experimental populations of O2{X 3S)>

Oi(a *A) and O(3P) as a function of discharge current for four values of p, respectively.

We find very good agreement in what concerns the O2(A' '][]) and O(3P) populations

but we can see that the kinetic model fails to predict correctly the experimental behaviour

of the Oi{a 1A) population at low currents. Moreover, we can note that, at low currents,

this disagreement increases with pressure.

This fact suggests that an additional quenching reactk . of O2(a 'A) should be con-

sidered, involving some species whose concentration increases linearly with pressure, thus,

with \Ot(X 3'£,)]• Since we could not find in the literature any reaction that could ex-

plain the observed behaviour of Oj(a ]A) a simulation has been made including also in

the model a reaction

O2(a 'AJ + OjfX 3 £ ) - > products,

whose rate coefficients has been taken as a fitting parameter. The inclusion of such a

reaction with a rate coefficient of 6.10"1"cm*«~1 results in excellent agreement between
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predictions and measurements as shown by the solid curves in Figure 20. However, the

value e.lO-i'cm**'1 is about 200 times larger than reported values for the quenching of

O,(o l A) by Ot(X * £ ) [25], which seems to exclude that Ot(X ' £ ) molecules partici-

pate directly in the above reaction.

A plausible explanation is the quenching of Oi(a 1A) by the states Oj(c! £ ) ,

Oi(A*E) »nd 0j(C"A) for which the rate coefficient is G.lO-^cm**-1 [25). In the positive

column these states are mainly excited by electron collisions from the ground state (4.5

eV loss) and mainly quenched by oxygen atoms and Oj(a 'A) molecules [12]. At low

currents the concentration of these latter two states increases linearly with the electron

density, so that the concentration of Ot(c
 1E),O2(A

 3Z) and O,(C 'AKhould be nearly

proportional to that of Oi{X 3 £ ) . In order to explain our observations the relative

concentration of these states should be, then, of the order of 10~4. This value seems

plausible for states whose excitation energies lie in the range 4-4.5 eV since the relative

concentrations of Oj(a 'A) and 0j(6 ' £ ) , situated at nearly 1 eV and 2 eV above the

ground state, are of the order of 10"' and 10"* —10~', respectively. Further investigations

are however necessary in order to test the above interpretation.

The predicted concentration of O~ ions relative to the electron concentration is shown

in Figure 21 as a function of gas pressure and discharge current. These predictions are

qualitatively in agreement with measurements of O~ concentration using a laser photode-

tachment technique [10].

I t - Calculated (curves) mad raeMoted (data poiatt) populations of O»{X * EY.I),

O,(« l A K / / ) , a»d (H*P)(III) as a function of discharge cmrremt fee the fel-

tewmg pressares w Torr : a)0.38; b)0.55; c)0.80; d)1.16. The broken and the

Ml carve* correspond to calculation, respectively, including aad not including

the qaeactuae reactioi of O>(« l A) discmssed in the main text.
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Fig. 20(b)
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Fig. 20(d)
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Fig. 21 - Ratio of the negative ion concentration to the electron concentration at function

of discharge current for various pressures. Broken and full curves as in caption

to fig. 20.
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4. - CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a detailed analysis of non-equilibrium processes in low pressure

discharges in Ht,Nj,Nj — Hi, and Oj. The analysis takes into account the coupling

between the electron kinetics and that of the major heavy species present in the discharges.

Qualitatively, the electron and the vibrational kinetics in Hi and in N- exhibit many

common features. For example, in both gases the characteristic vibraticnal temperature

rises to values of a few thousand degrees for the degrees of ionisation usually found in the

classical positive column. In this case, the e—V 6uperelastic collisions produce an extended

high-energy tail in the EDF which favours the electronic excitation processes. This effect

is, of course, more pronounced at the lower E/N values (i.e. at the highe/ gas. pressures)

as the energy gain froai the field is then smaller and the tai! is strongly depleted. The

changes in the EDF caused by these superelastic collisions are not determined, however,

by (he whole vibrational distribute 1, for aU v, but only by the populations in the lowest

few vibrational levels. As the VDF is nearly Treanor-like for the lowest v these effects can

be approximately modelled using a Treanor distribution with Tv as a parameter. Self-

consistent calculations as those of this paper are, however, necessary in order to relate Ty

and the degree of ionisatien

A major difference between Hi and iVj concerns the role played by the V — T processes,

which are extremely important for the former and entirely negligible for the latter. Though

the VDFs in both gases look very similar in shape, the fall off observed at the higher v

is entirely caused by V — T processes in Hj but it results from dissociation in JV2. Partly

for this reason, dissociation in H2 occurs predominantly by electron impact whereas in

/V, the V — V and V — T dissociation processes are dominant.

The V — T processes with H atoms are extremely important in Hi as they strongly

depopulate the higher vibrational levels and thus change the VDF for fractional atom

concentrations, io, roughly above 10"3. However, the electron kinetics is not affected as

long as Tv, which is determined only by the populations in the lowest levels, remains

unchanged. For *.ilO"',7V decreases at Sm increases when the degree of ionisation, 8e,

is kept constant. In order to keep Tv constant, 4, must increase with 6. for i o i l 0 " 2 , as

we have shown.

- I ?



In oxygen it has been sn>.wn that the major changes in the electron kinetics with

respect to the electron swarm case are caused by the presence of dissociated O(3P) atoms

and Oi(a lA) metastables in large amounts. As the degree of vibrations! excitation in

the oxygen positive column is relatively low (Tv ~ Ta according to recent experiments),

contrary to the cases of A'3 and Ht, the collisions of electrons with vibrationally excited

molecule's play in this case a negligible role. As shown by our calculations such processes

should be taken into account only for Tv values above 2000 K. We have also checked that

electron collisions with ither metastaMe states such as O2(b ' £!) ,0('S) and 0{'D) can

be ignored provided the populations of these states are as low rs expected. Measurements

of these populations are however necessary in order to confirm this expectation.

We have shown that the kinetic model discussed in this paper explains reasonably well

the measured populations of Ot(X 3xl),O2{a 'A) and O(3P) as a function of the oper-

ating conditions. However, as shown in Section 3, the interpretation of the experimental

data suggests that quenching of Ot(a. 'A) metastables by some species whose concen-'

tration is proportional to the gas pressure plays a significant irole in the kinetics of this

state. The group of states O2(c
 1 £ ) ,Oj (A * £ ) and Oj(C 3A) could be responsible for

this quenching provided the relative concentration of these states is of the order of 10~4.

Measurements of these populations are necessary in order to check the above explanation.
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L.P.G.P. Bat 212 - Universite Paris-Sud - CNRS - 91405 Orsay.
*Dept de Physique "Dept de chimie - Universite de Montreal - BP 620
MONTREAL - H3C-3V1

1) INTRODUCTION

A growing interest of nitrogen flowing post-discharges recently
appeared in the file of surface coating processes. For microelectronic
application the deposition of Si3N4 thin films has been performed by
using nitrogen post-discharge reacting with SiH, [1,2]. For steel
surface nitriding, thick coatings of Fe4N (5-8nin depth) have been
obtained in D.C. [3] and microwave [4] N2 post-discharges.

In N2 flowing post-discharges, the N atoms and the N2(X,v)
vibrationnaly excited molecules are the most populated active species
[5].

The N atoms are producing the Lewis-Rayleigh afterglow following
the th'ee body reaction:

N + N + M2 —. N2 (B, V ) + M2 i)

N,(B,V) -. N2 {A,V") + hi. (1st pos. system) where M2 = N? or Ar
- xN? gas mixture.

It is the purpose of the present paper to study reaction i) in a
lOOTorr microwave post-discharge. Such a gas pressure has been chosen
to keep a constant 100 watt power in the plasma when x is varying
between 4 to 100%. Higher Ar-N2 gas pressures, up to the atmospheric i
pressure, can work with such a low microwave power for x less than 10% ' f
(Ref.6). • !

2) THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
»

The experimental setups is reproduced in Fig.l. A surfatron t'J
or a Ro-box L 8J exciter is used to sustain an Ar-N2 discharge in a
4mm.ind., 6mn O.d and 10cm long quartz tube. The two exciters have
worked in the present experiment with H.F frequencies of 910MHz,
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2450MHz for the surfatron and 49.5MHz, 13.6MHz for the Ro-box,

respectively. The flowing microwave discharge is related to a IOBHI I.d

12mm O.d, 10cm long post-discharge quartz tube via a side-armed tube

to separate the discharge and post-discharge glows. The post-discharge

tube is connected to a forepump to maintain a mean gas pressure

between 10 and 300 Torr and flow rates from 0.25 to 10N£ min-1. The

visible plasma glow in the discharge tube is extending axially over a

few centimeters for ^ microwave power of about 100 watts, depending on

gas pressure and flow rate. Downstream the discharge an homogeneous

afterglow is extending along the z-axis (cf.Fig.1) in the

post-discharge tube which is an electric field free region. Upstream

the post discharge, en Ar-1.3% HO gas mixture was introduced through a

lateral gas inlet to determine the N atom densities by NO titration

f°]. The optical emission lines are detected perpendicularly to the

axis of the post-discharge tube by nmeans of a quartz optical fiber

which is connected to a Jobin Yvon HR 320 spectrometer, using a

Princeton Instruments RY 1024 Optical Spectrometric Multichannel

Analyser (OSMA) for the photon spectrum analysis.

Surfatron (91CMHz, Z4S0MHz)

Ro.box (13.6MHz. 4S.5MHi)

Forepump

Ar

= J-IONImin-i

Discharge

. 7
;| (N.N.Ar]

J1_

(O.I-1 Imin-')

Jaugc

(1-760 Tort)

Optical

fiber {
nSMA Spectro-

meter
Hitaza

_1_ - The Ar-N^ microwave discharge and post-discharge set-up.
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3) PRODUCTION OF N, (3.V) IN Ar-N, FLOWING AFTERGLOW

The [B,V] densities of N Z(B,V) states are obtained from the
I(V',V") intensities of the 1st positive system by using the following
equation:

i(v.r) = C(A) [a,v] A(v;v<1 (D

where A is the optical wavelength, C(A) is a factor related to the
spectral response of the detection system and A(V,V") is the
transition probabily [9].

Spectra of AV=4 and AV=3 sequences are shown in Fig.2a and 2b,
respectively. Calculated spectra of (6-3), (7-4) and (8-5) bands with
a resolution limit of 4A is reproduced if Fig.3b for rotational
temperatures TR=300K (broken curves) and 500K (full lines)!10]. The
experimental spectrum in H2 positive column at lTorr, jOmA, R=lcm is
reported in Fig.3a. In Fig.4is the calculated spectra of the (5-2)
bands with a resolution limit of 2A for TR=300,400 and 500K [11]. By
comparing Fig.2b and Fig3-4, it can be deduced that for P,, and P??

rotational branches about equal in intensity, it corresponds a
rotational temperature of 400-500K. Similar rotational distributions

; have been found for Ar-xN2 mixtures with x = 4 - 100% at 100 Torr -
lOOwatts.

It can be taken a constant value of rotational temperature
TR= 450 (±50)K in the present Ar- N2 post-discharges. Also the I(V",
V") relative intensities in equation 1 can be measured on the P,;
branch heads which are the 1st band maximum as shown in Fig.2,3 and 4.

; By recording all the vibrational sequences of 1st positive system from

;, AV=4 to AV=0 and by measuring I(V\V") from the P,, branch
(• intensities, the [B, V'=0-12] relative populations can be deduced from
*• Cq. 1, after calibration of C(A) with a tungstem lamp.
I A final adjustement is operated from common vibrational levels
I. belonging to two adjacent sequences. For examples, populations from
| AV=4 sequences have been reduced by 1.3 to adjust with those of AV=3
| and AV=2 and populations from AV=0 and 1 have been multiplied by 2.2
| to adjust with AV=2. Such an adjustement comes from the broadening of
| rotational distributions which is increasing from AV=4 to AV=0

sequence.

- Spectrum of « 2 1
s t

 pos. in Ar-4 X « 2 post-discharge Z - 9 cm
with a resolution limit 6\ * 0.4 nm. Discharge p = 90 Torr,
100 W, Q «3Nt rain"1. 2a : 4v = 4 band sequence. 2b : fiv = 3
band sequence.
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4%N2 5900 A 3L/MIN 9CM

0.118E4.

UJ

Q

o
5

0.215E3. *>

4%N2 6550A 3L/MIN 9CM

0.141E 4.

UJ

111
o
o

0.233E3.
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UK tf» tSM MM

MW MOO

Fig. 3 - Rotational structure of N2 1 pos. with a resolution limit
0.4 nm.

. 3a : Experimental results in N 2 positive column 1 Torr, 50 mA,
R - 1 cm.

3b : Calculated spectra with T = 300 K (dashed line) and
T * 500 K (full line).

•'t

Rotational structure of N. 1 s t pos., calculated with a resolu-
tion Unit 0.2 nm.
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II

The [B,V] relative populations are reproduced in Fig.5 for V -
0 - 12.

It can be observed in Fig.5 that the N 2(B,V) populations are
spread in all the vibrat'^nal manifold. In pure N2, a main peak at V
= 11 and a secondary p̂ ..< at V = 6 are well characterized as in
previous works [12]. In Ar-xN2, the V = 11 peak is progressively
decreasing in front of a V = 8 peak which is dominant for Ar - 4%
N2. The V = 6 secondary peak is also vanishing in Ar-xN2 in front of
V = 4 in Ar - 4% N2.

The shift of N2(B,V = 11) peak in Nzto N2(B,V = 8) in Ar - xN2
when x is small has been also previously observed [13,14].

To investigate the N+N recombination processes, the detailed
kinetics of N2(B,V') states in post-discharge regime is now analysed.

10

Q T = 3 Nl min-i

Z r 9 cm

P = 90 {--10) Torr

• N2

oAr+ * * N 2

• Ar+ 8%N2

oAr+ 17%N2

33«N2

oAr+ 5OXIM2

9- 5 - Vibrational distribution of N 2(B,V) in N? and Ar-H? po'st-
discharges.
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3.1. Kinetics of H-, (B.V btate produced bv N - atom recombination
The N 2(B,V) states are not directly excited from the

recombination of N atoms following reaction i) but via intermediate
states such as N2(A

3^,V") or Nz (A'
5£,V"<6) as shown in Fig.6 from

Ref.[15]. In addition strong coupling reactions with neighbour excited
states such as N2(A

3Z,; ,V",W3^ ,V" and B"3^,V") have been analysed
during the N2(B,V') relaxation [16]. Such intersystem collisional
transfers have a marked effect on the N 2(B,V) ibrational
distribution.

The kinetics of N 2{B,V) produced by N atom recombination can be
written as following:

R N + H + M2 -. N2(Y,V") + M2, (ii)

E-T N2(Y,V") + M2 — N 2{B,V) + Mj " (iii)

products, (lvj

^2 2 products. (v)

where Y = A52^ or A3Zj, M2

The k-rate constant for reactions ii)-v) are kj( H (V") for N atom

recombination (R), kgB(V",V*) for excitation transfert (E-T) and

kg ( V ) , kjj (V") for quenching (Q) of N 2(B,V), N 2(Y,V) states,
respectively.

The steady state equation of (B,V) is then given by:

"8.I., (V1' [HI
[B,V] = [N]z (2)

g(V)kJ| (V')[H]

(V")

2<B

Ar

,V) +

. V " ) •

• N 2 .

M2

As the radiative loss frequency of N ?{B,V): WR(V')
and the kB quenching rates are ~ 10"lxcm3 sec"1 for [N2] [17] and ~
10"l3ci»3sec-l when Ar is dominant [16], the radiative loss frequency
can be neglected in front of quenching in eq.2 for x > 4% of N2 in
Argon and a gas pressure of 100 Torr. So that eq.2 becomes:

[B,V] = [N]* —_i (4)

kS(v)



The k§ M ( V ) rate constants can be deduced from eq.4 by taking
known values of k°,.(V) kj|?(V) (ref. 16,17) and by measuring N
atom densities. We have chosen to determine N atom densities
by using the NO titration method..

219

106

11

BOND LENGTH, 8r

Fig. 6 - N, potential curves with the recombination process :
N + N + H2 -» N2(A'

5£) + M2 - N2(B
3JIg) + M?.
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3.2) W atom densities bv NO titration

The N atom density has been measured by NO titration which is a
well known method at low pressure (l-10Torr) (ref.13). It has been
extended in Ar-N2 high pressure discharge (10 Torr to atmospheric
pressure) by using an Ar-1.3% JIO gas mixture (Ref.6). The kinetic >
equations are the following: ^

N + NO -i i*2 + 0 VI)

k,
N t 0 + H2 -. NO(B) + M2 VII)

k,
0 + NO + M2 — M02* + M2 (VIII)

with kj = 3.1 x 10" n cm3 sec-^Ref.18), k2= 10"32cm6 sec"1 (Ref.13,19)
and k3=10"31 CD^sec-'fRef.lS^O), where M2=Ar+N2.

• The N0p band intensities are expressed from NO(B) densities
(cf .eq. l )wi th:

lt,[M,] [N] [0]
[NO(B)] = (5)

fR
B + [M2] kj

with vj} = 3 X 10ssec"1, kJ(Ar) = 3 X 10' 1 3 , k£(N2) = 5 X 10" u and
k§(NO) = 1.4 X 10-!0 cm3 sec'^Ref.19).

i Reaction VI) is very efficient so that one 0-atom is produced
1 from one-NO-molecule and one N-atom disappears. It can then be written
j in equ.5 that:
j, [N] = [N]o - [NO] and [0] = [NO]
I where [N]o is the initial atom density.
J It follows that:

| IHOP ' K( N Op) ([N]o - [NO]) [NO] (6)

with K(NOB) = C(A) — i-i ;/

Variations of IN0 with [NO] (with Q A r t l. 3 < N 0 for relative [NO])
are given in Fig.7 a for a pure Nj post-discharge at 23 Torr and in
Fig.7bfor an Ar - 3% N2 post-discharge at 200Torr. At weak density
values of NO, IN0 is increasing with [NO] as shown in Fig.7b.

After a maximum value, the N0p intensity is decreasing to
cancel! when [N]o = [NO] . Then when [NO] > [N]o, reaction VII is
producing NOj emission whose intensity is given by:
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I N 0 . = K(NOJ) [0 ] [NO] (7)

with
k3[M2] .

NO;

A
'NO;

where nR
N°2 = 2 . 4 X 10" s e c " 1 , k , ° 2 ( A r ) = 3 . 2 X 1 0 " 1 1 ,

k " ° 2 ( N 2 ) = 4 x 10 " u and k g ° 2 ( N O ) = 6 x 1 0 " n cm3 s e c " 1 ( R e f . 2 1 ) .

At 100 Torr, [Ar] ~ 1018 cm"3 and [Ar] kg°2(Ar) ~ 3 x 10' sec 1

is the dominant terra in the K(NOj) denominator so thatK(NOj)
simpl i f ies as:

A N O ; k,
K(NO2*) = C(x) - ^ - ~ (8)

Near after the extinction point: [0] = [NO] and eq.7 can be
written as:

I . a K(NO2) [NO]
2, (9)

2

explaining that in Fig.7 I , is first increasing. A saturation effect

appears when NO is acting on 0-atom by reaction VIII).
The IN0 and I . crossing in Fig.7 gives the titration point

2

Qn=QN0. The dissociation degree of N2molecules in Ar-xN2 gas mixture
has been determined for x = 3 - 100%. The results are reported in
Fig.8 for a total gas pressure of 100 Torr. The dissociation degrees
bear a 30^ relative incertainty. The H2 dv. _ciation degree is quickly
growing from 0.1 - 0.2% in pure N2 to 5

?° in Ar - 3% N?.
These results emphasize the best efficiency of argon plasmas in

the excitation and dissociation of N2 introduced in a weak quantity in
argon. At atmospheric pressure in Ar-0.3% N2, a dissociation degree as
high than 22% has been previously found [6].

In argon, the energy distribution function (EOF) of electrons is
unperturbed by vibrational excitation as in pure N2 so that electrons
are more energetic to excite and dissociate the small quantities of N2
molecules.

With power in the range of 100 watts, the nitrogen atom yield per
watt has been estimated for various Ar - x N2 gas pressures and by
using surfatron (910MHz - 2450MHz) and Ro-box (13.6MHz - 49.5MHz)
pxciters. The results are reproduced in Fig.9. It can be observed a
maximum value of [N]/W ~ 8 x 1013 cm'3 W"1 for 2% of U2 in Ar.
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Q(Ar+t.3%NO)
(N'lmin-')

IH
O.I 0.2 0.3

^T(a.u)

l\IO/J320nm
Ar+3^N2

Q(Ar+l.3%NO)
(Mlmin-1)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5

Intensity variations of NOg and N0|-continuum versus, the NO

flow rats (0Ar+1 3 X N 0) introduced in the post-discharge. The

titration of N atoms is obtained from the colour change (QM'OUO)
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A [N]

5

4

3

2

0.5
0.2

100 WT

QT = 3Nlmin-1

P= 90(110) Torr

[Ar+N2]

0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1

Fig. 8 - Nitrogen dissociation degree in Ar-xN? gas mixture versus x.
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10

• P«tm _ Surfatron 2.45 GHz

O 100T _ Surfatron 2.45 GHz

v 100T . Ro-box 13.6MHz

xN2%
I

10 100

Fig. 9 - Nitrogen atom density per watt in Ar-xN2 versus x (in %) for

surfatron (2.45 GHz) and Ro-box (13.6 MHz) 100 W discharges.

ii
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C I 2 1 « S I 10 11 It

r i

2.0K-3S

U N2 PUlt + Ar-GOXNZ o AT-33XN2
A Ar-17KK3 " X AT-MN2

Fig. 10 - Recombinationrates kjj(V') versus vitrational number V1 for
Ar-N,, 100 Torr and 100 W discharges.
10a : Surfatron at 910 MHz - 10b : Ro-box at 13.6 MHz.
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3-3) Determination of the k§ M ( V ) recombination rates

From relative [B,V] measurements as reported in Fig.5 and N-atom
densities obtained by NO titration, it has been deduced the kj] H ( V )
recombination rate coefficients (cf eq.4). For that, it has been taken
the published k|j ( V ) values of Ref.16,17 and the normalized value:

12 Z

£ kjj H ( V ) = 6.5 x 10'33 cm6 sec"1 which is the intermediate
V = 0 ' 2

value between 4 and 9 x 10'33 cm6 sec 1 published in Ref 13 and 15,
respectively .

Variations of k% „ (V) with V are reproduced in Fig. 10a for
Ar-N? (lOOTorr - lOOwalts) discharges with a 910MHz surfatron and
Fig.10b for a 13.6MHz Ro-box.

Large relative uncertainties of 60 to 80% have been found on k -
rates from about 30 experiments at several total pressures (100 Torr,
atmospheric pressure) and by using surfatron and Ro-box exciters. The

overall Ykj| H (V) - rate coefficients decrease by a factor 3 from
V ' 2

pure N2 to the Ar-4% ^mixture as shown in Table 1.

Zkj> M ( V )
V 2

(10-33cm5sec-»)

100

6.5

(norm.)

50

4.3

(± 2.6)

3

(±

33

.7

2. 2)

3

(±

17

.1

2. 4)

2

(±

8

.6

1. 9) (±

4

2

1. 4)

Recombination rate coefficients for N2(B) state

The results
value: kH A

in M2= Ar-xNj with x = 100-4%.

in Table 1 are in the same way that the old published
~ 0.6 kH „ [22].The gas temperatures in the 100

N

isc
Torr Ar-N2 post-discharges can be estimated from the N2(B) rotational
temperatures which have been found to be 450(+50)K. Such a value is
still inside the range 273-450K where the k, N rates have been found

to keep a constant value i"J.
keep a nearly constant value for V'=8 and 9
after 30 experiments using 13.6MHz, 49.5MHz
pressures of 100 and 200Torr and for H?

50% in Argon. The common value
10'34 cm6 sec"1 can be chosen for future

The kS.MJv') rates
as it lias been verified
and 2450MHz exciters at
ranging from 4 to
kS.M,(v'=8.9) = 2-6(±1.8) xk S . M , ( v 8 . 9 ) 2-6(±1.8) x 1
quantitative determinations.
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By comparing Fig.10 and 5, it can be concluded that the strong
increasing of N?(B,V'=PV when going from pure N? to Ar-4% H2
post-discharges,comes fru... a weak quenching of this state by argon and
not from an higher recombination rate.
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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF BARRIER DISCHARGE

K.V.Kozlov

Moscow State University

Department of Cbenistry

117 234 Moscow USSR

1.Introduction

Almost for the whole century, since 1898 the barrier (silent)

discharge has been used for the industrial ozone production. However,

only recently significant progress in the understanding of the -

discharge mechanism in an ozonizer has been achieved. One can hardly

overestinate the nerits of numerical noddling technique in this scien-

tific advance nade during the last 5 years. Computer simulation of bar-

rier discharge allows to present a general picture of the variety of

physical and chenical phenomena, provided that computational results

are in reasonable agreement with available experimental ones. However,

it should be mentioned that even now this picture is not complete enou-

gh to explain all the peculiarities of ozone electrosynthesis process

and further experimental and theoretical work is necessary.

2.Fundamental equations and assumptions.

Barrier discharge in oxygen containing gas mixtures was

experimentally proved to consist of a number of randomly distributed

nicrodischarges of nanosecond duration [ 1 ] . This spatio-tamporal

structure of the discharge as a whole oust be taken into account to

formulate any reasonable numerical Model of an ozonizer.

General theoretical model of single aicrodischarge in

fas-filled chaaber between dielectric barriers includes electromagnetic

field equations (Maxwell equations) with corresponding boundary

conditions and those ones of aatter balance related to electron, ion
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and neutral particles distribution functions. For the electrical field

description usually Poisson equation is applied in which local electric

charge density is considered to depend on time as a result of electron

and ion drift in the discharge plasna.

The system of Boltzman kinetic equations written for all the sorts

of particles (electrons, ions and neutrals) can be simplified

significantly with the help of modified hydrodynamical approximation,

in which the drift of charged particles; diffusion of electrons, ions

and neutrals, appearance or disappearance of r rticles due to -

elementary chemical reactions are taken into accountf1-8]. In this case

another type of input information is necessary to pose the problem,

namely, drift velocities, diffusion coefficients and rate constants

dependent on reduced field (E/N) are to be used instead of cross -

sections. Validity and accuracy of such 'i approach for nicrodischarge

p description is based on the concept of local equilibrium between -

y electric field and electron distribution function flj.

•••• The whole variety of physical and chemical processes in single

. T1 microdischarge channel in oxygen at atmospheric pressure can be treated
k

as three consequent phases of different phenomena (time-scale

classification [1,3,9]).

1) 10"9< t < 10'7sec. Electrical breakdown of discharge gap,

formation and disappearance of electron avalanches, excitation,

ionisation, attachment and other processes, initiated by electrons.

2) 10"7< t < 10"ssec. Ion drift, elementary processes in which

positive and negative ions participate, "fast" chemical reactions

(ozone formation, in particular).

3) 10"s< t < 10"asec. "Slow" chemical reactions, diffusion of

chen.ical products, heat transfer. For t > 10"3sec macroscopic mass

transfer due to the gas flow should be taken into account.

The scheme of "three-phase model" described is presented in
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Fig.1 together with the general sketch of fundansntal equations and

basic assunptions used for the single nicrodischarge nodel

construction.

Sumarizing all the ideas mentioned above one can write the

following equations:
1 ^

A4> - - — p(r,t) discharge gap
o

A<t> = 0 dielectric

E - E dielectric surface

E = E j + - <7(r,t), (1)
On dn E

where p<?,t) - electric charge density, E and E - nornal and
8" 8*

radial conpononts of electric field strength E = - grad * , E J anc
an

£ J • the same quantities inside dielectric, o(r,t) - surface

charge density.

Appropriate boundary conditions should be added to Eq.l. These

conditions can include the equation of external electric cir lit, if

necessary [l,6J.

The continuity equations for the 1-st phase of miorodischarge

can be written as

£« + div («#n-) = ( a - r,

dn*

dn"

di ^

Here the subscripts "•", "+1, "-" denote quantities related to

olectrons, positive and negatives ions, respectively; W and n - drift

velocity and nunber density, respectively; cc(E/N) - ionization

coefficient; rj(E/N) - electron attachment coefficient; KJ"and K^ -
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effective rate constants of electron-ion recombination and electron

detachnent respectively. In addition to eq.2 one should choose an

appropriate expression for the electron cathode enission processes [1].

There are different approaches to the nodelling of aicrodiseharge

spatial structure. According to the simplest one fl.6] the

one-dinensional approxination is applied to the Poisson and continuity

equations. The real niorodiseharge structure being spatially at least

two-dinensional, one should expect this simplified nodel to provide only

qualitative description of the phenomenon of interest. The

two-dinensional nodels [4,5,8] for the nierodischarge channel supposed

to posses cylindrical synnetry are nowadays the aost sophisticated ones.

However, even those ones can not provide detailed quantitative

Fig.2. Microdisoherge channel geoaetry. Cylindrical nodel.
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description of the whole variety of physical and chemical processes in

barrier discharge. For example, dielectric cathode surface discharges

well known to be 3-dimensional (Lichtenberg figures) can not be

simulated without an essential extension of the nodel.

The internediate approach between those two described was found to

be very convenient and informative[2,3,10] . According to this nodel

the nicrodiscliarge channel is treated as a cylinder with particle

concentrations distributed unifornly in radial direction. The electric

field on the axis of this cylinder is calculated in two-dinensional

model with the help of the inage charge technique [11]. Thus this nodel

combines one-dinensional continuity equations and two-dimensional

electric field description . The authors [2,3] extended this nodel

assuming that the radius of surface charge c .ribution R^ can differ

from that one of nicrodischarge channel H (See Fig.2).

3.Computational results and discussion.

3.1.Spatio-tenporal structure of the single nicrodischarge.

Cathode-directed streaner was observed experimentally to initiate

the microdischarge in the air-fed ozonizers [9] . The same results were

obtained by calculation for one-dimensional [1,6] and cylindrical

[2,3,10] models of aicrodischarge not only in air, but in oxygen too.

Sinulated streak photograph of a nicrodischarge in an air, presented in

Fig.3 [2] , is in perfect agreenent with corresponding experimental

neasurenents [9] .The initial stage of & .rodischargejhas nuch in

cannon with that of spark breakdown [12]. These conoon features are

more profound for the spatio-teitporal structure of the barrier

discharge with ceramic electrode ( c = 150) [10]. In the latter case

the first cathode-directed streamer is followed by the sequence of

ionizing waves. Contrary to the spark discharge [12] the amplitude c

these ionizing waves decreases in tine (See Fig.4).

Qualitatively the general picture of the 1-st phase of
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Fig.3. Simulated streak photograph of a microdischarge

in air [2].

d(mm)

4
anode i

cathode yi
1n

1

11 14 15 tins)

nicrodischarge seened to be the sane for two-diaensional modpl and for

cylindrical geonetry of ehannel.Howevei, it was found that some

principle limitations of one-dinensional approach did not allow to

reproduce the steep rise of jrrent pulse observed experimentally. More

detailed analysis of this problem lead us to the conclusion, that fcheie

was essential difference betwet.ii the spatio-teaporal structures,

sinulated within this two nodels. This difference is clearly seer, from

Fig.5, where the dependence of effective field strength (E/N) upor,
ftf f

the time is plotted. The effective fU Id strength

(E/N)
E/N(r,t) n (f,t)dr

n <r,t)dr

characterizes ti:L total current growth within microdischarft'e channel.

AccoHing to the rosults of nne-dunensional sijiulaliun
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l.o
cLfmm")

Fig.4. Spatio-temporal structure of a nicrodiseharge -in

ox- 'en for ceramic electrode < A = 150, 1 = 2*m) [.10J.
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100
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Fig.5. Calculated dependence of (E/N) upon the time

within one-dimensional (full l ine) and cylindrical (dashed

line) model.

m A

1

10 JZ 14 16 lb 20

Ki£.fc>. Current pulse of a microdisohartfe in oxygen [ 3 ] :

full line - calculation, dots - experiment.
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I

( E / N ) « f f d e c r e a S e *" time M h i l e cylindrical nodel provides rapid rise of

this value to the maximum. It i s interesting to remark , that the

latter shape of (E /N) # r f ( t ) curve Has used in earner papers [13] to

explain the experimentally observed pulse shape.

3.2.Current pulse ana transferred charge.

As it was mentioned above the cylindrical nodel provides current

pulses wit.1, very short rise time ( < 1 nseo). By the variation of nodel

parameters the authors [2,3] achieved very good agreement between the

calculated results and experimental ones (See Fig.6).

The current pul^e in air is well known to be about 4-time . longer

than that one in oxygen. The results of numerical nodelling give the

same ratio. The difference between the electroneg??tivities of these

gases seems to be the basic reason of the difference in current pulse

durations.

Within the two-dimensional

model one can calculate the

surface? charge distribution at

different moments of miorodis-

onarge These results presented

in Fig.7 [4] confirm tin? conclu-

sion aodc earlier [l»E(] thai,

radial drift of electrons near

the dielectric; surface can change

th- finul field strength distri-

bution significantly.

The total value of the trans

f''ir«l charge in B sine ;e micio-

dis^harge deppnds on the sort

of gas, pressure, discharge gap

srrangemnnt etc.

Fig.7. Distribution of charge

on dielectric surface [4 ] .

0
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Calculated within the two-dimensional

nodel [4,5] dependence of the trans-

ferred charge on the properties of

dielectric is plotted in Fig.8 toge-

ther with experinental data. As it

can be seen theoretical and experine-

ntal results are in reasonable agree-

ment. Generally, we can say that the

increase of 4 causes the correspon-

ding increase of current pulse an>li-

tude, current pulse duration and,

consequently, the value of total tran-

sferred charge.

Fig.8. Total chrxge on the

dielectric as function of c

and the dielectric thick-

ness L [4 ] . Shaded axea cor-

responds exp.neasurenents.

Q(wC)

3.3.Microdisoharge nechanisn and ozone electrosynthesis

efficiency.

During the i-st phase of nicrodischarge atomic oxygen is formed

within the microdischarge channel [1]:

0 (3P)0 (3P)

0 (3P) + 0 (1D) (3)

Ozone formation occurs predominantly in the tine interval

10"e - 10"Ssec'

0 + 0 + «

°3+ ° " V

(4)

(5)

The rate constants of the reactions (4.5) are well known [1,13] so

one can easily calculate the conversion degree of atomic oxygen to

ozone as function of 0 and 0 3 initial concentrations and gas

temperature. Therefore the Ljuation for ozone energy yield in
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nicrodischarge channel can be written:

;. ;

't

A 0 3 V

in equation (6) is necessary if A and

where W^/W - ratio bet* n electron energy and total energy losses;

<i> - conversion degree ; A - energy yield of atonic oxygen foroed in

the reaction -.3) related to electron current energy input. Factor "3"

are given in g/kWh.

The quantity A (E/>') is known to be alnost constant in the wide

range of 60 Td < E/N < 300 Td [14,15] . Hence there are only two ways

to affect the ozone energy yield, nanely: 1) to change nicrodischarge

mechanism thus influencing the ratio W /W; 2) to vary specific energy

input and consequently local atomic oxygen concentration, hence -

conversion degree « . An example of t;.. application of the first way

in numerical node]ling is shown

in Fig.9 [7] . The interference

into the microdischarge nechanism

was achieved by the variation of

voltage rise time.The increase of

calculated W /W ratio with the

discharge go:-, decrease was suppo-

3>.*d by the authors [I0]to ejiplain

the experimentally observed cor-

responding, increase of osone

energy yield. On the other hand,

according to the results [2,3]

ions carry only about 5% or" the

total energy and the low o?.one

energy yield should be explained

by low conversion degree. The

same idea was proposed earlier

in [13,14].

Fd" 9. Relation between ozone

energy yield and ratio f» /¥ [7j.

400

We/W
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It should be noted that correct estivation of specific energy

input is possible only if the Bicrodischarge channel volume is known

precisely [1]. Usually this quantity is considered to be the free

paraneter of the nodel and it is impossible to calculate the « - value

ab initio.
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ELECTRON ENERGY 01 TRIBUTION FUNCTION IN PULSING DISCHARGE

Yu.I. Chutov, Yu.V. Vovchenko, A.I. Kravchenko

Kiev State University, Vladimirovskaya 64, USSR

Unlike quite well defined and stigated low-frequency and

high-frequency discharges it's often realized t: e discharge of

alternating current with strong time—dependent parameters but qui-

te different comparing with the applied voltage. Previously defi-

ned [i] as the pulsing discharge it may be realized by the impulse-

periodic fields in inductive or capacitor discharges with t>>e

external or the internal electrodes at xistence of mchanism of

some discharge relaxation in each half-period of the sustained

I voltage. This relaxation in the case of capacitor discharge with

,: the external electrodes is caused by the charge on the internt-

| walls of dielectric cell during the discharge current impulse.

' \ This charge compensates the applied electric field.

The strong nonequilibrium pulsing discharge is interesting

for its study and practical application. In particular it's inte-

resting to investigate the electrons energy distribution function

determining all characteristics of gas-discharge plasma* Especial-

ly interesting are these investigations at the pressures of ~I iorr

since under this condition the pulsing discharge is homogeneous

in contrast to other types of discharge [2] .

As in [2] the experiments were carried out in a short cylindri-

cal diode of 3,5 mm height (Pig.I) filled with helium or argon at

different pressures. The pulsing discharge was generated between

the external oxide cathode of 0 35 mm and the earthy : internal
i
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I

cylindrical anode of 0 18 mm at ap-

plication to the cathode the negati-

ve voltage impulses of 100 u.8 dura-

tion by the amplitude of U = 18-50 V

with frequency of f » 0,4-1 kHz.

The amplitude of pulsing discharge

current L m was 0,5-5 A. An electric

probe P of tungsten wire °* the dia-

Fig. 1 metre of 100 urn and the length of

I cm was placed at a distance of 5 mm from the anode. The electron

energy distribution function was measured by the second derivative

probe current method with the help

of automatic measuring apparatus

(I in Pig.I) [3].

H.g.2 shows the results of the

measurements made at U = 50 V,

f = I kHz. in different gases. The

curves I in this figure correspond

to maximum of the discharge current

showing in the figure and the curves

2 are measured in 20 JUS after the

voltage impulse. It was chosen diife-
Ar
. _ . rent energy rangei A£~0,25 eV at
u.i torr
0« 5 A £ & 5 eV and £&Q. eV at S > 5 eV.

The presented curves show clear-

ly a group of slow electrons with

the energy of"I eV corresponding to

thermallzed electrons. The distribu-

tion functions measured at the dis-

20 40 £,eV
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charge current impulses show a group of fast electrons with the

energy of &0~ 53-56 ev and"28 eV corresponding to the electrons

accelerating at by-cathode potential jump of ~ 50 V and~26 V

and passing through interelectrode space without collisions*

In addition there are many characteristic maxima at the energies

of £ m depending on the kind oi' gas. By comparing 1 and 2 curves

in i"ig.2 it is easy to notice the absence of electrons accelera-

ting in the by-cathou* potential jump as well as some maxima re-

gistrating during the current impulses.

It is natural to suggest that the nonmonotony of -fGi) is caused

by inelastic collisions of electrons with neutral ucorns. This as-

; sumption is supported by the fact of £ m equality to £ 0 - e V ' *

;, where e v ia the energy loss ii the corresponding elementary pro-

ti cess. (See the data of the table 1),

£, According to the table 1 the electron energy distribution func-

fi tion is formed during the current impulses by the electron ioniza-

I tion of excited a to:., well es by the electron excitation and
I
si ionization of atoms and other elementary processes* Between the
I
p impulses of the discharge current the only maxima corresponding

I to the associative ionization erd the super inelastic collisions

f of electrons with metastable atoms are observed. (See the data

of the table 2)«

Using balance equations for the inelastic collisions of elect-

rons as well as the results of measurements of -P(£) it may evalu-

ate the effective cross-sectiona & of these elementary proces-

ses. ( t the table 2 ) . As in f4] the balance equation includes

the recombination of fast electrons on the electrodes surface

without the volume energetic relaxation and their diffusion to

electrodes in a corresponding gas0
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Table I.

Gas

He

Ar

Elementary

process
So" 8V ,

eV

49

31.5

28.5

He* (IS2S) +e(£o) -
• He* + e(6<) + e(£»)
He*% e(6 )

He (IS2) +

49.6

He (IS2) + e(£o) — -
He+ 28.4

49.5 Ne* (2p53S) + e ( £ 0 ) — —

Ne**+

37.5

33

He (2p6) +

Ke*(2p53S)

49.8

37.7

Ne e(£0)
33

52.5 Ar* (3p54S) + e(£0) — —
Ar+ +

Ar**+

45.5

42

Ar (3pb) + e(£0)
Ar*(3p54S) + e(£

51.8

44.4

Ar+(3p
6) + e(£0>

— — Ar+

can

1300

— — He*(IS2S) + e(£ ) 3L8 1.3

1.4

1400

1.7

2.4

7500

e(£t) 40,4 13

The evaluated cross-sectionB <o of some elementary processes

are represented in the tables I and 2, They quite well agree with

the published data.



table 2

£ -r.,
£ V

iKnentary

rrocecs
G-ic1',

He £0 He (1S2S) + e-*-He(1S ) •>• e( £ ) I9oC 4c

14.5 He*(1iJ2S) + He*(1S2S)—He% e(£ ) i4.4-1f-.2 iZCO

Ar 12 Ar (3p^4S) * e—Ar(3p ) + e(£) 11.5 I

Thus the nonequilibriuK part cf electrcr. energy districutic

function in a short gas-filled diode with pulcin? discharge is

formed as a result of inelastic collisions of electron?- wifr.

atoms. Some of the presented data correspond to the resultr in

~4 ] for other experinentai conditions,
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INFLUENCE OF METASTABLE EXCITED SPECIES ON BASIC PARAMETERS OF

AFTERGLOW PLASMA.

M. S"fcha, M. Tichy,

Department of Electronics and Vacuum Physics. Faculty of

Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague,

Czechoslovak ia

1. Introduction

After removal of the source of ionization Ci.e. d.c. or a.c.

electric field) the gas discharge returns to its original

nonexcited gas state. One of the species which have a significant

influence on behaviour of afterglow plasma are excited particles

in metastable states. The reason for this is a.o. relatively long

lifetime of metastables. For example the mean lifetimes in the Ar

plascaa at a pressure 1 Torr for diameters of the discharge tube

between 3 and 6 cm are approximately of the order 3 to 10 ms [11

and the radiative lifetime of Ar metastables is larger than 1.3 s

121. Because of this long lifetime the metastable—metastable

ionization can occur in the afterglow and consequently create

non-Haxwallian electrons which can transfer their energy to

electrons in the body of Maxwellian distribution via

electron—electron interactions. Due to processes like this there

exists a source of ionization and heating of electrons even in lie

later afterglow period. Furthemore if a small amount of gas, which

has its ionization energy lower than is the excitation energy of

metastables which are present in the afterglow plasma, is added to '

the afterglow plasma the Penning ionization can also become a (

significant heating process of electrons. ."

It is apparent that the afterglow plasma ia a very useful ;

environment for the study or metastable-r.ictastable interactions •

and, if the afterglow is combined with titration of a £>uitsble

gas, for the study of interactions metastable-neutral partickiu as

well. In this article we will concentrate on how the basic pln-uia
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parameters, i.e. electron density, electron temperature and the

electron energy distribution function, are affected by processes

in afterglows.

There are basically two approaches to the investigations of

afterglow plasma. One is usually called "stationary afterglow

technique" and is based on the study of a d.c. or a.c. glow

discharge or low pressure arc plasma in a suitable vessel in the

period after switching off the source of ionization Cusually the

discharge is switched periodically on and off). In this case it is

necessary to use the time-resolved plasma diagnostic techniques

with reli ively :.igh time resolution. The other is "flowing

afterglow technique" developed in Boulder, Colorado by Ferguson el1

al. C31 primarily for the studies of ion-molecule reactions in the

upper atmosphere. The principle of the technique consists in the

flow tube usually made from glass in which a laminar flow of gas

is established at a pressure around 10 Pa. The flowing eas is

ionized locally at the upstream end of tr.: flow tube using d.c. or

a.c. Cusually microwave) source of energy and plasma which arises

is carried down the flow tube by the flowing buffer gas. As a

result of this process a stationary distribution of the afterglow

plasma along tha axis of the flow tube is established with the

axial distance coordinate (which h-s its origin in the position

where acts the source of ionization and is positive in the

direction of the flow) proportional to the afterglow time. One of

* the advantages of this system is that for the analysis of

afterglow plasma there is no need for sophisticated timE?-r«solvi?rl

diagnostic techniques, i.e. all the diagnostic ."ipplicable for

( stationary homogeneous plasma can be user!.



2. Fundamental experimental evidences and theoretical

considerations of influence of aetastables on parameters of

afterglow pi;

a) Electron density in afterglow pla

It has been found experimentally 143 by M a n s of microwave

methods that in the earlier part of the rare-gas afterglow plasma

the electron density can increase immediately after removal of the

external source of ionization Csee Pig. 1}. Biondi [SI proved by

comparing the electron density variation in the afterglows of pure

He and p r-e Ne with those produced in He+O.lX Ar and Ne+0.1X Ar

gas mixtures that the increasing of the electron density is caused

by metaetable-metastable collisions. For He discharge the

sugeested reaction was (asterisks designate metastables):

He* + He* i He* • He + e

Prom this evidence follows that tbs afterglow plasma should be

considered inactive only in the later time period when the density

of metastables i.m sufficiently low and the electron temperature

approaches equilibrium with neutral gas.

In order to describe the time evolution of the electron

density in afterglow theoretically it is necessary to develop a

reaction scheme of the elementary processes which lead to the

electron density variations during afterglow. Based on a model

like this the set of continuity equations for electrons, ions and

metastables together with an electron energy balance equation has

been set up by many authors, e.e. KS-13J. The theoretically

calculated decay of the electron density is then dependent on the

set of rate coeficients of elementary processes which are taken

into account in a particular model. By fitting the theoretically

calculated electron density dei.«.y to the experimentally determined

one and assuming the knowledge of selected rate constants it is

thus possible to estimate the other rates with a precision

obviously dependent on the influence of a particular elementary
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Fie.1. The line dependence of Ike electron deasity in the

afterglow with influence of aetastahles. Helix*. pressvre

o ... i.8B Torr, • ... 0.98 Torr. T •30CK 141.

reaction on the electron density variation in a model j.n question

Ceenerally the bigger is the influence? the better is the

Precision). An example of this procedure --ill be given in the next



chapter.

b> Electron energy decay in arterelo* plasma

Electron enerey decay in afterglow plasma is determined by

enerey train and enerey loss mechanisms. The major enerey ffain

processes in rare-fas afterglow plasma have been found to involve

the metostables 111,151. Due to setastable-metastable interactions

may be created "hot" electrons with their energy distribution far

from Maxwellian and with a mean energy well above the mean energy

of the Maxwell ian background slnctrooa. As an example in He

afterclow there are followi-vj procc

HeC21S)

Another source of electron energy c o m from metastable-electron

interactions Csuperelastic collisions):

He<23S> • e > He * e CAE-19.8 eVJ CB3

and

H*<21S? + e » He + e CAE-20.6 eV5

HeC21S) + e > HeC23SJ + a CAE-0.79 ev)

The last process is not a aienificant heatinc process but in spite

of its large cross section it depletes the metastable level

HeC21S) efficiently. Therefore in He afterelow plasma the

influence of the KeC21S> mctastables can be neglected.

As it has been pointed out in CIS,161 the main energy-loss

processes of non-Maxwellian hot electrons are electron-neutral and

electron-electron collisions. The free diffusion of hot electrons

to the walls can also si enificantly contribute to the energy-loss

of hot electrons especially at. low pressures.

The interaction of a hot non-Maxwellian electron with

background Naxwellian electrons can be considered as a continuous

loss process due to long-range interaction within its Debye sphere

(131. If the collision proceuoe* are assumed as the decisive
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energy-loss processes the aaount of energy transferred to

background Maxwellian electrons is a simple accumulation of the

energy lost, between collisions of a non-Max«reilian electron with

ne< trals. Schematically the process or relaxation of a

non-Maxwellian electron by collisions with Maxwellian background

electrons and neutrals is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure the

time

i'ig.2. The ties decay of the energy of non-Maxwellian electroBS.

As the enersy-loss processes are asswaed the collisions with

neutrals and backgrouad Maxwellian electrons I1B1.

energy lost in a collision of a hot non-Maxwellian electron

with a neutral particle is denoted as Aceo» the enerey lost by a

non-Maxwellian electron between two collisions with neutrals due

to interaction with Maxwellian electrons is denoted as Acee*

The total energy A£ee transferred to Maxwellian background

electrons by one non-Maxwellian electron during the process of its

energy relaxation im Lhen

I
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where (Ac > is the energy lost by a non—Haxwellian electron

between the <n-l)-th and n-th collision wit.t neutralr nc is the

total number of collisions required for relaxation of a

non-Maxwellian electron down to the temperature of Maxwellian

background electrons. The results of calculations in Cl^l are

shown in Fig. 3 for the temperature of Haxwellian background

electrons 300 K. Deloche et al. till on the base of the model of

energy transfer presented in Fig. 3 found for the case when the

free diffusion of non-Maxwellian electrons can be neglected Ci.e.

at higher gas pressures) that in the first approximation the

energy Ae^^ can be taken as:

A f ^ - 1.383.10~6CneT •p)1'"2 C13

where ne is the electron density in cm , p is the gas pressure in

Torr and T is the gas temperature in °K. This formula is valid

only if the non—Haxwellian electrons are created with the initial

energy between 19-20 eV. It is interesting to note that for values

ne/p = 1.10 cm" Torr" in He the energy transferred to

Haxwellian background electrons is almost independent on the

initial energy of non-Maxwellian electrons.

Based on considerations qurted abc e the relaxation time xr

which is necessary for relaxation of a hot non-Maxwellian electron

down to the tesperature of Haxwellian bulk electrons can be

determined by

where v is the frequency of collisions r>f non—Maxwellian
fef EJ

electrons with neutrals.

'• In experimental conditions in which the free diffusion of hot

| non-Maxwellian electrons to the walls of the discharge vessel must

'- | D e taken into account as an energy-lass process the relaxation
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process of relaxation on the initial energy of non-Nnxwelliaa

electrons. As the enercy-loss processes assuaed collisions with

neutrals and Haxwellian background electrons. Background electron

temperature 300 K I1BJ.

•ime becomes shorter. Uein^ the formula for diffusion coefficient
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of * free diffusion Vmti~i'3 v-h * e h Cthe subscript b specifies

that values of all the variables correspond to hot non-Maxwellian

electrons) the average lifetise of a nop-Maxwellian electron is

where A is the diffusion length of the plasma vessel.

Using this procedure Sugawara et al. (171 calcul-'ed the

lifetime of non-Maxwellian electrons in mercury afterclow. At a

pressure of the order 10 Pa the lifetise for electrons with an

initial energy of the order of 3 eV the lifetiae r^ has been found

to be in the order of 10 s. Therefore it is evident that in such

experimental conditions the non-Maxwellian electrons diffuse

freely to the walls and the energy transfer to Maxwellian

background electrons is negligible. In this case the only

important energy-gain processes for Maxwellian background

electrons are collisions of second kind between the electron and
3 3

mercury metastable atom F2 procucing metastable P̂  and

transferring 0.37 eV energy per collision to the colliding

electron-

For Me afterglow even at gas pressure ss S Torr the Tree

diffusion of non-Maxwellian electrons oust be taken into account..

Deloche et. al. till quotes that in this case the enerey

transferred to Maxwellian background electrons can be approximated

by
3.33.1O"1* C2>

for electrons with an initial energy between 18 and 20 eV and by

Acee = 3.67.10"
14 neTc^p C3>

for electrons with an initial energy less or equal to IE) eV.

From comparison of Aee(= calculated according Eq. CO, C2> and
11 —3 —1C31 at ne/'p=10 cm Torr and at a pressure * 3 Torr follows that.

the energy transfer calculated according Eq. C2) and t3j i.a

approximately one order of magnitude smaller uiau cd.icuia'-.><J »-r/



means of Eq. C13, i.e. in t-he case when the Tree diffusion is

neglected. At. higher pressures where the effect of diffusion is

small it is passible to calculate the 4£ e e according Eq. Cl>

p: xded that another numerical factor on its right hand side is

used. At the pressure 10 Torr Deloche et al. Ill] quotes that a

good approximation consists in dividing formula C D by factor 2.O

for electrons created w ' h initial energy between 18 and 20 eV, by

factor 1.8 for electrons created at IS eV or less. At the pressure

20 and 40 Torr the factor is 1.2 and 1.09 respectively independent

on the initial electron energy.

From the foregoing it is apparent that there are two major

processes which govern tha energy—transfer from non—Haxwellian ,to

Haxwellian background electrons. The . >rst one which is the major

energy-losB process at higher gas pressures are the collisions or

non—Haxwellian electrons with neutrals and interaction with

background Maxwellian electrons. At low gas pressures one has t.o

take into account the second process - the free diffusion to the

walls which results in a decrease of the enersy-transfer from

non—Haxwellian electrons to background Maxwellian ones. At a

prssure within these two limiting cases both the above mentioned

processes must ba taken into account. For this case Honchicourt et

al. [163 derived in He afterglow for the total energy-transfer

<Ve „ the formula

Ac,-•I
where v _ and v' are the collision fequeticies of non-ffaxwellian

electrons with neutrals and background Maxwellian electrons

respectively, m and ft . are the mass of electron and of He atom,

cQ is the initial energy of non-Maxwellian electrons. The function

QCE) gives the number of electrons with energy c which per time dt

loose their energy by Ac due to collisions with neutrals and

background Maxwell tan electrons. If we take only the first



diffusion Mode into account it ia possible to write the forwula

for GCe) derived in [161 as:

OCe} exp (J dc'

•here

and

GC20eV>«?<N n_

* 7*1

In these foraulae ft and r are rate cccffinients for reactions CAJ

and CB> respectively, N* is the density of HeC23S> aetastables.

The result* of the calculations by Nonchicourt at al. CIS] are

shown in Fie. *•

The electron taapcratur* decay in afterelow is determined by

enercy-cain and enercy-loas processes. Assuainc the

•etastable —tastable collisions and the electron-*--'astable

superelavtic collisions as the only energy-gain processes and the

electron-neutral collisions as the only energy-loss processes the

enercy balance for Maxwellian background electrons is foraed

according the equation £131

4-£- (4"
7* C4)

is the

effective collision frequency between electrons and neutrals and

where N is the density of neutral particles,
— e n '

"effCTe>

li£
tmt'

 a n d l«ell' are uhe ave~*ee energies transferred to Maxwellian

background electrons fro* non-Msxvellian elr̂ -tr-ons created in

•etastable-aet ist.»Me and p) =rtrr>n-«M 3«.-f ab' - collisions

respectively. The quantities Ac,^' and AceM' are deterained by

procedure described earlier in this chapter. Assuming the

quasi-stady-state, i.e.

I-



energy transferred to Maxwellian
background electrons

-~J CXI
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Fi«.O. The 4«aai-atcady>atate electro* teaperatare vs electron

for acveral val««s of the density of aetastables. He

pressure 1O Torr tldl.

um>r<? in afLprelon plasma at certain conditions. Such

elevation of electron temperature has been observed experimentally

Ce.g.117,18,191) An example of experimental observations obtained



in mercury afterglow is given in Fig.6.
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collisions to be the major heating process. As the major electron

energy-loss processes he supposed the electron-neutral collisions

and the stepwise excitation of metastables by electrons. Under

these assumptions the energy balance equation becomes:

3/2 lcned ' * W

where k± is the rate coefficient or stepwise excitation. ACj is

the average energy which an electron looses due to this process,

MA_ is the mass of Ar atom and other symbols have already defined

meaning.

Another example of energy balance equation has been derived

by Deloche et al. till for middle pressure afterglow in He CS+iOO

Torr). At such high pressures he had to take into account also

superelaatic collisions between electrons and molecular

metastables and coliisional vibratonal quenching as heating

processes. To the electron energy—loss processes he added the

thermal conductivity and the electron—ion elastic collisions. The

calculated time decay of electron temperature has been compared to

the experimental one with a good agreement.

c) Electron energy distribution function in afterglow plasma.

As it has been already mentioned the metastable-metastable
o

lonizatyi and electron-metastable superelastic collisions create

t.he group of non-Maxwellian electrons. Their energy distribution

function is superimposed on the Pfaxwellian distribution of

background electrons. The resulting energy distribution is then

composed of a Maxwellian distribution characterized by temperature

Te and of a non—Maxwellian perturbation. Ingraham and Brown in

their pioneering work [20] calculated the perturbed electron

energy distribution from Boltzmann equation. The calculation has

oeen made for quasi-steady-state. i.e. they neglected the term

involving the time derivative or the distribution function in

" i



comparison with other teraa of Boltzmann equation. More precise

calculation of ihe electron energy cistribution function in

quasi-steady-state has been made by Blagoev et al. (211. They took

into account the radial variations of the density of electrons and

metastables under assumption

where <5 is the average relative Cdiaensionlesa) fraction of the

energy which an electron looses in elastic collision with a

neutral. In other words their assumption is that the free

diffusion predominates over collision loss processes. In this case

the number of electrons produced by metastable-metastable

collisions is at any time directly proportional to the probability

of their production. For the rate coeliicient ft of the reaction

describing the metastable-metastable collision they obtained

and for the rate y describing the superelastic electron-metastable

collision

are the densities of electrons created bv

-metastable and stiperelastic electron—metastable

collisions respectively. The quantities c m l
=N a n d Cei=N n

e
 c a n

be calculated for a plasma vessel with a cylindrical symmetry and

radius E according the expressions [21]
R

where n and n
hxtvt i

J. dr

Gml

dr

f JoCr^A3N*Cr>neCrJr dr

e l

I * Cr/'A>r dr
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In these expressions JQ is the zero order Bessel function.

Xt is seen from Eqs. CdJ and C3> that it is possible to

calculate the rate coefficients -y and (i prov' led that the

densities n._. and n _ are known. These densities it is possible to
MM eM

obtain from experimentally measured electron energy distribution

function.

If the assumption C4J is not fulfilled Ci.e. the frBf

diffusion cannot be considered as the major loss process of

non—Maxwellian electrons) the amount of produced electrons is not

simply at any time proportional to the probability of then

production £?9j.The theoretical investigation of electron energy

distribution function in this more general case has been made by

Tich? et al. [23]. In this work the term of Boltzmann equation

which involves the time derivative of electron energy distribution

function is taken into account. As the energy-loss processes or

non-Haxwellian electrons have been assumed the free diffusion and

also the collisions with neutrals. The procedure is based on the

solution of the Boltzmann equation in i.ie form

at W D L/T" ac I = f}N Ct>P<E) . (.7)

•here F is the electron energy distribution function; the second

term on the left-hand side represents ' *»e diffusion, the third

term expresses the influence of electron—neutral elastic

collisions. The right-hand side of the equation describes the

production of non-Maxwellian electrons due to

metastable-metastable collisions, PCeJ is the probability

representing the initial energy distribution of these electrons.

In the work I23J the probability P<c3 in the energy region
ill

< e <
ill

is expressed approximately as

PCc) % 3/2CA£3

where c^ is the electron energy at which the electrons are created

PCc) * 3/2CA£)-1 - 6 C C - C 1 )
2 X A E 3
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a)

Fig.7. Calculated tiae dependence of the perturbation to the

electron energy distribution function f̂  in Heliua. Gas pressures:

Ca3 66.B Fa, CbJ 133 Pa, (c) 2.66 Pa 1231.

Cthe probability FCeJ has its maximum). Outside this region

PCt>~0. Ffe) is normalized in such a way that.

f FCc) de = 1 .
J— CD

It is assumed that the energy distribution of non—Maxwellian

electrons represents a small perturbation f, to the Maxwellian

distribution F of background electrons :

F = FQ + f ± .

Based on Eq. (7) it i3 possible to write the following equation

for the perturbation ft t231: x/7[3^2J '*z ta>
1 ^ ^ f j e

The Eq.C8J can be salved analytically to give
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f|

t
ekt/jf »

JO

whe.*e * = E. axpCfii^Ct-<>> and ic

nunerical c ilrjulat:.ons of th«- pei-tur- -.

* ' v dx

T h e

tz. * 15 eV c.jrried iut n i'.

n T^ for He

• piesented in Y-ir,.'-'. Thesur-

r suits su gest that in :.'' si\.ei:,; o- *. pressures higher than --100

Ft the qu?3i—steady—stat .Uriel p v u.t.od in C211 does itot hold.

' hus for the estimation of tlie rate coefficieni. (i tram

i xperitnertally determirs>»tl distri i(".t.ton f. it is important to

consider both the ratio of the diffusion lifetine to the

collisional relaxation time and the influence of • he term in

Boltzma »n equation which involve:, the time ' derivative of the?

electron energy disit- ibution fuueion.

3. Determination o? rat;? coefficients from measurements

rf afterglow pi;-., ma parameters.

Ir the last chapter havf ^pen described the influence of

metautables on b; sic paiametf. of electrons in '.he afterglow

plasma. It has b ;en mei.Lioned that in order to investigate th<?

processes in aftarglo" plasma theoretically it is tiec?sBarv to

develop a model including ^ U the processes decisive in particular

experimental coniition-v. Many models like this have been cleve 1 ope-ci

by different .atnon - J SJ . On the base of a developed modial

the propert • ft. of f • '> plasma can be theoretically

of continuity and electron energy

.ate constants of the investigated

determined from the fitting of the.

2 : t fe-u'. 4-.e to those obtained experimentally. Many authors

•: •• in'.irn..j.j. investigations of afterglow plasma Co.g.

-•.M using wide range of plasma diagnostic techniques:

, ii'iiss-spectroinetric, microwave and an electrostatic probe>

it*- • The measurements have been made both in stationary a.*s

inve r igate Uy me?1

bala ice e >;•=»-...;-!* :

proc sse- - „ > t.lic

thp • 2



well as in flawing afterglow plasma.

Besides widely used described method the rate constants of

aft-argrloK jirw.-ewtes in which the metastables are involved can be

determined l>\ means of the theoretically calculated and

rapenm'lrt.al i y determined electron energy distribution fun. tion,

e.g. t2.l , 22 .21—ZT 1. The electron energy distribution function can

be ineo'jm'nri y pr-nBe technique.

It is impossible to mention in this report every experiment

and theoretical considerations which have been made for different

experimental conditions and sorts of eases. Thus we restricted

ourselves to several examples of such investigations in stationary

and in flot1 ng afterglow plasma.

A=i <J first example of an afterglow experiment we have chosen

the one by Deloche <»t al. [Ill performed in He stationary

afterglow at pressures 3-40 Torr. In this experiment five

different plasma diagnostic techniques have been applied:

liucranavp interferometer, microwave radiometer, mass spectrometer

and optical absorption and emission spectrometer. By means of this

ni^nuvtic technique have been measured the time variations of the

sii.clron. atomic and molecular ions and metastables densities

together with electron temperature and collision frequt. j'cy.

Examples of obtained results are shown in Fig.8. These

experimental results have been interpreted by a syŝ J-em of five

continuity equations together with balance equation for electron

temperature. This system of equations seems to us to be the most

complete system whic* takes into account all the processes in

afterg-low which are known up to now. The computations have been

made for later afterglow whers? Te=T . The system of equations was

then considerably simplified and the rate coefficients of

collisions involving metastabl>?R could have been determined. The

obtained results are shown in Table 1.
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Fig.8. Goapariaon of experiaenlal results obtained in He f

stationary afterglow with theoretical predictions. Dots depict the .

experiaental points.. full line theoretical calculations.

Shown tiae relaxation of: H± atonic !»etastables HeC23S3, »z

•olecwlar iietastables CZ3^>, <ne
ef*"> electron density. <v> mean

electron collision frequency. Data and theory done by Deloche et

al. [111.
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Table 1.

Kate coefficients tor mrla1.Ealilr-Tt an I whir collisions

superelastic electron-metastable collisions till.

and

HeC23S> + HeC23S)

HeC2 S) + e

-» He + e + 1S.0 eV

-* He* + e + 17.1 eV

He + e + 20.3 eV

The dimensions of rate constants given in - the Table are in

m s1O except for which is dimensionless.

l.S±0.3 0.3±0.03 3.8±O.B 2.3±1.3 1.3±0.S

Subscript 1 holds for atomic a

Molecular metastables He.,C2 2*-

tastablcj C«C2 S), subscript 2 for

The determination of density of netastables meets severe

difficulties in experiments with flowing afterglow plasma. The

optical methods mostly used for this purpose are applicable only

in cases when substa ntial luminosity is emitted from the plasma,

i.e. in cases when the low pressure arc or hollow cathode

discharge are used as a plasma source. However the radiation from

these plasma sources can also influence the plasma decay processes

in the flow tube and it is therefore necessary to eliminate the

optical path between the active source and the afterglow region.

This can be achieved by displacement of the plasma source out of

axis of the flow tube and by using the microwave local plasma

source at low to moderate power. This source gives the afterglow

plasma which is almost optically transparent and hence the optical

measurements are limited by sensitivity of the set—up in ume. In

the paper C18J an attempt is made to develop a method for

determination of metastable atoms density and its time variations

in Ar flawing afterglow plasma by means of Langmuir probe
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me.K, -w »nts. This methoi is base. on the measurements of thp

e . ro» density and s ectron emperature decay by means of

', i ouir probe. It. is be 7ed on tte fact. that, the electron dr.n̂ it.y

... • u'ated from the set. af 3 con'-inuity Cbalance) equations for

i < lit. and Molecular io s and atonic nietastables strongly dG>f>. rid'.

. r «,he density of metas .ables. (.Because or low pressure T-ar>£e in

.; • "low tube in use fcl.*> molecular metastabies Ar2 were not. taker,

i to account. > T*»e measured time evolution of electron temperature1

. uU'lied from probe mea^urenents was also used in theoretical

jalc Jlations. The best ' it of the calculated time evolution of t-lif

electron density to thf: experimentally determiner! one allows to

estimate the initial va'.ue of the density of netastables >s welt

as ;ts time variation.

The theoretical roc'el is based on the processes t-iven m

Tab e 2.

The best fit of the calculated time evolution of el&r.Lran

density to the experimental one torether with the correspond!!)/;

calculated line eve ut.ion or the density or Ar atomic metastatilefj

if shown in Fie.9.

The disadvan' igi' of the described methods consists in Liu-;

1 act •f.Îat the imp irities can have a significant influence on

tiehav.-'.our of thi afterglow The role of impurities is often

enhanced due to their ionizatior. and excitation from
r

ietas* istal-'ps if rare gas. W^atch et al. [28] studied the

pXr -ia in He-Ar mixture. Before filling the gas

tut- ach gas was separately cataphoretically purified.

TIIP fir.' !• ing of the gas in the discharge 1,ufve was achieved

by «olybdr?nu Miin layer created on the discharge tube Kail by

sputtering o '• he molybdenum electrode. The metastables also have

influence or; he optical impurity analysis [20].

As it has been mentioned earlier it is possible to determine

the rate constants or reactions in which metaMtables an? involved
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Table 2.

The rate coefficients and. 01 ->r parawlen which are take* into

account in tht «odcl o£ Ar flowing afterglow at pressures 10-13O

Pa dev*>loi?r-d in il.%1.

Pro Kale coefficient and parameters

1. Radmtjvr electron-ion recombination

2. Di»-->r:ativf. ;;i)-eErofl'i'>n ircorabinnfion

A r / - • ( • •*£*» -^-f Ar + Ar <%0 --

.U2+ Ar* + Ar .>„.

= 9.1 y 10-" dVTg>-M ' m V

= 0.2 «o ^ n r P •= 80 Pa

3. Arf to Ar,* muvereiot

Ar* + Ar + Ar ^-» Ar,* + Ar t , = 2.1 x 10-" m*a-'

4. Mutual co'lisiona of Ar+ fttome

Ar+ + Ar+ — V ̂ + <ir+ + Ar + c 6 = (I " t 0.2) X 10-" m V

^-> Ar,+ + c •), =a 0.90

3. t'dJisionfl of Ar* H-itll "|.?ctrotiM

.Ar* - <• ^-* •> h Ar' - E, Kia

— -̂* c ^- Ar T- £ a ^T55

6. AT* to Ar,* cnru-t-rsion

Ar* + Ar + Ar ̂ -* Ar,* J- Ar K, =

7. Free diffusion of Ar* in Ar D, , -

». Ambipol.ir diff.cicn of
Ar1" and Ar,4 in Ar ^ ' j*4

9. Neutral particle** density

10. Ghtraoteri9tic diffusion longth

'4.5 ± 1.5) X 10-" m's-';

Te ~ in.3 -f- I) cV

! U t «-S) ^ 10-" mV1: Te ~ Tg
(8.5 ± 3) x 10- '» i rV; 7"e~300K

(4 ± 0.8) X 10-" m»9-'

1.7 >.' !0-«IB*S- J

;i = 0.72 Pa m's"'-

• p = 0.75 Pa rn's-1 for 300 K

-p = 0.89 Pa m's-> ior Te » :)00 K

13.3 X 10" m-> forp = 65 Pa

1.26 X l0-«ma

rrora the me^sure>d variations at • 10 electron energy distribution

funrtion. The method consists in separatinj the part of the

slertran energy distribution function which corresponds to

non-Maxwellian electrons created by metastable-Metas.tble and

f-'lE?.-tron-n><?t,antable r.allieianJ from the part corresponding to

Maxwellian bar-ksround electrons. Theories of computations of rate
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M(f-

1-10 -1-10"

Fig.9. Hie best fit. . of the calculated evolution of

density Ne Cfull line) to the experimental one Cdots) for

electron

initial

metastable atoms density Kg a3.4.10 m and corresponding

calculated evolution of the metastable atoms density »s. Ar

flowing afterglow plasma at pressure SB Pa.

coefficients of these processes from the amount of non-Maxwellian

electrons are described in previous chapter. Kolokolov and his

co-workers in their series of articles, e.g. (24-271, determined

the rate constants for neiastable-metastable and superel^astic

electron-mctastable collisions in rare eases. The measurements

have been made in stationary afterglow and the probe technique

with high time resolution has been used for determination of the
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electron energy dist.ribut.ion function. Example or obtained results

is shown in Fie.10. Examples of determined rate constants for

several rare gases are shown in Table 3. It is important, to notice

that Tor the theoretical model Blagoev et al. 1213 assumed that

the diffusion to the wall eoverns the loss of the non-Maxwellian

¥
Vi'%.10. !'!>.(? experimental if dciereined electron energy distribution

function FCEJ (full line) and the same corrected by leans of

so-called apparatus function which takes into account that the

determination of the second derivative of probe characteristic is

perforned over finite energy interval Cdashed line). Xe afterglow

plasaa, pressure 0.2 Torr, afterglow tiae 3B0 fjs [211.

electrons and that this approximation should be used only for low

pi-essure plasma. This is the opo&ite to the theory developed by

Pcloche et si. Ill] which apume-cl the collisions as a main loss

process of these electrons and which is valid for high pressure

plasma.
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T-./"le 3.

Tke rate constants Crienoted as /3—> f o r

• t e t a s i - a b l e - a e t a s t a b l e c> - I ' i o r - s 124-271.

several

T^/EmmV

&(!** Ae(2'X)
******

Saith et al. C291 shown -that in Helium flowing afterglow
i

become a source at'plasaa the Penning ionization may become a source.'

non-Nax«ellian electrons if a small amount of reactaut gas x.-s

added to the flow-tube. The investigation of such group of

electrons produced by Pennine i.onization by means of theoretical

and experimental investigations of electron energy distributiun

function has been made by STicha et al. [311. They assumed the tim<?

dependence of the metastables N and of the reactant jas n»:

N*Cti =

• nRCO>fRCt>

where N CO) and rigi.0) are the densities of metastables and oV

reactant gas at the point of titration.

By solvins the Boltzmann equation they obtained for the tim<?
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variations of the non—Maxwellian electron group n created by

Penning icmization the expression:

•there

and P_ are the probabilities that an electron is created at

energy r due to Penning ionization and metastable-metastable

collision respectively, 0 is the rate coeficie t or the

tnetastablc-metastable collision, T @ is the relaxation time of

electrons r<ue to electron—electron collisions.

The first term on the right hand side expresses the number of

electrons; due to Penning ionization, the energy of which is s. The

second term represents the variation or the density of electrons

the energy of which is e due to ntetastable-metastable collisions

and the third term describes its change due to electron—electron

collisions.

The experiment has been carried out in Ar flowing afterglow

plasma. As a reactant gas was chosen the ethylalcohol.. The

reactant gas flow-rate was three orders of magnitude smaller than

that of the Ar buffer gas so that the ractant gas represented only

a small perturbation. The variations of experimentally determined

electron energy distribution function along the flow-tube are

shown in Fig.11.

The results obtained in paper (311 together with the results
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Fig.tl. The variation of the electron energy distribution function

in flowing afterglow plasaa. Full line - Mixture Ar and saall

flow-rate of ethylalcohol at pressure HH Pa, dashed line - pure Ar

afterglow plasaa [311.

received in 1173 indicate that the flowing afterglow experimental

set-up together with Langmuir probe technique can be a useful tool

for investigations of reactions of metastable excited particles

with neutrals.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC PLASMA LAUNCHERS

Maloch J . ; Kulhanek P . ; Pichal J.

ABSTRACT

The present state of development of electromagnetic

plasma launchers is treated in this paper. The Lorentz force

accelerates a plasma cluster between two rail electrodes. A

solid body is pushed by this cluster and accelerated to

considerable velocities. Electrodynaraic thetjry of these

accelerators, their construction, energy sources, phenomena

lowering their efficiency and expected future deve nent

are discussed in the paper.

4 I. INTRODUCTION

The research of shock waves and tubes had been connected

in the late f i f t ies with the idea of plasma acceleration by

means of electromagnetic forces. First systems based on this

idea [1,2,3] enabled the plasma cluster to be accelerated to
4 -1the velocities of the order 10 ms , but their construction

principles were fundamentally modified in the last 30 years.

Today's accelerating systems differ, e.g. in energy

supply (condenser battery, homopolar generator, chemical

sources), electrode geometry (coax-1 1, plane), working

pressure, working gas f i l l ing, discharge ignition, material

of electrodes, course of acceleration etc. The field of

plasma accelerator applications is also very extensive -

e.g. thin film deposition, reactive engines for space
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rockets, studies of plasma flow dynamics and electromagnetic

launchers.

The electromagnetic launchers (EML) have been intensively

studied in the last decade. Applications were found

especially in experimental apparatuses, mill tar., technology

and space transportation. EML are modified plasma

accelerators, where the plasma cluster pushes the solid body

in front of itself due to the Lorentz force. It is txpected,

that the values of EML parameters (e.g. muzzle velocity,

solid body kinetic energy) exceeds those of apparatuses

accelerating the solid body by means of chemical energy. To

reach this it is necessary to develope the electromagnetic

energy sources with energy density higher than chemical

rocket, fuel ones.

plasma body

Fig. 1.: Plasma accelerator launcher schema
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I I . ELECTROMAGNETIC LAUNCHERS WORKING UNDER ATMOSPHERIC

PRESSURE

Figure 1 shows a principal scheme of EML. The switches SI

(spark-gap, ignitron) and S3 are switched on after charging

of condenser battery, the current passes through the circuit

and the electrical energy concentrates in inductor L till
o

the current reaches its maximum value. At this moment the

crowbar S2 is switched on and S3 is disconnected. The

current then passes through the electrodes and plasma

cluster and the magnetic field appears between the

electrodes.

The switch S3 is usually made of a thin foil or â  wire

placed in the rear of EML's body and fitted to vaporize at

the moment of ma>d.mum current. Plasma created by this

explosion forms the plasma cluster pushing the accelerated

solid body.

There can be significant differences between individual

EML systems e.g. the plasma is produced in another way,

the switch S3 is not used or is replaced by a small

auxiliary coaxial accelei -or. etc.

It is also possible to accelerate the solid body by means

of metal armature instead of the plasma cluster. The main

advantages of the plasma cluster are as follows:

a) small mass (the plasma is accelerated together with the

solid body),

b> very good contact with the electrodes,

c) good electrical conductivity in high temperature range.
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Plasma cluster is positioned between the magnetic field

and the accelerated solid body. Very important parameter of

the acceleration is the value of the plasma pressure during

the initial phase of the motion, when the magnetic field

intensity is low. To decrease the plasma leakage the

accelerated body i s sealed by closing the EML's rear and

sides by insulating material. The pressure of the created

plasma can be increased in this way.

III. ELECTRODYNAMICAL MODEL OF THE ACCELERATION PROCESS

The dynamics of the plasma cluster and solid body

acceleration i s usually described by means of one point

electrodynamical model Cl-ED model). In this model the

plasma cluster i s replaced by a point liable to the Lorentz

force. The cluster position and the charge passed through

the cluster are used as the generalized coordinates

qt = xCt) (1)

t

q_, = Q(t) = / ICt)dt <2>

O

The electric circuit equation and the equation of one

point cluster motion are the basic equations of the model. t

Supposing the linear increase of inductance and accelerator •/

resistance with the cluster x-position in the accelerator, V-'

the resulting inductance and circuit resistance have a form

L(x) = L + L. x
° X C3>

RCx) = R + R. X + R
o 1 p
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where Rp is the plasma resistance, L Q > R Q are the circuit

inductance and resistance, respectively. L ,R are the

inductance and resistance per lenght unit of the

accelerator, respectively. Lorentz force applied on the

cluster can be expressed in a form of the magnetic field

energy gradient

F -
L s sx J - a 4 1

The equation of cluster motion is therefore

d_
dt

x(O)=O

x<O)=v
C5)

where the electric current I has bee?n expressed from eq. C2)

in terms of generalized coordinate Q; m is the accelerated

mass of the body, n is the rnass of the plasma.

Electric circuit equation describes the current pulse

shape. The two comnionly used limit cases are

~ j LfxJQ 1 + RCx)Qd
dt

Q
C

QCO>=O

QCO)=O

d
dt

£• I LCx>Q J + R<x)Q = U Q QCO)=0
C6b)

Equation C6a) corresponds to capacitive energy source

(condenser battery), eq. C6b> corresponds to the inductive

energy source (inductor) with initial current value I .

The equations (5, 6> form the simplest version of 1-ED

model. Better description of the process can be achieved by

adding further terms to this system of ordinary differential

f*nti,*it.inn*; [ 4 . 5. S3. ^ ._.,.
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One point electrodynamical model can be also formulated

by means of variational principle. Some results are:

the Lagrange function

the Rayleigh dissipative function

F = |

the 1-ED model equations of motion

d_ SL _ dL
dt dx dx

d
dt 3Q~

the generalized momenta

dx

the energetic balance equation

t

C9>

(1O)

(11)

(12)

= const (13)

The last equation yields after substitution from eqs. <7,e>

| m*2 + | QUO
Rl2dt = const .
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Detailed derivation of results presented above cam be

found in £7J. Varionational formulation. especially of

Hamilton equations, i s advantageous for phase trajectory

calculations £63.

Often the si tuat ion ar ises , when the feedback between

accelerating process and current course i s minimal. This

situation occurs under following conditions:

a) whole system resistance i s approximately constant

R == RQ+ R ; Rĵ x « R for x e <0,l> , (IS)

b) whole system inductance changes are negligible

L = Lo ' L l * * Lo for x e <O,1> , • (16) '

c) the condition

L, v « R + P. (17)
1 op

is fulfilled.

The condition (17) is obtained immediately from the eq.

(6a) after differentiation of the first term:

LQ + L vQ + RQ + ~ - = UQ e. i . (18)
o

LQ + (L, v+RJQ + £r- = U . (19) j
O ° j

f.
If the values Q(t) and Q(t) do not depend on the i

i
character of the accelerating process, ( i . e . on the value of

v ( t ) ) , the condition L.v « R (equivalent to that in eq.

(17)) i s valid. The same procedure could be applied to the

eq. (6b>.
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If the conditions (17), (18), C19) are valid, the current

pulse snaps depends on the circuit equation only. The

velocity of the solid body then results from the cluster

notion equation (5):

.Ji r
2 (Tn **• m ) Io n J

C2O)
o "p'

0

The equation (20) corresponds to the idealized 1-ED model

(i.e. the ablation of the electrodes, the friction

processes, the plasma losses, etc., are not considered).

However, the substantial relationship is preserved - the

velocity of the solid body depends on the value of the

parameter L. and on the integral

t

A(t) = J I2dt , (21)

which the authors mostly call the action, since it is

proportional to the action correspoding to the generalized

coordinate Q (under assumptions (IS) - (1?)):

t t t

S = f p^dQ = f LIdQ = L f ISdt . (22)

O 0 0

Let us discuss some consequences of the solution of the

equation (30) now. The velocity of the solid body does not

depend on the polarity of the current but on the current

pulse shape only. If the current in the accelerator circuit

is constant, the L. value is given by the static limit and

the current then passes through the whole cross-section of

the electrodes. This situation occurs during experiment a),

measuring of Lj, , when the constant current is applied to the
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accelerator i s

short-circuited. Therefore the inductance L is

where 1 is the accelerator length, L is the measured

inductance and index s indicates the static limit. For

typical accelerator set-up the value of inductance L is
to;

Lt S CO. 5 * O. 55) tM/m. < a 4 )

On the contrary, the a l ternat ing current passes along the

eA.ectrode surface (skin e f f e c t ) and the high—frequency l i m i t

occurs. This l imi t i s lower than the s t a t i c one:

0. 3 juHVm (25)

the index HF indicates the high-fr quency limit. '

In the case of simple currant pulse, the skin effect

occurs in vicinity of the cluster and depending on

increasing distance from the cluster-electrode contact the

current flow penetrates into the electrode; the penetration

depth is given by

(26)

where S is the electrode specific r ;istance and t is the

t ne of current existence in the considered point of the

electrode. The real value of L. l ies between the static and

the- high-frequency limit. It i s obvious to use the

arithmetic mean for velocity estimate:
<•> CKF>

4 = (27)
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Tha effective- value of L^ can be estimated from the outlet

velocity v r , ..te ac.-elpration time \ f and the current ICt):

2 C m + rn > C v\ - v )
^ _ o p f o

i * ~ d t

In the case •-.;'• L̂  __ .r » Lj , the maximum theoreti -al velocity

was obtain <i. Low-.t • '• ues of L-leff are caused by the losses

(e.g. the olasna 1 >- -r, friction etc.).

IV. TWO-STAGE ACCELERATOR

The two-stage accelerator (the combination of the

exploding wi. e/foil accelerator and the classical

par allel-piate accelerator) seems to be very promising. The

plasma cluster is c -eated in the f irst stage by the wire

explosion. This elir^e;- pushes the accelerated body of the

j mass m . At the mor. •; when the cluster ?nd solid body enter

the second stage new di^ctmrge is initiated and the ;

cluster and body a: -. further accelerated by electromagnetic ;.

forces created by :,,• discharc;^ current. i;

The fii--st-st,agt̂  itlet/sef..-!.-i stage initial velocity V Q l-

can be derived frr. eq. <K which involves the pressure

force caii;,i.>_! by wir=.' -JXylosi.; ...et us denote V the initial >

o

volume ai t (.3 ; i r ? . ' . >;). ag» ch. • . Volume V i n c r e a s e s d u r i n g

t h e s o l i d a; :y mot-1.7 ••
'•;' \ V(x) = V + Sx , (29)
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where S is the f irst stage inner cross-section. The

assumption of ths polytropic behaviour of the plasma

CpV -const.) helps us avoid problems related with unknown

temperature changes. The equation C5) can be rewritten

ar [ Cmo+ V * ]
P S

o
(30)

For example i f y=l the outlet ve loc i ty solution i s :

^ '"('* VJ ] (31 >

where 1. denotes the length of the first stage. The modified

equation (5) for the second stage has the form:

I2

at [< V V v 3 - -r- - bv"
The second term on the right-hand . side of eq. (33)

represents momentum losses due to the friction between

plasma and electrodes.

Further assuming

Id) = 1 e sin(cot) (33)

LoCo

2 2 ,2
OS = CO - Oo

o

o

(34)
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The equation of the solid body motion takes the form

dv
dt . m )o p

(m +m )o p
(35)

or formally

• / o p
v2 |dt . (36)

where <p i s the current phase shift in the moment of the

solid body entry to the second stage.

[m/$]

800

400

<P0=Jt/4

R = 0.001

0 T 2T

Fig. 2.: Velocity dependence for two-stage plasma accelerator

from table 1.
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The numerical solution of eq. (36) for accelerator

>arameters from table I is on tha fig. 2.

- The two-stage accelerator parameters

stage

, st .1 stage

2 n d stage

C o

taOfjF

5700AIF

U o

8 kV

a kv

accelerator

1ength

4SO mm'

4OO mm

wire

parameters

0 O. O8 mm
1 2.5 cm

none

accelerator cross-section area: 36 mm

solid body mass: lg .

V. THE ACCELERATION PROCESS EFFICENCY AND POSSIBILITIES OF

ITS INCREASE

The efficiency of the accelerator described above i s very

small. The solid body kinetic energy obtained during

accelerating process represents only a few per cent of the

energy deli ver ed.

Some possibil it ies of the efficiency increase of the

electrical-mechanic energy transfer in parallel plate

accelerator will be described in this section.

AC_and_DC_systems

From eqs. (5.2O) i t i s evident that the solid body i s

accelerated s t i l l in the same direction independently on the

passing current polarity. It may seem insubstantional

whether one current pulse passes in one direction (direct
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current - DC system) or the current is formed by harmonic

damped pulse with LC circuit characteristic frequency

Calterna ing current - AC system), see fig.3. However, the

reality is contradictory. In the DC system the efficiency of

energy transfer is remarkably better then in AC one. The

reasons for this are:

1) the electrode inductivity value per unit length in the DC

system is closer to the static limit, while its value in

the AC system is closer to the high-frequency limit,

2) the value of the integral (23 > determining the outlet

velocity value is higher for functions with constant

polarity.

Therefore it is useful 'to design the accelerators and

outer circuits to enable the solid body acceleration during

one current pulse.

The current pulse shape is one of the factors which have

substantial influence on the acceleration process

efficiency. It directly determinates the value of the

integral C21 ) and thus the outlet velocity, too. Hence the

discharge current should be kept constant. In the simple

accelerator from fig. 1, however, it is impossible to fulfil

this requirement.

This problem is solved in an interesting way in

Distributed Current Feed CDCF) systems C81. The accelerator

is fed by several power sources connected to the rear.
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Sources are either triggered with delays, or they have

different L»C parameters. These modifications ensure the

suitable current shape form.

Another way of -urrent pulse shaping is used in

Distributed Energy Store CDES) systems [9,101. Several

independent condenser batteries are connected to t. *

electrodes in regular distances (fig. 4). The pulse shape is

formed by succesive connecting of the batteries. If the

solid body is far from the rear of the accelerator, the

early connected batteries do not contribute to the total

current. To secure that the curitent passes through the

plasma cluster only (not through the earlier connected

energy segments) it is necessar • to insert diode in every

condenser battery circuit. The Joule's heat losses in

electrodes and energy losses on magnetic field volume energy

are minimalized in DES systems, where the current passes

through a part of the electrode only.

Ftg. 3. : DC and AC system difference
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Fig. 4. : Distributed Energy Store (E"~S) system

j

The electrode erosion caused by plasma movement through

the accelerator is an uneiesired side-effect, of the plasma

acceleration. This erosion occurs especially during the

first phase of the cluster movement, when the contact

between plasma and the electrodes lasts longer due to zero

initial velocity. The use of the segmented accelerator

system is therefore very useful as only the first stage of

the accelerator is damaged in this system.

The material evaporated during the electrode erosion

joins the plasma cluster. ihs cluster mass increases with

the time

m - m < t)
P P

<37)

and thus tha decelerating force arises. Because of its

substantial influence on the acceleration process it must be

included in the <sq. (GO:

( m + m ) x = p L . Q - " •k . i 38)

Exper iments Cl lJ proved t h a t

dm a S lOg/MJ

d t
C33)

U 200 V



holds for the accelerator with copper electrodes, where : .

represents the potential drop along the plasma clu- '.er. j

is assumed. that similar relation is valid for every

accelerator of this type. The ablation of the insulating

material is included in eq. (39), too. Trie accelerating

process terminates at the moment, when decelerating force

equals tru? sicce! erating one in eq. <"?8). Using the data of

r ! 1 ] • i ho iBxiiKiii velocity condition is

v^ , , >- ;.0S I In/s ; A] . (40)

This Far ior-r ' s limit lie] is independent on the amount of

the mass being accelerated and i t i s influenced by the

accelerator parameters only. If the velocity reaches this

'.iv.it , it -;ar-.not oc increased b solid body mass reduction.

The only v.v<ys tc raist? '.he velocity are to increase the

ciirrent. to use higher quality electrodes, to change the

accelerator pararceters, or to add further stages. The value

of coefficient r< i rr?q. 3? > expressing the evaporated material

m̂i—s strongly depends on the type of electrode material. The

c-firiBiicy of eniir gy transfer i be increased up to tens of

nfi cent ':'- 4T°,: via suitable current pulse shaping.

P:'I'~-.UV6 projectile^ pac'-ing and using hi 3.i quality vat ?r i al

for electrodes and insulators.

The plasmalossa1;

The solid body acceleration channel construction should

prevent the plasma blowby (see fig.5). The danger of this

effect l ies in i t ' s allowing the discharge igr.itton ahead of

the solid body. Let. us denote the solid body real

cross-sect! o i as S -LS iS is the channel cross section, AS
o o

' r>~ r u r f r-: ••? o f l e a k a g e a r e * ) . The1 !• -is c a u s e s :
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a) t !.e ;.ccfc-ler̂  -,.-. ressure force decrease dL-e to the

i Te tive s .j t dy surface reduction

fc>> p-1 sma or^'-'urs reduction due to the plasma losses

t ' ouoh thf* "S >.:r .*•*.•:.• e AS

c t « .Hsc.i-a: C(E" c u r r e n t e f f e c t i v e va lue decrease caused

v / p a r t -A '.he c u r r e n t pa s s ing i n f r o n t of t h e body.

rrn

NCI I [21]

JEQ-

TED

£ '• \

I I

TEIJ

HCU[21]

JEL

UNI [22]

•±j r,. :

<
*a >

y

TED UJT
UNI [12]

l r M M d o t t , ? e l t r i s . u l a t c l r s



These effects sufficiently reduce acceleration force,

depending on the power of ,;ie surface of the leaV-age area

and *. hr= L effective value:

A S ) 2

s 4

The plasma 1 o^sss can be mi niraal ized by s u i t a b l e shape of

:.:-!=.- r,:jlia tody r«-sr p-srt ' s e e f i g . EJ. The space between the

f= X r-'c1. ~ ̂ -d—'c anc *. h*= body i s sea led by s o l i d bc-'*y extens ion

'•"•.I.- '. r,.:-r (JfTriC4 •••

i"'.ir Lhei el"ir~:ts reducing the acce l era t ing process

• • ' f f i c i rncy .ire the f r i c t i o n of the s o l i d body and

^!i':tri .d?3. hea t l o s s e s an.- 1-. -3es on the magnetic f i e l d

v.;1. 'iV1--- £>~*?ray Tb.t? .-•>] ̂ "t r omaonet i c force a l so ac t s c

' h<: eiprtrrries :.nri ;i(. h?r accelerator parts. "~-e whole

r.: .?ler3 ' .ci i ':h.5 ••.ri'::i !-5 r : :.e t e p e r f e c t l y g a t h e r e d and b u i l t

f r '̂; h >-'' i'. -i1 '•>.: -* ' ' •' ' . r r,---,\. cr i - I s - ons i d e r I ng h L gh

; " : - • • • : . - • - :'••/<.-'. \ : : • ! . . • - ' • . . - • • • - I F » 1 : « i r i ' i T i ; • ] . • > ! • n t i - 1 i-:-r l a i s t e n s

-.! ••. • := i i - ' ; • • • " ' : M-V! r , r . " ; • ••:•••.:• • - . • • ; : • • * : I. I j r i ~ i r e p c ' a i i S l e . r r a c k s

i - . . / - • ; . - - I T ' , « ? i u 1 . 1 r : . . ' r u - v s - i ^ r - • • • ' M i a * J J ~ t h ; > n

P L A S M A ^ * ) PROJECTILE



VI. THE PRESENT STATE

Today launchers based on the parallel plate accelerator

principle are working in laboratories at present. They can

be divided into two groups:

1) small accelerators - length < lm, solid body mass < lg .

channel inner cross-section % 1 cm .

2) big accelerators - length up to several meters, solid

body mass ^ 1O g , channel inner cross section > 1 cm .

I t i s very interest ing that for big accelerators higher

efficiency i s observed (higher value of L l e f f>- The mostly

used energy sources are homopolar generators and condenser

batteries. The homopolar generator I'HPG) i s a metal disc

rotating in the magnetic field. The voltage generated

between the centre and the outer perimeter of the disc ir-

rather low and a low-resistance inductor has to be inserted

between the accelerator and HPG.

A typical HPG is used in RARDE CRoy .̂ Arrr.arr.r-nt Re^er.rcr.

and Development Establishment. Great Brits.::-. . T'.s

parameters: energy 6.7 M.T. voltage? 50V, peril, currer : ~C-", 'V

[13,173.

At present time f'irli-T:- big HPG has been --.aplet^d in

CEM-UT (Centrum for Electromechanics at the University of

Texas, USA). This HPG consists of s ix HPGs. every with

energy 10 MJ, voltage ICC V and peak current 1 MA. The

discharge can be repeated every five rrinutr?s. The segmented

F-IPG construction i s useful for sat revive discharge iqni i icn

and better current shaping. Tho HPG parameters can be al--o

influenced by parallel or ser ial connection of the "PC;

segments: parallel B MA, 110 V; ser ia l - 1.5 MA, ££C



Using th is HPG in connection with 25 m long accel sr at or , tt-e

1 g mass body may be accelerated to the velocity 50 km/a

(182.

Second commonly used energy sources are the condense-

bat ter ies . One of the biggest i s in LLNL (Lawrence Liv<=rrnor©

National Laboratory, USA) with nominal capacity 50 mF,

volt-igp 5 VV and energy £25 kJ. This condenser battery

enabled the acceleration of 1 g project i le in vacuum up to

the velocity 6.6 km's ( i n i t i a l velocity 1.5 km/s [12]).

Probably the biggest condenser bat tery i s ins ta l led in

Mn:-r*iell Laboratories in USA. The bat tery consists of 5

aiiniH ba t t e r i e s , wvpry with capac :>y 1033 MF, voltage 44 kv

and accumulated energy 1 MJ, i . e . total energy is S MJ f.143.

Let us describe some recent accelerators and their

parameters: foxas: Atomic Energy Research Foundation, USA,

^ or, sti-acted in 1.784 th" DCS system consisting of 10

o-jrii-te-Ti-ser ba t t e r i e s , each * ; t.h vol t a i e 1 "J VV and energy ECfcJ

.: '. • ^:^:i^i:^: ?urrs'if r̂ C"1 ".A. Thî  constant current pul ^e of

.} •• ••'-.'.'-r: '••". '•-=• f 3 r C - : - 4 " ' . ? t A s •.,•-:- ->t>* s j r.-?rj i n t h e a c ~ e i > v r a t o r

•'". f.-.-i . " .h •: in'' b y mijv.-iris. r>l' t h " . •: e n e r g y ? , o : . ' r - t ? : , ' t i n T o n e - o f

t hrj condenser battt=r L <=S th>? discharge ii'jraUo:i would be

i"0 )i; or.Iy. Th'? prcjor:!. j 1 •=• c-f 1 g ir.ass was accelera ted m

vacuuT. to 10 V i ' 5 . ! p. ?-LI i to 3 l-m ŝ C3]. LTV Auro^pacr and

Defpnco C-jvpany, USA. d?s i nr»d other DES system with 5

sec t ions (130 <J. 300 kA. ea ;h i . The length of the

acce le ra to r i3 3. V m and i t acce le ra tes the bodies of

?;-:v«r.-ii gramme nasses to velocit ie-s of some km/s. [101.
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Oie of the roost successful experiments drecribed in the

.literature i s HIMASS real ized i ri Los Alamos National

Laboratory. USA. In the parallel plate accelerator •: 1 c-r.--t.ri

5m. channel i n.isr clismetc*- 10 cn\'> the SOC g body was -jr.o?-

the atmospheric pressure accelerated to the velocity 1 * • -

The value of th= currpn'. passing through tb« "iu. <=r . >•.=

3 + 4 MA £ 1 5 ) .

f u r t h e r e x c e l l e n t . -;;jicf>-,5 p r o j - = r - ; ~. CMACV. r f - ' o i ; - ( - : ..

Westi nghouse Electric Car per a* i an. USA. Tf:'.- iSCg i.-r."iy •y.r

arcelpra'ed up v. J the ve loc i ty 2.Sk-n.-s. The- HPG with on-=r-j.'

3 0 M.J a n d p e a k c u r r e n t 1 . 5 MA j a s i i ^ e d [ 1 9 ) S c j m o -:" p r i : • - - : . '

a c c e l e r a t o r s h a v e = i l r e s r i v ( h e - l ? r - j t h rtb-D.-.i' ' " ^ in r . - " ]

VII. CONCLUSION

A t p r e s e n t t h e r e s r e t y p i c a l p a r a l l p ! p l a t . - . - -j •..-.-.?-1 .•• -. • •.-••-

o f t h e l e n g t h of s a v e r a - ' i - . - -L .p r s - p n e r n y r o u r c t " . : •':•-• I :

c u r r e n t p u l s e 1 0 - . -1C' : A . ; * . : . >..:• • ..t. , e n s - - p r . . , .

Gramme m a s s b o d i t ? . j c a r ; •-• . • ; -.--; .^: -.; f r^:' -.;;- ^ : •-

o f s e v e r a l H l o r a ° t e r - : p.? ,• : -. ; .... ,-.-.- •..

p r o j e c t s f i T - .7i-~::t=>\=*r~.'. . - . -,i • . • -

t of T.- • : • . . - - .

V: ir>.

b o d y ( e f f e c t i v e \jc-ij':.

w / i m ' j r s o v r r lofjr. 1 '•'.'•'

p r c p ' j l s i or. fc?n:.\i i r.r. I :

;;11--.ws t h f ho-.;-- pla .-r . ..

/• . "• . FT i 1 a r ["V • -;•••• • ' i=»i-i ; -

Cross =,-,-• » i ,. - - . : | p - ) l • r . . |

; j '

; h r ! • • • . • ; • .
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The main advantage of these projects is the possibility

of discharge repetition. One supposes, that up to 8 bodies

would be ser.t into a low earth orbit every day by means of

the parallel plate accelerator. It can be very helpful for

th<- construction of space stations in the orbit. The

re*'. i::atic: c-f t lifss projects should be after the year 2020.
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TIME BPRWIOUR OF LIGHT EMISSION AND PRESSURE IN ETCH REACTOR

J. Trnovec. i. KoSin^r, M. Zahoran. V. Mart_-;ovit§*

Plasma Physics Department, Comenius University, Bratislava

Institute of Physics and Biophysics, Comenius University,

Bratislava

1. Introduction

In spite of the widespread application of a plasma generated

in rf discharge, the effective methods for the direct study of

the plaama - surface interaction ("in situ" measurements) have

not been yet available- This is causpH mainly by a complex cha-

racter of these processes. However, the change of the surface

state, due to a contact with plasma, may be registered through

macroscopic parameters of the plasma measured during interaction.

It is known that, light emission and gas pressure undergo changes

durinr? plasma etching of thin layers in the etch reactor.

Emission spentroscopy is often used for the determination of

the time, jn which the etching io to be stopped fend-point detec-

tion^. Nevertheless, an analysis of the time dependence of the Al

iin-i Intensities generated at the Al etching shows the following

rtiasftf: initiation period, etching of whole Al surface, clearing

and ovfirtimn- Time behaviour of the plasma emission can be in-

fluenced not only by chemical interaction but also by the physi-

cal processes (adsorption, desorption, surface recombination of

radicals).

Several years ago, we uaed the electric sifinal from a capa-

citance manometer to the adaptive automatization of a plasmache-

ininai etching of polycryslailine silicon [11. In the reactor

which gives reproducible etch results, pressure senzors MKS Bara-

tron offer electric signals with a standard shape. In present

pappr wo will attempt to interpretate the time behaviour of the

total pas pressure.
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2. Time behaviour of the plasma emission in the etch reactor

2.1. Time dependences of plasma emission after ignition of

rf discharge

Stability of emission from rf plasma discharge excited at

3B0 kHz has been investigated in a laboratory etr": reactor

(Fig. 1), when no wafer was present. Great differences were ob-
UOkHl *

K 100

I * A
SPM2

IX} o

HFC

NFC

Hi

F i g . l Experimental apparatus for study of the time beha-
viour of the light emission (MFC - mass f}ow con-
troller, P - Pirani vacuummeter, KP - rotary pump,
Q - quartz bar, SPM2+PM - monochromator with photo-
multiplier, K 100 - recorder. Q - quartz bar.
LNg - liquid nitrogen trap)

served in the time behaviour of the various spectx-al lines, mo-

lecular bands and continuum after rf discharge ignition at a

fixed gas flow of CC1. T2]. The lines of actino-neter helixim

showed no time dependence (Fig. 2). It means that renditions for

excitation of He atoms and other excitation processor. v;itr: 'ni?-'n

threshold energy did not change rfith the time. When r.o varjir.ion

in excitation conditions occurs, spectrally resolved ^mip^ion in-

tensities are proportionaj to the number densities of pprfirlw

in the plasma C3-51. Intfinsif.v of CC1 band (A2A > X''n) in our

experiments changes weakly in the time. Dominant excitation prc-
2

cess for A A state of CC1 is dissociative excitation [61

e + CC1, CCl(A^A) + Cl, ci

and therefore intensity of CO} band is t. measure for

<• 1 )

density of

Oj

molecules. Time behaviour of optical, emission from Cl. Cl ,

g species and continuum sre similar. A jump in these intene.i-

tif-s after ignition of the rf discharge is caused by volume pro-

cesses. After the ,}ump the intensities begin to incniaB? slowly

fror initial value- I to the saturated value I . wnjch exceeds ao «
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sccm CCI,

Q 10 30 50 70 90 t : s.:

Fig.2 Time behaviour of optical t gnal from
Cl , Cl, CCI, He, Al as well as corres-
ponding continuum

value of I approximately by 50%. T a slow intensity increase is

probably controlled by gradual rise of intermediate products

which are necessary to production of Cl, Cl , Clg and other par-

ticles in excit3d states f2].

More detail study of the time behaviour was carried out for

spectrally well resolved line of Cl at wavelength X = 521.8 nm.

In i nla.-sma excited at frequencies lower than 1 MF2, an appea-

rence of the C.l+ ions in excited states is mainlv caused by high

«.v,ervTv elfiftrons through following reaction [7]

e -> Cl,, > (Cl+)'* + Cl i- fie (2l

with threshold eneresv 35 ev. The slow increase of Cl line inten-

sity is then caused by an increase of Cl? concentration. Tho na-

ture of the slow processes we will discuss further.

2.2. Effect of the surface processes on kinetics in CCl^ plasma

Assuming ths- the increase of Ct emission is mainly affected

V• th~ increase of the Ci 2 concentration, a simple continuity

equation for Ci9 density can be written

dn - K - "
dt T

( 3 )

whore K is the source tor-m for Cl,-,. T ip, an effective time
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stan'. for I03S pro esses. General solution of Hq. (3) is

n(t) = KT + (nQ - KT)
-tA (4)

whero n = n(t = (•). The shape of n(t) depends on the sign of the
o

expression n - KT. From Fig.2 it is evident, that nn < KT in our
experiments. The oroduct KT is the saturation value of n.

i.e. n = n( t — • <*> ) = KT . If the excitation conditions did not
3

undergo any change then I(t) ~ n(t) and Ig - 1Q is an indicator

of the increasing Cl2 concentration.

Fig. 3 represents the comparison of the calculated and mea-

sured results obtained from th>= time dependences of Cl intensity

(521.3 ran) for various gas flow rates of CC1.. Fig.3 confirms our

60

15 20 Oca,*"!? mm

Fig.3 Influence of p./n: fJ-.-.w rate on time conetant r
and the increase of 01 intensity ( I - I ):
dashed line denotes the calculated time con-
stant r = pV/y.

ideas on the kinetics of Cln. The dependences I -I and T versus
^ so

pas flow rate are similar in whole interval. The measured time
constant T 13 in good agreement with calculated one only for

3 ^

« > 10 cm /min. If gas f]ow rate Q < 10 cm /min. then thp measu-

red value T is much smaller in comparison with the calculated va-

l"e T Q = pV/Q 1 p is normalised gas pressure, V is volume of the;

reactor).
From experimental results discussed above it is obvious that
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an additional loss term caused by surface processes must be taken

into account

where T represents the time constant of the surface losses of
£1

molecules.

The assumption regarding the role of the aurrace processes

ways. In

is

shown at various temperatures of the electrodes and walls of the

in the kinetics of Clo molecules was tested in varioua

Fig.4 the time hehaviour of Cl line intensity (521.8 run)

Fie.4 Time behaviour of Cl' line intensity at
various electrode temperatures (TV) and
reactor walls temperatures 'TV.).

rc-«"t'r. Timf? constant of Cl line intensity is strongly pen-

(•)••• nt on th-"> electrode teiupfirstui's and w^iklv dependent on the

temperature of the reactor walls. This is comprehensible because

in our arrangement the discharge plasma is in contact onlv with

surface of the electrodes farodised Al). The physical processes

on electrodes (adsorption, desorptton, atom recombination) sisni-

fieantly affect the time constant of Clr concentration at lev/ aas

flow rate.

The fact th*t the stste of the electrode surface changes

d'.irins rf discharee excitation, is confirmed by the measurements

of the initial (startinp) value of I after saturation of Cl
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line lntensj ;y and following breakdov. time period tg (Fig.5).

o!

Fig. 5

0 10 20

Relaxation be1•
for variou;- ! r •

I.

•rom Fig.5 it is clear, th-

surface takes part with t.t..

of Cl + line intensity. J^.

plasma differs from th'.- <•••-

charge ignition.

0 10 20 30 40 i >

:r/< of optical emission Cl
own time tg .

• it.? regeneration of the electrode

•••lrr.e time constant T ae the increase

m o state of electrode surface in CGl^

.code surface state before rf dis-

- eff*"--ta

tnt- pi'" -

'f si • n on wafer etching on time behaviour of

'I'he crfcaL .

very strong int >••">•

emission ~-f r-i

especially p h y s i c s

this behaviour ii

electrode . The r- . •:

nuw stable products in CC1

on
.. 4

Iftsrr.a h a e

the time behaviour of the opr.î al

and continuum, too. It is probable that

processes on the electrode surface influence

j.t etch reactor without eili-Ti wafer on lower

of the new stable products in CCl^ plasma

ie m e :.:ont expressive at very low gas flow rate. The

. ou.. .; '.at ion of these products takes place in the reactor

• -:bo\:t .?.s / w (Q - 0). From Fig.6a it is apparent. that Cl2

•.•'•iicentriitiofi . .ease in time (at Q = 0) is that one monitored

•. v the increase of Cl spectral line intensity.

Two series of the time dependences of the various spectral

lines and mol-'cular bands are presented in Fig.6 arid Fig.7. Fig.6

belongs to the measurements without Si wafer, Fig. 7 represents

measurements when Si wafer is present. Time dependence of the
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1
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to eo
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time (si ~

Fig.6 Time behaviour of+
optical emission from Cl .
Cl, CC1 and Al in reactor
without Si wafer ._,

( 1 - Q = 13 cm'Vmin.

Fig.7 Time behaviour of+
optical emission from Cl ,
Cl. CC1, He and Si in the
reactor with Si wafer

2 - 0 = 0 )

Ijne Intensity (501.5 nm) shows that excitation conditions are

fitab'ie in time at Q = 13 cm'Vnin and then change a little in

reactor without gas flow (Fig.7c) owing to the conversion of CC1.

to the other chemicals.

Generally, the kinetics in CCl^ plasma is stronly influenced

if a silicon wafer {76 mm in diameter) was placed on the elec-

trode. The consumption of radicals on the etched surface leads to

the changes in the time behaviour of various species. The re-

active plasma - surface interaction produces a final etch product

SiCl. at the same tin;

From comparison ai the time behaviour for Cl line (Fie.6a
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and Fig.7a) it is apparent, that Clg molecules are consumed

during etching of crystalline silicon. Therefore, a cumulation of

Cl9 molecules in the reactor without gas flow (Q = 0) is not evi-

dent. It is interesting, that time behaviour of Cl line

(X--452.6 run) was the same for Q = 13 cm /min and for Q - 0 in the

reactor without Si wafer (Fig.6b). However, the time dependence

of Cl line intensity measured during silicon etching in a closed

reactor (Fig.7b) shows a continuous increase of the intensity.

The Bhape of Cl line dependence is similar to the time dependence

of Si spectral line (X=288.2 nm) at the same conditions. It 1P

probable that the increase of Cl line intensity is an indicator

of new stable molecules, i.e. Ptch products {mainly SiCl^).

Intensity of CC1 band decreases exponentially in the closed

reactor without Si wafer (Fig.6c). Because of I is a meastire

of CC1. molecules density (see process (1)). from the time beha-

viour of CC1 band it follows that concentration of CC1. molecules

decreases in time. Time behaviour of CC1. concentration influen-

ces the time behaviour of other particles. Increase of Cl.-, con-

centration in closed reactor without Si sample is not linear, be-

cause of decrease of the production Cl2 in time from CCl^ mole-

cules. Plasma etching of Si wafer leads to the more intensive

conversion of CC1. molecules (Fig.7-0. The signal of Al spectral

line was registered as a result of the electrode surface etching

( a layer of native Alo0o).

.?. Temporal changes of the 1 i <7ht. emission and the prepKure ••b.ri:;?

aluminium etching:

As mentioned abov*. tn<-- f.iri" behaviour of the light intensi-

ty from a discharge registered in a large time scale can give an

information on the state of n̂rf-tices in the reactor chamber.

The etatr of surface, p~pecial.lv that of electrodee. ia in-

fluenced by processes which orcur at. the surfaces ;..)d on them.

That ie why the lisht intLVisi v:•• ;n from discharge have a 3i.1r.ple

exponential behaviour wil.'n r---":-ct. to the time when no etch p m -

r.p-.ia in present. Fn such .-•i:--~ only relaxation processes (wi th

tJu-ir larp*-Ec-aJe time conrstfint ) nan be observed, because the
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.-r---'- oi iy^vi'A''-.-. •;h.5r.ae.3 only alowlv after ienition of the dis-

cii'i'.'i"1.? ( e:•;•:• •:-r-1'- "'":•"- T'irsf. . i y n o ) .

',. r).<•• '•':'.' r.irv, whc-n the fetching; is goinp, the physical

ri r: f-.r1; i--3 T. r" ' *•.•• rurfacc-3 and those of the gas can chanee draa-

tiCoijv J;i "• ;;h^rt t i.cie interval (at least in some phases of the

•••tc-!i r̂-C'-.-vr-••• 1 . ":ii.;s the thanaee of the 1 ieht emission and the gas

r.r>>.---uT'" in th-. :••-• •• .tion chamber can give an information on pro-

••-!•••:••.<••:•-' c o i n s • • 1;h-.-: e t c h e d s u r f a c e s .

r. > ':' =: •:"•'? i'.ph'.i'ioiir p f t !"•••' A i i cimi.-"'.^irir<. i n t c n ? i t v

m:ri>::-- A), ar.chinr ir. .•" i '"• • ,,-• r' 1 .-• —N.-,

i '.-:'!: r. i r;" • ••: n !;v o ' n ' i r v " - - - -.••• - ^ r ' - T - " : - - ^ i >-.> r : - r ^ > ' i n i n e t . h s

; ) . ,•:•.•••.• : •. :.!:•:•••", i ' . ' . v h '•-••••• '.:.-, ; \ ; ] i •• f'.-.rin.";t i o n C " i n b e

' ; - • i \ " . ' • • . ' " . . ! S r . i i i i ' .-• ; • . . • - ; > i j i " ! - . ' : • • :••. r , " . " ;••: " ' i i r " " - v ? : t h

. ' ) • • : - • ; :•. :• • r > ' ' : • • - T , ; L " ' [ • • • . • • - ' . j j ' i . ! i n v : ' < c l - ' V . K . x i ' c ' - r i i - v n ^ f i J
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experimental apparatus shown In Fig. 9. The working gas mixture

a,-

N, —

Sid.-
» se

»• II win || eg

r "•

u

Fig.9 Experimental apparatus for Al etching
(MFC-mass flow controller, PG-Pii'ani gauge,
RC-reaction chamber, SB & LB - short & long
bellows, DW-Dewar vessel, LT-liquid nitro-
gen trap, RP-rotary pump)

consisting of three controlled gas flows was filled the metallic

reactor chamber (reactor walls and the electrodes were from ano-

iized aluminium). The pressure in the chamber was measured by a

capacitance manometer (MKS P"i-at.ron) . The liquid nitrogen trap

was used to prevent the cht A] damage of the rotary pump bv

etch products leaving the reactor ( for more detailed information

on the experimental setup and especially on the reactor sec [81).

As it can be seen from Fig.8. the pressure also undergoes

the changes during ihe etch process and there is a correlation

between them and the Al line intenaity emitted from the dis-

At a rough classification the five different time inter-

•phases) in the etch process can be distinguished:

- £"i -nitiation phase

- the cleaning of aluminium surface from a native oxide and

the start of Al etching

1IT - the etching of whole unmasked Al surface

IV - the 1 •.muns of the substrate from aluminium

va

I

TI
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V - patches removing.

These phases are well distinguished in the time dependence of

both the line intensity and the pressure. The time behaviour of

the Al line intensity Is known [ ]: the signal is proportional

to the number density of excited Al atoms (and so to the etch

products density in the reactor and to the dissociation ratio).

Thus, in the phase II the rise of the signal is due to the in-

crease of the number of etched Al atoms removed from the surface

and transported into the reactor volume. A roughly homogeneous

etching of Al leads to the approximately constant light intensity

during the phase III, because in such case the etching is a con-

stant source of Al. atoms in the reactor. When whole aluminium

layer is removed in some places of the surface, ti • etching pro-

ceeds at an area continuously reduced and this results in a fall

of the light intensity (phase IV). The last part of the time de-

pendence of light intensity is due to a final adjustment of the

etched surface by removing the residue? of aluminium (phase V)

from the substrate surface.

Fig.10 Complete record of temporai changes of the gas
pressure in the reactor during Al etching

More detailed study of the pressure changes durine etch pro-

cfdure enables to recognise a lot of significant points on the

time dependence of the pressm-e (Fig.10). A coherence between

those time marks and the rough claceifiration of the etch pha3es

made above, can be easily found: the interval 0-3 corresponds to
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I, 3-4 = 11. 4-6 = II I. r-P, - IV -r V. « - eno -;: r.r..

In order to interpret the pressure ourw a f-,1 ?•-•-.•: r r .-m=ili-

tative explanation can be ,-iven:

The pressure increase in the interval •-• -1 it; .i-...-"'̂  by SK'i .

dissociation to SiClv fragments, the reactor sur f :c-:- 'i-rasnr •

and gae heating. The interval 3-2 represents the r \vt' - i^a- r.uT!,!-.̂:

decreasing due to surface desorption decrease, "*>•'•• "native r::i-"i-?"

removal is going during 2-3. In the interval 'i-A, • i.-̂iri'in.- n---

cesses are the finish of the oxide removal and consecutive alunii

nium etching. A rapid aluminium etching is accompanied wisi

strong pressure drop. The interval 4-5 corresponds re stabiliza-

tion processes evoked by reactions of active species v/-jth -i]unri-

nium which are faster than etch products desorpt ion. The p*trt ?••--'

has the longest duration and it represents the unmasked alurr! j niurr

; etching. The end of aluminium etching is manifested by shrinki;v

of aluminium etch surfaces and it leads to pressure increase seen

p in the interval 6-7. The etch process is sometimes more isotror:

* and an undercutting can be observed, l,iis undercutting? ie-sdn rr-

| the decrease of pressure curve nlope (interval r'-S) . Thf r>oii.-

[ "8" represents the end of aluminium etching. An approximate pqui-

f librium between generation n>vl I033 processes ey.ir.zr* in 'ce't-"f*"'1

: chajiiber during the time int<-«-vf,i .'3-9. If the etchjn« i.=. :.••-•;

stopped before total photoresist m-isk detradation - 'be point "?

- the itching of original.lv masked aluminium is contjnr-- -1. It

accompanied with pressure df-.-ressinu' i r: reactor nhv ̂  .-r '•'-•, ;;

1; (interval 9-10). However, th« pressure di f fpr-en -e p -p i.-. icv.r

I than the different P 3-^ H-jfj to smaller masker! aJurnir i-.-r.-. -r-'.-;

S compared to u'..'i«3kpa on-. "'}-." p"e^t;ui-e- iricrense i :• '.';• ';•' ••:;.:.

I 1 0 - 5 I i s c a u r e d b v a l ] f i l i s l r l u c i I'er.,.,, •; . /,r -•• ;nr. ' 1 ', " '.;•'••> ':.-

c h f i r g e - : i:.-, r j w i t c h f c l • ' • i f a n d '.•:••• ' • r ^ c r i i r T ' o ' t h e « t ? h ••'••.• » • . - - ] - . • • •

to the ini•*• i -; 1 volue.

C i : v - i d ". r - i M . . ' t h ~ v r i - - : - , - . - : - : - - . - .;;;.•;". •-..- c ^ - . - . , ' . : > I - - J V . - ;-•"•••. • • ~ i • < • •

a t a r i t ? > n e s < \ ; 3 r - r - • £ • - • r f o r " > • < • . • ' i .-•;.•-; : l~--. c •-. r . . .• . - - - i r j • i ••••.- ••••••• ~. i i .

t h e J i s r - - i ' : •••.: r , \ -,; } .-.!-.-.,•.••- .•:•.::.•:.••' :,•••;...- : < • : • . 1 i . < : • .• t -.' , •, .•;..-.

c e s s c a n > < : - •!• ' - - r m i i •••.. • •• ' — • • . • • - . .--;-.-. ';;..•. • .• - •

t e r s c a n b e u . e d *.'.• t-v:-. "•,:•: • •:: ;•. ,•.-•. -, .• ' i. n : " ;. ,, . p . - , ; ,-, i . r . , ; , - . •

o x i d e r r - i r i o v f j j f A t . / A r . i. • • •,i !
1: i--iiK. ^ ^ , - v r,: M . .-, ,ur.ii n ; ••
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fTn-rh r e s u l t s flr« mor» derail, discussed in if-?, 10".

Another w:iv hew to y?» t h i s experimental mater ial i s a

r-:iutior. b^two^n the aluminium etch rat*! arv1 the pressure

r: ff--renf;e AP . Vv)>-e-n the etched surface ?rea F i s constant ,

th'in a t ce r t a in value of '-(luminium -stch rnte - thorf i s g

•jiinsLnnt consumption of ac t ive particle.'.", en t^» surface find

th'^rfiforw &P d i r e c t l y rsf'tft. '-i the magni tn'i?! of »+..-h vs •".••'. Th«»

: i i ' . ] j shov/s a o^pc-nrJf.-n'?*' of aluminium et.o'n rot'.; ' . >!>t* in^-ii fr^w

:,h;<=r inter'/;..! 3-tO on the pressure d i f f e r e i w Ar for No «irri (" 1..

.•••Jmixtures to S iCl . . in hoth cases the prenfintftd ^iei-eridoncfin ft re

:iri'."-ar. The slope of Lhsne dependences contains fin information on

rh.3 etch nuic-hanism.

10

200 /,00 600 R36

nm mm

Kig.il Pressure difference vfrsu? /• 1 et-h

ratP in K1C1, + r.l_,f-t-') or N\.'*;

Now we try to chew how the ot'-.h "^•-hani. ™ i m ! •.!-'r!--r. th^

value of the elofo- Fcr ".his purpose wn ejrpoiv; r':̂ » »/.,•- f.|--?i;i,-

of alu.niniu"! i-ti::hir.̂  AiCl.. is p«-nr.:•••t«..-j ,,v «-.:•;.,•.,••..

.Al + a "] -)• --, .'J! , • » Alf'i . i -1

w h e r p a , a a r ^ n u r : i l ' ' . ; r s <<f n e e d e d a t o m i c n n d I T ; i •••~\: i ••.:• i h j r i r i n f
> 2

p - ' i r t i c l e s , r e s p e c t i v e , i y . As H e o n s ^ o y e r i r e a o h ) o r i n « b . i l i n c p imipt
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be fulfilled:

+ 2a2 = x . (8)

In one elementary etch process the a± + az particles is lost from

the reactor volume and 1 particle (a molecule of AlClv) enters

the volume. Therefore the particles decrease in reaction volump

is proportional to

When RA is the aluminium etch rate, then

denotes a number of aluminium atoms removed during the time in-

terval dt from aluminium area PA; PA and m^ are density and mole-

cular weight of aluminium, respectively. Because each etched alu-

minium atom is released from the surface in form of A1C1 . the

etching of di-1 aluminium atoms is connected with removal ~.J

dN = u dv particles from reaction volume. This decrease can be

interpreted as a pumping abilit; of the etched surface. The pum

ping speed of aluminium surface S is added to that-, of vacuum

syatem S at pressure p . In stationary state the total pumpinp

'; speed is equal to the input etch gas flov.

•'. tf tf A O

?• where Q denotes the gas flow at atmospheric pressure p_.

'• If there is no etching, the pressure in stationary stats i«

it higher fp3) and the equation (11) has a form

\ where Sa * S^ is the pumping speed at the pressure pg. ',,

Using the state equation the flow of particles pumped by ~

aluminium surface can be written . '

Substituting the equation (10) to the equation (12) we obtain
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here T ie the gas temperature and k - the Boltzmann constant. The

difference of pressures in reaction volume without and with

etching can be then found

and the slope of the dependence RA(Ap) is following

d(RA) PQQmA
K = (15)

d(Ap) p kTP p u
3 A A

Supposing a^= 0, az = 3/2, x = 3 ( i . e . u = 0 . 5 ) . for T = 310 K.

Q - 44 cmVmin = 7.3xlO~7inV1. mA = 4.5xlO~z<s kg, P 3 = 90 Pa,

PA - 3.2>:IO"3 tn2 (70 % of whole wafer a ; . . a ) . P A - 2.7xlO3 kg m"3.

k = 1.35xlO"za JK"*. we obta in K = axlO'^me^Pa"1.

(For a = a, = 1. x = 3 and the same expei'imental condi t ions the

value ;* f K i s twic^ ]ow*-T i.

The fjpre'inent. with the value of the sjope obtained from the expe-
r imental .impendence R (Av) i.e rtood: K — 1x10 aip Pa

A ' • e x p
As i t can be seen tvom the equation lit). the quanti ty n

•-!'•;; id .-iMuirp not only pos i t ive but. also zero or negative valu^.

r,,-.r i:;j;,,. •. t j . ^ . wfifn a = 0 , n. = 0 5 a n d >: = 1 , ft n e p » t i v e vra lue o f

i] ;-: nV ••!•. -•. i nf-'i . Tti such a wnv th- :-'\)av of thp -i^c-inlerire H I ip •
A

or." i n -i i o --I.'•:•» t he charac ter of th*1 p i'.ninw-BOl ill i n ^ f r ' . ' t i n n .
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